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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

This thesis is a study of the structure of existential constructions in a

sub-dialect of Palestinian Arabic, referred to as Rural Palestinian Arabic (or

RPA; Herzallah 1990; Younes 1993, 1994, 1995). RPA is a conservative dialect

of colloquial Arabic, which retains several features of older Arabic which have

been lost in more progressive dialects1. Of principle interest among these features

are patterns of agreement marking found in existential constructions.

Unlike what is the case in most urban dialects of Arabic, as well as in

many other languages, full agreement in number and gender between the

post-verbal noun phrase and verb seems to alternate with impersonal agreement,

agreement marking in third-person masculine singular, regardless of the number

and gender of the understood “subject.” For example, in (1a), the logical subject

is ixtyâre “old woman,” which is a feminine singular noun; the participle of the

copula bâk≥i can be marked either in impersonal masculine singular, or agree

with ixtyâre in the feminine singular:

1

1RPA examples from the Schmidt and Kahle (1918, 1930) are identified selection and
section; for example, (10.1) indicates selection number 10, section 1. Selections 1-64 are in
Schmidt and Kahle (1918), and 65-132 in Schmidt and Kahle (1930). RPA data elicited from
native speakers are indicated as such. Sources of examples of other dialects are given with the
examples. Examples unidentified with respect to dialect are fabricated (by the author or by
native speakers), and should be considered to fall under the rubric of “Educated Levantine
Arabic,” a super- or meta-dialect associated with higher social prestige in the Levantine region,
and bleached to one degree or another of local dialectal characteristics.
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(1) a. bâk≥ ≥≥≥i        /bâk≥ ≥≥≥ye    hanâk ixtyâre warâ-ha         k≥ôm      k ≥awiyîn
bepartMS/bepartFS there    oldFS    behind-cl3FS clanMP strongMP
“There was an old woman there who had a strong clan behind
her.” (RPA: elicited data).

b. bak≥ ≥≥≥a     /bak ≥ ≥≥≥u        fîh     xams izlâm   fi-d-dâr
was3MS/were3MP THERE five    menMP in-the-house
“There were five men in the house.” (RPA: elicited data).

 There are hints that semantic or pragmatic factors may interact with

choice of agreement form; noun phrases controlling full agreement are inter-

preted as “specific,” in the sense that a listener will understand that the speaker

has a particular referent or set of referents in mind corresponding to the de-

scription in the noun phrase (cf. Lumsden 1988; Abbott 1993). For example in

(2b), full agreement marking coincides with a reading of the noun phrase ulâd

“boys, children” that takes scope wider than the quantificational adverb ¸cill

yôm “every day”:

(2) a. ¸cill    yôm b-îπi                  la-ß-saff     ulâd
every day   INDIC-come3MS to-the-class boysMP
“Every day, boys come to class.”
∀x[(day(x)) → ∃y[boys(y) & come-to-class(y) in (x)]]

b. ¸cill    yôm b-îπu                  la-ß-ßaff     ulâd
every day   INDIC-come3MP to-the-class boysMP
“There are (certain) boys who come to class every day.”
∃y[boys(y) & ∀x[(days(x))→ come-to-class(y) in (x)]]

In (2a), in which the verb is marked with impersonal agreement, ulâd “boys”

is interpreted with narrow scope with respect to the quantifier ̧cill “every.” In

(2b), however, the verb is marked in full agreement with the noun phrase,

which is interpreted with scope outside of the quantifier.

In (3), full agreement marking does not seem to affect scope interpretation,

but rather the sense attributed to the preposition fiind- “at,” commonly used to

indicate possession, as well as spacial location:
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(3) a. ˛anni, bak ≥ ≥≥≥a       fiind-e      xams ulâd
Hanni, was3MS at-CL3MS five    childrenMP
“Hanni, he had five children (i.e., ‘he was the father of five
children’ or ‘he had five children with him or chez lui’).”

b. ˛anni, bak ≥ ≥≥≥u         fiind-e     xams ulâd
Hanni, were3MP at-CL3MS five     childrenMP
“Hanni, he had five children (chez lui).”

In (3a), the verb is marked for singular agreement, and the clause is

ambiguous between a possessive and locative interpretations and can mean

either that Hanni was the father of five children, or that he had five children in

his company or supervision at some particular point in the past. (3b), in contrast,

shows the verb marked in the plural, and only the locative sense is available;

the clause can only mean that Hanni had five children with him at the moment

in question.

There is also evidence that the way a noun phrase is modified interacts

with form of agreement marking.  For example, modification of an indefinite

noun phrase with a cardinal numeral or the “indefinite” demonstrative hal-

“this” creates a (possibly very) slight preference for impersonal agreement,

while a relative clause containing a definite noun phrase increases some prefer-

ence for full agreement. Judgements provided by native speakers for this point

are very weak, but seem to never-the-less be systematic; the preferences for

one agreement form or another, if not strong, are consistent across speakers.

While the semantic or pragmatic interpretation of existential construc-

tions will not be addressed in this thesis, it is tempting to follow Fodor and Sag

(1982), Lumsden (1988), McNally (1992), and Abbott (1993) in arguing that rich

descriptive content increases the specificity that discourse participants attribute

to a nominal description. In Lumsden’s (1988) terms, rich descriptive content

signals increased commitment on the part of the speaker to the existence of
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actual objects corresponding to the description in the noun phrase. Conversely,

marking a noun phrase with a numeral quantifier increases the salience of a

set-denoting and therefore non-referential interpretation of the noun phrase,

and therefore makes full agreement less likely.

1.2 Theoretical Issues to be Addressed

The facts just mentioned present two challenges to the Minimalist Pro-

gram as formulated in Chomsky (1995), Collins (1997), and Bowers (1998, 1999):

first, optionality in the application of grammatical rules is held to be a chimera

in the Minimalist Program, arising from variation in underlying structure or

formal feature specification of lexical items; second, the syntactic module of

grammar is assumed to be “closed,” in the sense that it does not interact

directly with other grammatical systems, such as those involved in interpretation

or pronunciation.

Therefore, the apparent empirical generalization concerning agreement

in RPA existential constructions - that agreement form co-varies with different

interpretations - should be inexpressible in a Minimalist grammar. At issue is

how a grammar in which form is constructed by algorithmic processes, allows

for apparent optionality in application of a rule like agreement marking, and

how a closed system (as the syntactic module of grammar is assumed to be in

the Minimalist Program) can be affected by “external” factors like semantic or

pragmatic specificity.

This situation suggests a paradox in the T-model of grammar. It is widely

assumed that agreement licensing takes place at the PF, the interface between

the syntactic and morpho-phonological components of the grammar, while

licensing conditions that relate to semantic specificity take effect at LF, the

interface between the syntactic and semantic/pragmatic component. In the
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case of Arabic, we have seen that NPs can stay in situ in the surface syntax,

and therefore undergo whatever LF-raising they need after Spell-out. Given

that no conditions require these NPs to raise in the surface syntax, it is mysterious

why semantic specificity, a property associated with semantic or pragmatic

interpretation, should play a role in licensing agreement marking, a process

that is ordered prior to LF in the derivation.

(1-1) The T-Model

Numeration

               LF (interpretation)             PF (agreement licensing)

In the T-model, a dependency between agreement and specificity would

mean that the derivation has to  “look ahead” of Spell-Out, in order to feed the

correct information to the morphological processes that license agreement. But

according to the principle of Full Interpretation, only information that is inter-

pretable at a given interface can be legitimately represented there: “there are

no PF-LF interactions relevant to convergence” (Chomsky 1995: 220). Therefore,

specificity, which is post-LF information, should not be interpretable at PF,

and therefore should not affect the PF operations that license agreement marking.

1.2.1 Optionality in Grammar

Prominent syntactic analyses of existential constructions are based on

the facts of Standard English or French, in which form of agreement is putatively

2Schütze gives examples like the following, arguing that they are part of the productive
grammar of (spoken) English:

obligatory (cf. Chomsky 1995; see Schütze 19992 for a dissenting view); full

Spell-Out
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agreement between the verb and NP being required in English, and impersonal

agreement in French:

(4) a. There *was/were three dogs in the room.
b. Il        y  a        /*ont   trois chiens dans la  salle

There it hasMS/haveP three dogs      in    the room
“There are three dogs in the room.”

In view of the examples in (4), many researchers have concluded that agreement

marking in existential constructions is an either/or phenomenon: one language

may do it one way, another language in another way, but we would not expect

both options to be freely available within one language.

For example, agreement in English is frequently assumed to be due to

covert raising of the formal feature of the noun phrase into an agreement-

licensing position (cf. Chomsky 1995, Collins 1997). The agreement facts of

French and other languages that require impersonal agreement are frequently

analyzed as being due to the insertion of an expletive pronoun; the verb agrees

with the expletive, rather than the thematic NP, resulting in impersonal agree-

ment, as in the following examples:

(5) a. Il est venu   trois hommes hier.
It isS comeS three men          yesterday.
“There came three men yesterday.”  (French)

(i) There [w¥z] 50 people at the party last night.
(ii) There’s often problems at the South Precinct.
(iii) On the center of the page is two houses.

Schütze claims that nouns checking nominative case features agree with the verb, while nouns
checking other case features do not. Therefore, agreement variation in English is similar to
agreement marking in quirky case constructions in Scandanavian, in which the verb agrees
with a “nominative subject,” but not a “dative subject”:

(iv) Vit         komu
we-NOM cameP
“We came.”   

(v) Honum nytist     ∂eiri  bókahillar         heima   hjá  sær
him-DAT  needs3S more  bookshelves-ACC at-home with self
“He needs more bookshelves in his home.” (Faroese)
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b. Es gibt    Hammelbeinen mit Erbsen zum Speise
It  givesS mutton-legsP      with peas     to-the eating
“There are lamb shanks with mashed peas to eat.” (German)

c. It IS dogs in this house!
“There ARE dogs in this house.” (African American Vernacular
English3).

Moreover, optionality in agreement marking is not necessarily typical

of Arabic. Native speakers of some of the more “progressive” urban dialects

find full agreement in existential constructions - particularly fîh-constructions -

dispreferred or downright ungrammatical (although both agreement options

are permitted in locative-inversion constructions). This is illustrated in the

following  contrast between Rural Palestinian and Tunisian Arabic, which, on

the one hand, allow both full and impersonal agreement in an existential con-

struction, and Lebanese (Beirut) and Egyptian (Cairene) Arabic, which, on the

other hand, permit only impersonal agreement:

(6) a. bak≥ ≥≥≥a     /bak ≥ ≥≥≥ên    fîh     i ≈çlâb     iç±âr   /iç±îre       fi-l-lô∂≥a
was3MS/were3FP THERE dogsFP manyP/manyFS in-the-room
“There were many dogs in the room.”  (RPA)

b. kân       /kânu        famma bar¸sa klâb   fi-l-bêt
was3MS/were3MP there      many dogsP in-the-room
“Same.” (TA)

(7) a. kên     /*kênu     fîh      klêb     ktîr        /ktîre       fi-l-√ô∂a
was3MS/were3P THERE dogsFP manyMS/manyFS in-the-room
“Same.” (LA)

b. kân      /*kânu  fîh    kilâb   kitîra    fi-l-ôda
was3MS/wereP there dogsP manyFS in-the-room

3Labov (1973: 270) reports that AAVE “uses the dummy subject it where standard
English uses there, as in it’s a difference or it’s a policeman at the door. This is not a categorical
rule, but it rises to a very high frequency in the vernacular.”

“Same.” (EA)
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Arabics dialects like Lebanese and Egyptian therefore seem to be more like

French (and therefore well-behaved in the view of the Minimalist Program), in

that they employ an agreement strategy involving insertion of an expletive

pronoun.

One possibility for explaining the availability of two forms may be that

they are in free variation with one another, or that they represent a “virus” in

the grammar (see Schütze 1999 for discussion). However, while the optionality

of agreement form as well as a correlation with specificity effects in RPA and

dialects may seem anomolous, it is not unique to Rural Palestinian Arabic.

Sigler (1997) describes comparable facts for Standard Western Armenian: if an

indefinite subject is modified by a numeral or a weak quantifier and unmarked

for number or definiteness, the verb may be marked in the singular:

8 a. ayt  baderzm-i-n  mȩc hink zinvor  ¥sbann-ve-c-av
that battle-GEN-THE  in    5        soldiers  kill-PASS-AOR-3S
“In that battle were killed 5 soldiers.”

b. k¥san   usano±±±±  k¥nuten-e-m¥  caso±e-c-av
twenty sudenttS  exam-ABL-a        fail-AOR-3S
“Twenty students failed an exam.”

If plurality and/or definiteness are marked on the NP, plural agreement marking

on the verb is obligatory:

(9) a. ayt  baderazm-i-n me¸c hink zinvor-ner  ¥sbann-v-ec-an/*-av
that battle-GEN-the   in    5        soldier-P      killPASSAOR-3P    / -3S
“In that battle five soldiers were killed.”

b. ayt  baderazm-i-n me¸c hink zinvor-ner-¥ ¥sbann-ve-c-an/*-av
that battle-GEN-the   in     5        soldier-P-the   kill-PASS-AOR-3P  / -3S
“In that battle the five soldiers were killed.”

(10) a. k¥san usano±±±±-ner-¥ k¥nuten-e-m¥ caso±e-c-an/*-av
twenty sudent-P-the   exam-ABL-a       fail-AOR-3S   / -3S
“The 20 students failed an exam.”
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b. k¥san  usano±±±±-ner k¥nuten-e-m¥  caxo±e-c-an/*-av
twenty students-P    exam-ABL-a        fail-AOR-3P    / -3S
“20 students failed an exam.”

Sigler then goes on to note that “rich” descriptive modification can

make plural marking, and hence agreement marking, optional or obligatory.

For example, in (11a), the noun phrase ¸sad hay “many Armenian(s)” occurs

with 3rd-person singular marking on the verb ga “exist,” and is infelicitous

with a plural suffix. In contrast, (11b) shows ¸sad hay modified by the relative

clause pars ga-s den-en nor yegad “newly arrived from Iran,” the presence of

which makes the plural suffix er felicitous on hay “Armenian” and plural marking

on the verb acceptable. A similar contrast can be seen in (12):

(11) a. ¸sad    hay/#-er      ga/-#an      hon?
much Armenian-P  exist3S/-3P there
“Are there many Armenians there?”

b. ¸sad    parsga-sdan-en nor  yegad     hay/-er        gan      hon?
much Iran-ABL-the         new comepart Armenian-P  exist3P there
“Are there many Armenians there who have recently arrived
from Iran?”

(12) a. mer      dun-¥      kişer-¥    ut¥    hyur/#-er  ge-c-av/-#an
GEN-1P  house-the night-the eight guest-P        stay-AOR-3S/-3P
“Eight guests stayed overnight at our house.”

b. mer    dun-¥     kişer-¥     ut¥   t¥ram ç-une-c-o±±±±          hyur/-er
GEN-P house-the night-the eight money NEG-have-AOR-REL guest-P
ge-c-an/-av
stay-aor-3P/-3S
“Eight guests who had no money stayed overnight at our
house.”

Sigler indicates that, as in RPA, these different options for agreement marking

correlate with different semantic/pragmatic interpretations. Given this, the

two agreement options should be represented as systematically available, rather

than as being in free variation.
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1.2.2 Agreement Licensing and NP Structure

My proposal, drawing on analyses by Sigler (1997) and Déprez (1998),

is that a direct correlation between agreement form and interpretation is indeed

inexpressible in a Minimalist grammar, but that it can be shown to be in fact

an epiphenomon of basically syntactic processes. I argue that what agreement

marking and interpretation of a noun phrase in an existential construction

have directly in common is the structure of the noun phrase. In particular,

noun phrases that control full agreement include a determiner layer in their

phrase structure; they are Determiner Phrases (in the sense of Abney 1987),

rather than Noun Phrases.

Determiners, rather than nouns, are specified for case, and therefore

only DPs are visible to case checking operations. Noun phrase movement is

driven by case checking, so a noun phrase unspecified for case will not participate

in a movement operation, and as a consequence will not enter PrP, in which

agreement marking is licensed. In such a situation, an expletive null pronominal

is inserted into PrP, in order to check its agreement features. Determiner phrases,

being specified for case, can raise into agreement checking positions. As such,

my analysis is very similar in spirit if not in the details to Halila’s (1992), who

argues that optionality in agreement in Tunisian Arabic is due both to pronoun-

insertion and agreement with the post-verbal NP being available.

1.2.3 NP Structure, Agreement, and Interpretation

While I will not explore the interpretation of noun phrases in existential

constructions here, I will suggest a way in which the presence or lack of a

determiner layer in noun phrase structure may correlate with specific vs. non-

specific interpretation of the noun phrase. In particular, DPs may be interpreted

as arguments or as “rigid designators” in Abbott’s (1993) terms, while “bare”
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indefinites are interpreted as “incorporated” predicates that become part of a

complex description of the event denoted by the verb phrase.

Following Lumsden (1988), the optionality in agreement form would

therefore arise from an ambiguity in the syntactic description a listener assigns

to his or her interpretation of the clause. Rich modification of an indefinite

may dispose the listener to identify or assume a particular (or specific) referent,

and therefore to assume a structural description in which the noun phrase

includes a determiner layer. Alternately, a numerical quantifier may dispose

the listener to understand the noun phrase merely as part of a complex descrip-

tion of an event, and therefore to assign it a structural description without a

determiner.

1.2.4 The Structure of Arabic Noun Phrases

Additional theoretical issues to be addressed therefore include the struc-

ture of noun phrases. I argue in some detail that nominal heads undergo at

most partial movement in the Arabic NP (cf. Ritter 1988, 1991; Borer 1996;

Choueiri 2000; Shlonsky 2000). Evidence for this includes modification of nom-

inal heads with numerical quantifiers, and arguments for external determiners

given in Choueiri 2000. I also argue that the “small clause” complement of the

copula in an existential construction consists of a Predication Phrase selecting

the thematic predicate (such as a prepositional phrase) as its complement.

Evidence for this is presented involving agreement marking on verbal stems in

non-finite contexts, and from Aoun’s (1996) discussion of Clitic-Left-Dislocation

in Lebanese Arabic.

1.2.5 PF-Scrambling

Finally, I present arguments for a theory in which at least some word

order inversions (which I refer to as PP-scrambling, after Belletti and Shlonsky

1995) can be analyzed as PF-operations, and therefore not syntactic in the strict
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sense. This is in response to data that present apparent counterexamples to the

analysis presented thus far, in that they show multiple frontings or inversions

in a clause. Following Aoun and Benmamoun (1998), Neeleman and Reinhart

(1998) and Zubizarreta (1998), I compare word order inversions which occur to

the right of the copula in existential constructions with similar inversions to

the right of the verb in transitive clauses.

I argue that both are due to well-formedness conditions on PF-

representations which require that constituents with new-information focus be

the right-most or most deeply embedded constituent in the clause. PP-scrambling

occurs when the prepositional phrase (or other constituent) does not have

new-information focus, but still is the most deeply-embedded constituent in

the clause. In order to resolve this conflict, it is raised and adjoined to the most

local maximal projection containing it, deriving the final word order. However,

since this operation occurs at the PF-interface, it does not affect the LF-

representation of the clause in any way.

1.3 The Language

1.3.1 Historical Background

In 1910, when Schmidt and Kahle collected their material, the population

of Bir Zeit consisted of 3 Christian clans, and 1 Muslim, numbering in total

some 700 persons (Schmidt and Kahle 1930: 12-13)4. The Christian inhabitants

trace their origins to a group of Christian Bedouin who migrated to Bir Zeit

sometime in the early 18th Century from the environs of el-Karak, a city in

Jordan on the south-eastern shore of the Dead Sea (see also Cadora 1992:

32-33). Currently, the population is by some (informal) estimates roughly 5000,

4Schmidt and Kahle provide no indication that significant differences in speech were
to be found between the Christian and Muslim communities.

and the town has become host to Bir Zeit University, perhaps the best-known
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and most prestigious of Palestinian universities. However, the RPA as recorded

in 1910 still seems to be more or less intact, although contact with native

speakers suggests that it has suffered more from inroads of education than

from demographic change. Some differences of usage (particularly with regard

to plural inflection) were noted among younger speakers, but the examples

taken from the Schmidt and Kahle texts were all judged normal and acceptable

by native speakers from a wide spectrum of ages.

1.3.2 RPA and other Dialects

RPA is distinct from the urban dialects spoken nearby (such as in Ramal-

lah, Jerusalem, Nablus, etc. as well as from rural dialects in other areas of the

historical Palestine, such as Northern (or Galilean) Palestinian (cf. Mohammad

1989, 1998; Khalaily 1997; Shlonsky 1997). The relationship between RPA and

urban dialects is summarized in the following report from Schmidt and Kahle

(1918: 45):

The Arabic spoken in the larger cities is again clearly distinct
from the Arabic of the fallâ˛în [peasants], especially the Arabic of
Jerusalem, about which, relatively speaking, we have been the
best informed up to this point. The cities have time and again
seen influx from the most disparate Arabic speaking regions, var-
ious analogizations and levelings have taken place, and as a result,
a trade language has developed which is excepted from the actual
dialect area of Palestine. The dialect of Jerusalem is closer to that
of Damascus - where in many respects similar circumstances pre-

5“Von dem Arabisch der Fellachen ist wieder deutlich geschieden das in den größeren
Städten gesprochene Arabisch, insbesondere das Arabische von Jerusalem, µber das wir bisher
relativ am besten unterrichtet sind. Die Städte haben immer wieder aus den verschiedensten
arabisch sprechenden Gegenden Zuzug erhalten, mancherlei Angleichung und Abschleifung
hat da Stattgefunden und so ist eine Verkehrsprache entstanden, die aus dem eigentlichen
Dialektgebiet Palästina herausfällt. Der Dialekt von Jerusalem steht dem von Damaskus - wo
in mancher Hinsicht ähnliche Verhältnisse vorliegen - näher als dem der umwohnenden
Fellachen. “

vail - than it is to that of the surrounding fallâ˛în5.
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Distinguishing characteristics of Rural Palestinian Arabic include the

following (see Bergstrasser 1915; Schmidt and Kahle 1918: 45-93; Blau 1960):

• Substitution of the verb bak≥a -yibk ≥a/yik ≥ba6 (Arabic vIÐ ≠ v?I??³¹) or
its participle bâk≥i (Arabic v	UÐ) for kân -yikûn (Arabic ÊU?� ≠ ÊuJ¹)
as the copula.

• Retention of inflection for the feminine plural in adjectives and
verbs; -ât for adjectives, and -în for verbs.

• Affrication of the consonant /k/ (Arabic „) to /¸c/, as in ¸clâb for
klâb (Arabic »ö�), ̧canîse for kanîse (Arabic W�OM�), etc. Exceptions
obtain in certain environments, including distal demonstratives
such as ha∂âk “thatMS,” ha∂îk “thatFS,” ha∂ôlak “those,” hanâk
“there,” etc., and the 2MS object clitic -ak (as opposed to the 2FS
clitic -i̧c); this contrast seems to have been grammaticized. See
Schmidt and Kahle (1918: 49-50).

• Affrication of the pharyngealized stop /∂/ (Arabic  ÷) to /∂≥/,
such that the verbs /∂all/ “to err” (Arabic Òq?{) and /∂≥all/ “to
remain” (Arabic Òqþ) are both pronounced ∂≥all.

• Fronting of /q/ (Arabic ‚) to /k/ (transliterated as /k≥/).

• In Bir Zeit, fronting of vowels in pronoun clitics: for example,
-(h)u, the 3MS object clitic in Standard Arabic and other dialects
is pronounced -(h)e (see Bergstraßer 1915: §34 and Map 13), the
3MP and 3FP object clitics -hum  and -hun are pronounced as -him
and -hin, and the 2MP and 2FP clitics -kum and -kun are pronounced
-̧cim and -̧cin.

According to comments by native speaker informants, there are certain

notable differences between RPA as spoken in area of Bir Zeit/Ramallah and

as spoken further north, in the rural areas around Nablus or Jenin. In particular,

as noted just above, vowels in clitic pronouns are fronted in the Bir Zeit/Ramallah

6Yik≥ba  is a common metathesized variant of yibk≥a, the imperfect of bak ≥â.

variation of the dialect. Certain lexical differences are to be noted, and affrication
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of /k/ is perhaps more pervasive in Bir Zeit: note Bir Zeit ô¸cil “he ate,” çil

“eat!” vs. Jenin-area âkal “he ate” and kul “eat!” However, these differences

being noted, RPA as spoken in these two areas seems to be largely identical,

particularly with regard to the phenomenon under discussion in this thesis.

1.3.3 Data Sources and Methods

The majority of the data from RPA come from the Schmidt and Kahle

collection (Schmidt and Kahle 1918, 1930), and from field work conducted in

Bir Zeit in 1998. Additional data were provided by a native speaker of the

dialect, as spoken in rural areas near Jenin, further north in the West Bank.

Most of the data from Schmidt and Kahle were extracted by means of

concordance-building software: the text of Schmidt and Kahle (1918) was

scanned into a computer and then converted into electronic text using optical

character recognition (OCR) software. After the text had been edited for errors,

and to normalize various form of phonological variation, concordance software

(Conc 1.80 from The Summer Institute of Linguistics) was used to locate examples

of the grammatical phenomena under study.

Examples from Schmidt and Kahle (1930) were extracted by manual

search. Additional data from the Schmidt and Kahle volumes was taken from

examples in Blau’s (1960) syntax of the Bir Zeit dialect. Fieldwork was conducted

in Bir Zeit in 1998; native speakers were presented with example sentences

(written in Arabic characters) which were based either entirely or in part on

examples extracted from Schmidt and Kahle (1918). These examples consisted

of both isolated sentences, and short texts. Similar methods were used with

other native speakers, although the examples were frequently given in Roman

characters (many native speakers find the dialect easier to recognize in Roman

characters than in Arabic characters).
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1.3.4 Other Dialects

Data has also been included from other sub-dialects of Palestinian Arabic,

including Northern Palestinian (Mohammad 1998a,b, 2000; Shlonsky 1997;

Khalaily 1997) and what I will refer to as Urban Palestinian, including the

dialects of Jerusalem and Nablus (however, see comments above the distinction

between urban and rural sedentary dialects). Northern Palestinian Arabic is a

term used for a group of sedentary dialects (as distinct from Bedouin dialects:

see Rosenhouse 1984) spoken in the Galilee region of northern Israel. Non-

Palestinian dialects represented in the data include Lebanese (Beirut), Syrian

(Damascus), Jordanian (Amman), Saudi Arabian (Dahran), Egyptian (Cairo),

Tunisian (Sfax and Tunis), and Moroccan Arabic.

Data from these additional dialects have been brought into the discussion

both to supplement and contrast the data from Rural Palestinian Arabic. I have

made these parallels based on a (possibly controversial) assumption that dialects

(especially in the Levantine region) differ by degree, and therefore that two

dialects within the area may agree closely in some respects while differing in

others and that where two dialects agree, native speaker judgements provided

by a speaker of one can be generalized to another. For example, the Palestinian

and Lebanese dialects that I have examined both make use of the “indefinite”

demonstrative hal- “this,” parallel to the “indefinite” use of this in colloquial

English, so I have assumed that judgements of a speaker of Lebanese can be

generalized to a speaker of Palestinian, and have mixed data from the two

dialects in the discussion of this point.

As we saw above, Lebanese and Rural Palestinian differ in the forms of

agreement marking they allow in existential constructions with the existential

particle fîh: Rural Palestinian allows both full agreement between the verb and

noun as well as impersonal agreement, while Lebanese Arabic allows only
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impersonal agreement, as is also the case for the Urban Palestinian, Lebanese,

Jordanian, and Cairene dialects.  Rural Palestinian, on the other hand, patterns

with Tunisian and Urban Saudi Arabian, in allowing full agreement in existential

constructions. Therefore, Rural Palestinian and Lebanese, etc. are not comparable

in terms of the agreement facts, and so in discussions of agreement in fîh-

existentials, data has not been mixed.

1.4 Organization

1.4.1 Chapter 1

The thesis is organized as follows: in Chapter 1, I outline the data to be

analyzed in the subsequent chapters. First, I present a general sketch of the

facts of  word order and agreement in Rural Palestinian Arabic and spoken

Arabic in general. Then, I introduce examples of existential constructions, in-

cluding locative inversion existentials and fîh-existentials. These include exam-

ples of various permutations of word order, both full and impersonal agreement,

and examples with definite or indefinite noun phrases.

Then, I briefly discuss different ways in which nominal modification

can affect restrictions on form of agreement,  word order, and quantifier restric-

tion. I note an apparent generalization, following Lumsden (1988), such that

certain forms of modification signal increased “commitment” on the part of

the speaker to the existence of a referent instantiating the set described by the

noun phrase, and that agreement marking in existential clauses signals such

commitment. This explains the correlation between richness of modification

and agreement marking.

I also discuss the relationship between verbal argument structure and

agreement marking, noting that impersonal agreement, when it occurs at all,

only occurs with unaccusative verbs, verbs the “subject” of which behave syn-
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tactically like the objects of transitive verbs. I conclude the chapter by giving

examples of the discourse function of impersonal agreement in existential con-

structions; sentences showing impersonal agreement mostly occur in places in

texts in which characters or referents are added to the narrative, usually either

at the beginning of the narrative, or at a key juncture within it.

1.4.2 Chapter 2

In Chapter 2, I outline the theoretical framework I assume for my analysis.

This is based largely on the Minimalist Program as formulated in Chomsky

(1995) and Collins (1997), as well as on Bowers’ (1993) theory of “generalized

predication.” In particular, I follow Bowers (1993, 1997a, 1997b, 1998) in identi-

fying the “light verb” projection vP of Chomsky (1995) or Transitivity Phrase

of Collins (1997) with Predication Phrase. I begin with a brief overview of the

Minimalist Program, focusing in particular on the feature structure of lexical

items. Then I present arguments applying Bowers’ (1993) Predication Phrase

to the data at hand. Lastly, I present the model of phrase structure I assume for

the Arabic clause, sketching a structure for the left periphery of the clause (cf.

Rizzi 1997). I then present a structure for prepositional phrases and noun

phrases, focusing on contrasts between definite and indefinite noun phrases.

1.4.3 Chapter 3

In Chapter 3, I present my syntactic analysis of existential constructions.

The main idea of the analysis is that existential constructions with the fîh-particle

and inverted locative expressions undergo very similar derivations. In both

cases, the fronted constituent - existential fîh or the locative expression undergoes

A-movement as a maximal projection, adjoining first to Predication Phrase

and then to Tense Phrase, to check strong formal features in each (cf. Chomsky

1995; Collins 1997).  The difference between the two kinds of existential clauses
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is that existential fîh is base generated in Predication Phrase, a position to

which inverting locatives would raise, blocking them from doing so.

An apparent contrast between fîh and inflected prepositions on the one

hand, and prepositional phrases with full noun phrases on the other with

regards to their category status reduces to the morphological requirements of

the negation morpheme ma-…-¸s, which is hosted only by head-level constituents

that can “incorporate” with it. The head of a prepositional phrase with a lexical

noun phrase argument cannot raise in this way, and so does not host negation.

1.4.4 Chapter 4

In Chapter 4, I examine previous analyses by Halila (1992), Eid (1993)

and Mohammad (1998) of this apparent contrast between fîh/inflected prep-

ositions and non-inflected prepositions. Halila and Eid claim that fîh and inflected

prepositions behave as thought they were verbal heads, undergoing head raising

through Verb Phrase, and in this way hosting ma-…-¸s, the “sentential” negation

morpheme. Mohammad points out a flaw in this analysis, which is that it

predicts that fîh and inflected prepositions should have a more restricted word-

order distribution than they actually do. He offers his own analysis, according

to which fîh is a nominal expletive that, along with the polarity item ˛ada, can

“exceptionally” host sentential negation.

My contribution to this debate is to show that the assumption that ma-…-¸s

is an exclusively “sentential” negation exponent is unfounded, and that it is

instead the default negation marker, used to mark negation on a variety of

constituents including verbs with clausal scope. This allows for a unified account

of the syntactic behavior of existential fîh, and inverted locative expressions

(with both inflected and uninflected prepositions).
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1.4.5 Chapter 5

In Chapter 5, I examine some apparent counter-examples to my proposal.

These data show a “double” or “secondary” locative inversion structure “within”

the first (which I refer to as PP-scrambling, after Belletti and Shlonsky 1994).

The analysis I have developed thus does not account these structures, as it

would predict them to be impossible; the syntactic mechanisms that drive

locative inversion or the fronting of existential fîh only allow for one such

process per derivation. However, I argue that PP-scrambling can be accounted

for by analyzing it as a form of focus-induced re-linearization that takes place

in the PF-component, following Aoun and Benmamoun (1998), Neeleman and

Reinhart (1998) and Zubizarreta (1998). PP-scrambling therefore is a purely

“interface” operation which has no effect on logical form representations - in

other words, it is not a syntactic operation at all.
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Chapter 2

Agreement Marking
in Existential/Presentational Constructions

2.1 Introduction

I begin in Section 2.2 with a presentation of the essential data to be

addressed in this thesis. This includes the structure of existential constructions,

including both those derived by locative inversion, and those derived with the

existential particle fîh, the equivalent in Palestinian (and other dialects) of English

existential there. I then describe conditions that can affect variation between

full and impersonal agreement. In Section 2.3,  I discuss the relationship between

impersonal agreement and verb class, showing that reduced agreement only

occurs with the class of unaccusative verbs. In Section 2.4, I discuss the relation-

ship between impersonal agreement and discourse structure, showing that

impersonal agreement is associated with a presentational discourse function,

according to which novel indefinite noun phrases are introduced to a narrative.

2.2 Word Order and Agreement in Existential Constructions

In this section, I describe the relationship between agreement and word

order in Rural Palestinian Arabic, and in particular present the conditions

under which impersonal agreement can take place.

2.2.1 Structure and Agreement in Unmarked Word Orders

In Rural Palestinian Arabic (as well as most Arabic dialects), verbs gen-

erally agree with their subjects. In particular, full agreement in person, gender,

21

and number is required in any word order in which the subject precedes or is
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adjacent to the verb. Only definite nouns or  indefinite nouns with “specific”

interpretations are allowed in SV word order:

(1) SV Word Order

a. in-nâs            aπu            ta-yistru               min-him      i±nên
the-people3MP L went3MP IN-ORDER-buy3MP from-CL3MP  two
“The people went in order to buy two from them.” (50.4)

b. k≥ ≥≥≥ôm-u               bâk≥ ≥≥≥yîn    ¸cuffâr
clanMP-CL3MS bePARTMP unbelievers
“His clan were unbelievers.” (2.1)

c. abû-hin       ̧cill    yôm yirû˛   yik≥ ≥≥≥armil
father-CL3FP every day   go3MS cut-wood3MS
“Their father went and cut wood every day.” (46.2)

d. u-banât           il-mali¸c ¸cill   yôm yit˛ammamin
and-daughters the-king every day   bath3FP  
“And the king’s daughters bathed every day.” (53.7)

(2) SAuxV Word Order

a. h∂∂∂∂i   bak≥ ≥≥≥at    ¸cill  yΩm tirfia         min hanâk ta-taßal            i¸s-̧sâm
thisFS was3FS each day graze3FS from there UNTIL-reach3FS the-Sham
“She would graze every day from there until she reached Dam-
ascus.” (2.3)

b. hâ∂∂∂∂≥≥≥≥a      ßâr              ¸cill    yôm  yisra˛  
thisMS  began3MS every day    get-up3MS
“He started getting up every day.” (30.5)

c. ¸cill il-fiarab            bâk≥ ≥≥≥ye    tik≥ ≥≥≥∂∂∂∂≥≥≥≥i     fiind-e
all  the-BedouinFS  bePARTFS  pleadFS at-CL3MS
“All the Arabs would seek justice by him.” (38.20)

(3) AuxSV Word Order

a. k≥ ≥≥≥âmat   hâ∂∂∂∂i     râ˛at      fia-hal-wâd
rose3FS this3FS went3FS at-the-valley
“She up and went to the valley.” (48.4)
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b. bâk≥ ≥≥≥≥ ≥≥≥i          abû-ha         ̧cill    yôm ma yßalli      illa fia-bâb  hal-hifte
bePARTMS father-CL3FS every day    not pray3MS but at-door the-ditch
“Her father prayed every day nowhere but at the mouth of the
grave.” (38.6)

Full agreement can occur in both VS… and V…S orders. It is required in

VS word order (in which the subject is immediately adjacent to the verb), and

possible in V…S word order:

(4) VS… Word Order

a. u-¸cill          lêle   tit˛ammam wâ˛ade
and-every  night bathe3FS         oneFS 
“And every night one would bathe herself.” (50.11)

b. ¸cill  ma   tîπi         wâhade tiḩcî-l-ha         k≥ußßa
each time come3FS one3FS  tell3FS to-CLFS story
“Every time someone would come and tell her a story…”
(47.7)

(5) V…S Word Order

a. rû˛     la-l-hifte      illi bak≥ ≥≥≥≥ ≥≥≥at    fiind-ha   xêmit bint-i
goIMP to-the-grave REL  was3FS at-CL3FS tentFS daughter-CL1S
“Go to the grave that my daughter's tent was next to.” (38.7)

b. hâ∂i    b-irû˛u        fiind-ha maπnîn
thisFS INDIC-go3MP at-CLFS  insaneMP
“This woman, the insane would come to her.” (10.2)

c. bâk≥ ≥≥≥≥ ≥≥≥yîn    hâna ±nên ixwe           k≥ ≥≥≥≥ ≥≥≥âfidîn       fi dâr    wâ˛ade
bePARTMP here   two   brothersMP sitPARTMP in house oneFS
“There were two brothers here, living in one house.” (28.1)

Full agreement is required when the post-verbal noun subject is adjacent to the

verb, regardless of whether the noun is definite or specific:

(6) a. bâk≥ ≥≥≥≥ ≥≥≥ye    /?bâk≥i        xtyâre hanâk warâ-ha        k≥ôm k ≥awıyîn
bePARTFS/bePARTMS oldFS   here     behind-CL3FS clan  strongMP
“There was an old woman who had a strong clan behind her.”
(RPA: elicited data)
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b. bâk≥ ≥≥≥ye    /*bâk≥ ≥≥≥i         ixtyâre     fi-l-ma†bax   bi-tsawwi        xubz
bePARTFS/ bePARTMS the-oldFS in-the-kitchen INDIC-make3FS bread
“The old woman was in the kitchen making bread.” (RPA:
elicited data)

c. bâk≥ ≥≥≥ye   /*bâk≥i         wâ˛ade t˛ibb-ha
bePARTFS/ bePARTMS oneFS    love3FS-CLFS
“One woman was fond of her.” (37.3)

d. bâk≥ ≥≥≥ye    /*bâk ≥i        mara         tuxbiz   fi-†-†bûn
bePARTFS/bePARTMS womanFS cook3FS in-the-oven
“A woman was baking in the oven.” (59.1)

(7) a. kânat  /* kân         xararîf    k±îre     fian     falaß†în
was3FS/  was3MS storiesFS manyFS about Palestine
“There were many stories about Palestine.”

b. kânat  /* kân        kundara πanb      l-bâb
was3FS/  was3MS shoeFS        next-to  the-door
“There was a shoe next to the door.”

c. kânat  /*kân        bint    bên        l-waladên
was3FS/ was3MS girlFS between the-boysDL
“There was a girl between the two boys.”
(NPA: Mohammad 1998)

Full agreement is required in V…S word order with definite noun phrases.

In (8), the definite noun phrase follows the verb and a prepositional phrase

modifier: only (8a), with full agreement, is grammatical:

(8) a. bâk≥ ≥≥≥ye    /*bâk ≥ ≥≥≥i         hanâk marat  i˛mad  id-dabbâ¸c
bePARTFS/ bePARTMS there    wifeFS Ahmad the-Dabbak
“Ahmad the Dabbâk's wife was there.” (16.4)

b. lafu         /*lafa          fialê-h            πamâfiat i∂∂∂∂≥≥≥≥-∂∂∂∂≥≥≥≥yûf
came3MP/came3MS upon-CL3MS group      the-guestsMP
“One day a group of guests happened upon him.”

c. bâk≥ ≥≥≥ye   /*bâk≥i          l-ixtyâre hanâk warâ-ha        k≥ôm k ≥awıyîn
bepartFS/ bePARTMS the-oldFS here     behind-CL3FS clan  strongMP
“There was the old woman who had a strong clan behind her.”
(RPA: elicited data)
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To summarize, full agreement between verb and “subject” noun phrase is

required in most word orders in Rural Palestinian Arabic, particularly when

the noun phrase precedes the verb, is immediately left-adjacent to it, and when

the noun phrase is definite. It is also possible in V…S word order.

2.2.2 Word Order and Agreement in Existential Constructions

I intend the word “existential” rather loosely, referring as much to a

class of syntactic constructions as to a particular semantic or pragmatic use. In

syntactic terms, existential clauses are distinguished by a post-verbal “subject”

noun phrase - usually indefinite - in a word order inversion with a constituent

that usually has some kind of locative construal. I further divide existential

constructions into locative inversion existentials and fîh-existentials. Locative in-

version existentials are characterized by the leftward displacement of the locative

phrase, such that the locative appears between the verb and the “subject” noun

phrase, or in some cases, preceding the verb. Fîh-existentials include the existential

particle fîh, the counterpart of English existential there (at least in functional

terms), which can either precede or follow the verb, and which also allows the

the noun phrase to either precede or follow the locative expression.

2.2.3 Locative Inversion Existentials

Locative inversion existentials are characterized by leftward displacement

of the locative expression (usually a prepositional phrase, a participial predicate

containing a prepositional phrase, or a locative adverb such as hanâk “there” or

hân “here”) and an indefinite noun phrase following the verb as well as the

locative expression. A prepositional locative expression can contain either a

full lexical NP (in which case I will refer to the preposition as a “bare” prep-

osition), or host a pronoun clitic (in which case it is referred to as an inflected

preposition). The most typical word order is (copula)-Locative-NP:
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(9) Locative Inversion with Inflected Prepositions

a. bâk≥i          fiind-ha  ±al±   mît         k ≥ir¸s
bePARTMS at-CL3FS three hundred qurush
“She had three hundred qurush [unit of money].” (97.2)

b. ßâr               fiind-e       b-îπi                  fii̧srîn    râs
became3MS at-CL3MS INDIC-come3MS twenty head
“He came to have some twenty head.” (93.36)

c. yôm-ha   bak≥a        mafi-i        ±ala± awâk ≥ titin
day-CL3FS was3MS with-CL1S three tins     tobacco
“That day, I had with me three tins of tobacco.” (16.4)

(10) Locative Inversion with Bare Prepositions

a. bâk≥i          fia-râs-ha         arbfiîn k≥iri¸s
bePARTMS on-head-CL3FS forty    qurush
“She had on her head [i.e., braided into a headdress] forty qu-
rush.” (50.1)

b. bâk≥i          fi bu†in bint       il-malaç ˛ayye   bi-sabifi      rûs
bePARTMS in belly  daughter the-king  snakeFS with-seven heads
“In the belly of the king’s daughter was a serpent with seven
heads.” (34.5)

(11) Locative Inversion with Locative Adverbs

a. bâk≥i          hâna wâ˛ad k ≥a†îfia  mi±l ibn-i       hâ∂≥a
bePARTMS here   oneMS  cut-off like   son-CL1S thisMS
“Here was a single child, like this son of mine.” (34.1)

b. bâk≥i          hanâk wâwi      fi-l-fiillêk≥
bePARTMS there    jackalMS in-the-thicket
“There was a jackal in the thicket.” (19.5)

In addition to the word orders described above, the order Locative-Copula-NP

is also possible:

(12) a. il-xawâπe,       il-e            bâk≥i         walad
the-gentleman, to-CL3MS bePARTMS sonMS
“The gentleman, he had a son.”
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b. i†-†anπare, fî-ha      bak ≥a        k≥u†mit la˛me
the-potFS,  in-CL3FS was3MS pieceFS meatFS
“The pot, in it was a piece of meat.” 

c. fiind-ha  bâk ≥i          ±al±    mît        k≥ir¸s
at-CL3FS bePARTMS three hundred qurush
“She had three hundred qurush.” (RPA: elicited data)

(13) a. il-xawâπe,       ma-l-e-̧s-̧s             bâk ≥i         walad
the-gentleman, not-to-CL3MS-NEG bePARTMS sonMS
“The gentleman, he didn’t have a son.”

b. il-xawâπe,       il-e,          ma-bak≥â-̧s          walad
the-gentleman, to-CL3MS not-was3MS-NEG sonMS
“Same.”

c. i†-†anπare, fî-ha,       ma-bak≥â-̧s          k≥u†mit la˛me
the-potFS,  in-CL3FS, not-was3MS-NEG pieceFS meatFS
“The pot, in it there was not a piece of meat.”

d. ma-fiind-hâ-̧s      bâk ≥i          ˛itta k ≥ir¸s
not-at-CL3FS-NEG bePARTMS even qurush
“She didn’t have even a qurush.” (RPA: elicited data)

Locative inversion existentials with inflected prepositions are frequently em-

bedded within clitic-left-dislocation constructions, with the existential serving

as a predicate applied to the left-dislocated element:

(14) a. hâ∂∂∂∂≥≥≥≥a     bk ≥î-l-e                    fiêle          ¸cbîre
thisMS bePARTMS-to-CL3MS familyFS bigFS
“He had a big family.” (87.1)

b. imm-e,            bâk≥i          mafi-ha        meiyt    il-˛ayâh
mother-CL3MS bePARTMS with-CL3FS waterFS the-life
“His mother, she had with her some of the water of life.” (42.5)

c. xa†ra, marat yûsif abu manßûr, bak ≥â-l-ha               ˛ußßa    fi-±ôr
once,   wife    Yusif  Abu Mansour  was3MS-to-CL3FS shareFS in-bull
“Once, Yusif Abou Mansour’s wife had a share in a bull.” (10.3)
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d. ana, bak≥â-l-i                axxên         w-uxt
I        was3MS-to-cl1S brothersDL and-sister
“I had two brothers and a sister.” (62.4)

e. abû-i          w-fiamm-i         ma-baqâ-̧s          yıπî-him
father-CL1S and-uncle-CL1S not-was3MS-NEG come3MS-CL3MP
ulâd         u-bk≥î-l-him                    imwâl ma-b-tô¸cil-ha
childrenP and-bePARTMS-to-CL3MP wealth not-INDIC-eat3FS-CL3FS
han-nırân
the-fires
“My father and uncle, they hadn’t had any children, and they
had treasures fire couldn’t burn.” (51.9)

There are also a few rare examples like the following, in which impersonal

agreement occurs without any locative expression in the clause at all:

(15) a. u-hi        k≥âfide     hanâk nafad             arbfiîn ifdâwi
and-she  sitPARTFS there   appeared3MS forty     partisanMP
“And while she was living there, forty partisans appeared.”
(45.4)

However, the locative particle hanâk “there” appears in the conditional clause

u-hi k≥âfide hanâk “while she was living there,” so it may be that the locative

predicate usually found in locative inversion constructions is in this example

understood from the antecedent conditional clause.

2.2.4 Agreement Marking in Locative Existentials

As the following data show, both full and reduced agreement are available

in locative-inversion constructions:

(16) a. bâk≥ ≥≥≥ye   /bâk ≥ ≥≥≥i          fi bu†in bint         il-maliç ˛ayye
bePARTFS/bePARTMS in belly  daughter the-king snakeFS
bi-sabifi      rûs
with-seven heads
“There was a snake with seven heads living in the belly of the
king's daugher.” (34.5)
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b. lafu         /lafa           fialê-h            πamâfiat i∂∂∂∂≥≥≥≥yûf
came3MP/came3MP upon-CL3MS groupFS guestsMP
“One day a group of guests happened upon him.”  (RPA: elicited
data)

c. aπu         /aπa           fi ∞yb-him           fiarab
came3MS/came3MS in-absence-CL3MP bedouin
nahabu            l-˛alâl     wa-sk≥û-h                    w-râ˛u
plundered3MP the-stock and-took3MP-CL3MSG and-went3MP
“In their absence came Bedouin, who plundered their stock, and
took it and left.” (62.9)

d. bâk≥ ≥≥≥i        /bâk≥ ≥≥≥yîn      fi ha∂îk   il-balad    tuππâr            mafhümîn
bePARTMS/bePARTMP in thatFS the-village merchantsMP reputedMP
“In that village were ‘understood’ merchants.” (34.3)

(17) a. kân       /kânat   fian      falaß†în   xarrîf  k±îre
was3MS/was3FS about Palestine storiesP manyFS

` “About Palestine were many stories.”

b. kân        /kânat   fiind i˛mad sayyâra
was3MS/was3FS at   Ahmad carFS
“Ahmad had a car.”

c. kân        /kânu       fien-na  xams zlâm
was3MS/was3MP at-CL1P five    menMP
“With us were five men [i.e., visiting us].”

d. kân        /kânen   fien-na  xams neswân
was3MS/was3FP at-CL1P five     womenFP
“With us were five women.” (NPA: Mohammad 1998)

Impersonal agreement can also occur without any intervening locative

expressions. In (18a), the main verb yîπi “come” hosts a pronoun clitic -him

“them.” In (18b), the matrix predicate is râyi˛, the active participle of râ˛-yirû˛

 ”to go,” which hosts the “dative clitic” l-e “to him.” Note also that in both

(18a) and (18b), impersonal agreement is marked on the auxiliary as well as on

the main verb:
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(18) a. abû-i          u-fiamm-i          ma-bak ≥ ≥≥≥â-̧s          yıπî-him     
father-CL1S and-uncle-CL1S not-was3MS-NEG come3MS-CL3MP
ulâd
children3MP
“My father and uncle, they hadn’t had any children.” (51.9)

b. u-bâk≥ ≥≥≥i             ryí˛-l-e                    πmâl
and-bePARTMS goPARTMS-to-CL3MS camelsP
“And he had some camels missing.” (38.21)

These data show that impersonal agreement can be licensed on more than one

verb stem within a clause, and that in the absence of a locative phrase, a

pronoun clitic can satisfy whatever synactic mechanisms are involved in deriving

locative inversion.

2.2.4.1 Impersonal Agreement with Masculine Singular Noun Phrases

There are numerous examples in the data of agreement contexts typical

of impersonal agreement, but in which the noun phrase is masculine singular

in agreement features. While impersonal agreement is in principle possible or

even likely, the agreement features in question make it impossible to tell whether

the NP and the verb are sharing features, or only agreeing “coincidentally”.

Therefore, I will only include such examples in the discussion when agreement

form is not at issue. The following are typical examples:

(19) a. bâk≥ ≥≥≥i          fi hâ∂ik  in-nâ˛ye   amîr   ism-e             m˛immid
bePARTMS in thatFS the-areaFS prince name-CL3MS Muhammad
“In that region was a prince named Muhammad.” (38.14)

b. bak≥ ≥≥≥a    hâna ¸sâyib     il-e           hal-walad
wasMS here   old-man to-CL3MS this-boy
“There was an old man here, he had this son…” (40.1)

c. bâk≥ ≥≥≥i          hâna amır  ma-b-îπ-i-̧̧şs                                ülâd
bePARTMS here   prince not-INDIC-come3MS-CL3MS-NEG childrenMP
“There was a prince here, he had had no children…” (48.1)
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2.2.5 Fîh-Existentials

Most eastern dialects of Arabic use an “existential” particle fîh in existential

sentences that parallels the use of “existential” there in English. Fîh is used in

most dialects of Levantine Arabic (including Palestinian, Lebanese, Jordanian,

and Syrian), Egyptian Arabic, and others.

2.2.5.1 Word Order in Fîh-Existentials

The unmarked word order in fîh-existentials is (copula)-fîh-NP-Locative:

(20) a. bâl-i           fîh    i¸si             bên-ak              u-bên-ha
mind-CL1S there something between-CL2MS and-between-CL3FS
“I think there’s something between you and her.” (37.4)

b. in fîh     xûri   fi-s-sama
if  THERE priest in-the-heavens
“If there were a priest in Heaven…” (108.5)

c. bak≥a       fîh     yahûdi wâk≥ ≥≥≥if             hanâk
was3MS THERE yewMS standPARTMS there
“There was a Jew standing there.”  (113.12)

(21) With Negation

a. ma fîh    k≥u†mit la˛im fi-d-dist
not THERE piece    meat     in-the-kettle
“There wasn’t a piece of meat in the kettle.” (49.1)

b. lammin fiirfit         inn-e           ma-fîh    fâide min-ne
when       knew3FS that-CL3MS not-THERE use    from-CL3MS
“When she knew that there was no use for him…” (54.4)

c. wallah ma-fîh    mi±l πôz-i          fi-hal-balad
by-God not-THERE like spouse-CL1S in-this-village
“By God, there’s none like my husband in this village.” (26.1)

d. ma-fîh    ˛ada    fi-d-dinya   illa zk ≥ûm-¸cim?
not-there anyone in-the-world but noses-cl2MP
“Isn’t there anyone in the world but yourselves?” (85.29)
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e. ma-fîh-̧s         naßâra      fi-l-balad
not-THERE-NEG Christians in-the-village
“There are not (any) Christians in the village.” (98.2)

f. ma-bak≥â-̧s           fîh   k≥u†mit    la˛me  fi-†-†anπare
not-was3MS-neg there pieceMS meatFS in-the-pot
“There was not a piece of meat in the pot.” (RPA; elicited data)

It is also possible for fîh to precede the copula:

(22) a. fîh    hanâk bâk ≥i         midbara              fi  hal-mizble k ≥urb dâr
THERE there   bePARTMS hornet-swarmFS in this-dump   near   house
hal-madâni      hâ∂≥a
this-city-person thisMS
“There was a hornets’ nest in the refuse pile near the house of
this city-dweller.” (103.8)

b. fîh    bak ≥a       k≥u†mit la˛me   fi-†-†anπare
there was3MS pieceFS meatFS in-the-pot
“There was a piece of meat in the pot.” (RPA; elicited data)

c. fîh    bak ≥a       mafi  mona ktâb
THERE was3MS with Mona  bookMS
“Mona didn’t have a book with her.” (NPA: Mohammad 1998)

(23) With Negation

a. ma-fîh-̧̧s         bak ≥a       k≥u†mit la˛me  fi-†-†anπare
not-THERE-neg was3MS pieceFS meatFS in-the-pot
“There was not a piece of meat in the pot.”

b.       *fîh    ma-bak ≥â-̧s           k ≥u†mit la˛me  fi-†-†anπare
there not-was3MS-NEG pieceFS meatFS in-the-pot
“Same.” (RPA; elicited data)

The word orders (copula)-fîh-Locative-NP or even Locative-(copula)-fîh-NP are

also common:
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(24) (Copula)-Fîh-Locative-NP

a. k≥âl          “ya  sîd-i,        fîh    hâna wâ˛ad fi balad-ak         illi
said3MS ‘Oh lord-CL1S, THERE here   one       in village-CL2MS REL

b-i†fiam            ¸cill dâyirt-ak”
INDIC-feed3MS all   district-CL2MS
“He said ‘sir, there’s someone in your village who feeds all of
your district.’” (87.13)

b. fîh     hanâk yaxôr la-√afandi
THERE there    stall     to-Efendi
“There was some Efendi’s stall there.” (118.4)

c. bak≥a       fîh    mafi  mona ¸ctâb
was3MS THERE with Mona  bookMS
“Mona had a book.” (RPA: elicited data)

(25) Locative-Fîh-NP

a. mafi  môna fîh    kân         ktâb
with Mona  there was3MS book
“Mona had a book.” (RPA: elicited data)

(26) With Negation

a. ma-fîh-̧s         fi-d-dinya   mi±il-hin
not-THERE-NEG in-the-world like-CL3FP
“There’s none in the world like them.” (46.4)

b. môna, ma-bak≥â-̧s          fîh    mafi-ha       ̧ctâb
Mona, not-was3MS-neg THERE with-cl3FS book
“Mona, she didn’t have a book.” 

c. mafi môna ma-fîh-̧s iktâb
with Mona not-there-neg bookMS
“Mona doesn’t have a book.” 

d. mafi môna ma-bak ≥â-̧s          fîh     iktâb
with Mona not-was3MS-NEG THERE book
“Mona didn’t have a book.” (RPA: elicited data)
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There are also many examples of fîh-existentials in which there is no locative

expression at all:

(27) a. u-yâma       fîh    nâs     m∞affalîn  u-hubul
and-oh-how THERE people gullibleMP  and-stupidMP
“And oh, how there are gullible and stupid people!” (29.4)

b. ha∂ôla in-nawar   asrak ≥             min-him     ma fi¸s-̧s
thesePL he-gypsies more-thievish than-CL3MP not-THERE-NEG

“These gypsies, there’s none more thievish than them.” (20.2)

c. bâk ≥i         fîh     wâ˛ad na̧stâri                 simifi       bi-d-dafiwa
bePARTMS THERE one       good-for-nothing heard3MS in-the-matter
“There was a good-for-nothing who heard the story.”(94.10)

d. k≥âl        “la   fiâd fîh    darâhim uxra”
said3MS not FUT THERE drachmas other
“He said ‘there won’t be any drachmas left.’” (?)

As can be seen, there are more possible word order permutations available

in fîh-existential construction than is the case in English there-existentials. Mo-

hammad (1998) concludes that “only the presence of fîh permits an indefinite

subject to precede its predicate” (32).

2.2.5.2 Agreement in Fîh Existentials

Both full and impersonal agreement are possible in fîh-existentials:

(28) a. bâk≥ ≥≥≥i          fîh    arbfiîn bint mitbanntât, banât        iπ-πann
bePARTMS THERE forty    girl    virginFP,      daughters the-Djinn
“There were 40 virgin girls, daughters of the Djinni.” (50.8)

b. kân       /kânu       fîh     xams zlâm     be-d-dâr
was3MS/was3MP THERE five     menMP in-the-house
“There were five men in the house.”

c. kân      /kânen   fîh   xams neswân    be-d-dâr
was3MS/was3FP THERE five     womenFP in-the-house
“There were five women in the house.”
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d. kân        /kânen    fîh    xams bagarât  be-d-dâr
was3MS /was3FP THERE five     cowsFP  in-the-house
“There were five cows in the house.”
(NPA: Mohammad 1998)

2.2.6 Impersonal Agreement in Standard Arabic

Impersonal agreement should not be confused with the Standard Arabic

rule for agreement in clauses with VSO word order and non-pronominal sub-

jects1. This is a categorical rule, according to which verbs that precede their

subjects agree with them (optionally) in gender but not in number.  Instead,

the verb is marked for singular agreement. This applies to both definite and

indefinite subject noun phrases. In the case of conjoined subjects, the verb

agrees with the first conjunct.

(29) a. qadima  /*qadimu   l-√awlâd-u
came3MS/ came3MP the-boysMP-NOM

“The boys came.”

b. al-√awlâd-u,      qadimu
the-boysMP-NOM came3PM

“The boys, they came.”

c. xara¸zat/xara¸za /*xara̧zana al-bint-u        wa-√umm-u-ha
left3FS /left3MS/ left3FP     the-girlFS-NOM and-motherFS-NOM-CLFS
“The girl and her mother left.” (MSA)

In contrast, Rural Palestinian Arabic (as well as most other colloquial

forms of Arabic) requires full agreement with definite nouns in both SVO and

VSO word order, in almost all cases. The following are examples of full agreement

in VS word order which would be ungrammatical in Standard Arabic.

(30) a. yôm min il-iyyâm rawwa˛u       l-∞azzâye
day   from the-days  returned3MP the-raidersMP
“One day, the raiders returned home.” (38.12)

1The VS-agreement rule has been extensively discussed in the generative literature
on Arabic (c.f. Mohammad 1988, 1990, 1998a; Fassi Fehri 1993; Benmamoun  1991, 1992, 1993a-b;
Aoun Benmamoun and Sportiche 1994; Bahloul and Harbert 1993; Ouhalla 1991; and others).
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b. hâ∂i    b-irû˛u        fiind-ha  maπnîn
thisFS INDIC-go3MP at-CLFS   insaneMP
“This woman, the insane would go to her.” (10.2)

c. aπu           l-fiarab               k≥ ≥≥≥alû-l-e                   “yalla nrû˛ ni∞zi!”
came3MP the-bedouinMP said3MP to-CL3MP “come  go1P  raid1P
“The Bedouin came and said to him 'come, let's go raiding'.”
(38.17)

Furthermore, as we have seen, impersonal agreement with definite, im-

mediately post-verbal subjects is found to be awkward or ungrammatical by

native speakers, in contrast to the agreement rule in Literary Arabic:

(30) d. bâk≥ ≥≥≥ye    /*bâk≥ ≥≥≥i          l-ixtyâre hanâk warâ-ha        k≥ôm k≥awıyîn
bePARTFS/ bePARTMS the-oldFS here     behind-CL3FS CLan  strong3MP
 “The old woman was here, a strong clan behind her.”

e. bâk≥ ≥≥≥ye    /*bâk ≥ ≥≥≥i         l-ixtyâre fi-l-ma†bax   bi-tsawwi       xubz
bePARTFS/bePARTMS the-oldFS in the-kitchen INDIC-bake3FS bread
“The old woman was in the kitchen making bread.” (RPA:
elicited data)

This indicates that impersonal agreement in Rural Palestinian Arabic (as well

as related dialects) is a phenomenon distinct from impersonal agreement as it

occurs in Standard Arabic.

2.2.7 Agreement Variation in Existential/Presentation Clauses

As we have seen, an indefinite noun phrase in an existential/presenta-

tional construction can occur with either masculine, third person singular (“im-

personal”) agreement, or with “full” agreement in gender and number. This

was illustrated in (16) and (28) above. However, various forms of modification

can create a preference for either full or impersonal agreement. In traditional

Arabic grammar, modification makes a noun more “specific” (c.f. Wright 1875,

Mohammad 1998). Similar observations have been made by Fodor and Sag

(1982: 358-359), Lumsden (1988: 86-89, 95-96), and Abbott (1993).
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While specificity is an ill-defined term, I assume it to be an essentially

pragmatic notion (c.f. Prince 1981; Lumsden 1988; Abbott 1993), according to

which the form or degree of modification reflects the speaker’s degree of com-

mitment to the existence of a particular referent satisfying the description of

the indefinite noun phrase; the specific indefinite is understood as introducing

a “constant” (Lumsden 1988: 95) or a “rigid designator” (Abbott 1994: 477-479).

For example, modification by a numeral (a cardinality predicate) can create a

(slight) preference for impersonal agreement2:

(31) a. bâk≥ ≥≥≥yîn    /�bâk ≥ ≥≥≥i     fi dâr     abû-ha        sabifi  ±aman ˛arr±în
bePARTMP/bePARTMS in house father-CLFS seven  eight    plowmenMP
“There were in her father's house seven or eight plowmen.”
(37.3)

b. bâk≥ ≥≥≥yîn  /�bâk≥ ≥≥≥i       fi  dâr     abû-ha       a¸cam   ˛arrâ±
bePARTMP/bePARTMP in house father-CLFS NUMBER plowman MS

 “There were in her father's house several plowmen.” (RPA:
elicited data)

This may be because a numeral quantifier emphasizes a set-denotation for the

NP, rather than reference to an individual. In contrast, adding adding a relative

clause which contains a definite NP (as opposed to one which contains an

indefinite one), can create a slight preference for full agreement, as the definite

NP embedded in the relative clause will trigger a presupposition of a specific

referent, which in turn makes the existence of a referent corresponding to the

indefinite more certain:

(32) a. bâk≥i     /� bâk ≥ ≥≥≥ye     hanâk ˛ayye bidd-ha      tô̧cil     ifrâx  i†-†êr
bePARTMS/ bePARTFS there  snakeFS wish-CL3FS eat3FS eggs the-bird
“A snake was there that was going to eat the bird's eggs.”

2In most cases, both members of a minimal pair are considered grammatical, the
difference between them being degrees of preference which are frequently quite slight.  As
such, preference will be indicated by a “�” sign (rather than “?” for infelicity or “*”for ungram-
maticality).
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b. bâk≥ ≥≥≥i        /bâk≥ ≥≥≥ye     hanâk ˛ayye   bidd-ha      tôçil     ifrâx †êr
bePARTMS/bePARTFS there    snakeFS wish-CL3FS eat3FS eggs bird
“A snake was there that was going to eat bird eggs (or ‘a bird’s
eggs’).”  (RPA: elicited data)

Also, Rural Palestinian Arabic (as well as other dialects of Palestinian

and Lebanese Arabic) has a demonstrative hal- “this,” which, like this in colloquial

English (cf. Prince 1981), has an “indefinite” or presentational use:

(33) a. aπa          la-hanâk, illa u-ha̧s-̧saπara
came3MS to-there,   but and-THIS-tree
u-†êr      b-i˛üm            fia-râs-ha
and-bird INDIC-circle3FS over-head-CL3FS
“He got there, and there was this tree with a bird circling over its
crown.” (42.15)

b. fiâwadat       illa u-ha¸c-̧clâb           b-ô̧cilin
returned3FS but and-THESE-dogsFP 

INDIC-eat3FP
fi  ¸c-̧cb˙bât        fiala rak ≥bit-e
in the-meatballs on   neck-CL3MS
“She returned, and these dogs were eating the meatballs around
his neck.” (30.11)

Modification with “indefinite” hal- can favor impersonal agreement, as in (34a);

the same example with an unmodified noun phrase doesn’t favor either form

of agreement (34b):

(34) a. ¸cânat  /� ¸cân        ti˛t      sêr-e           ha†-†abanπe
was3FS/    was3MS under belt-CL3MS THIS-pistolFS
mnazzale bi-l-fi∂≥∂≥e
inlaidFS     with-the-silver
“There was under his belt this pistol inlaid with silver.”

b. ¸cân         / ¸cânat    ti˛t     sêr-e           †abanπe mnazzale bi-l-fi∂≥∂≥e
was3MS/was3FS under belt-CL3MS pistolFS  inlaidFS  with-the-silver
“There was under his belt a pistol inlaid with silver.” (RPA:
elicited data)

According to Prince (1981), indefinite hal- triggers an existential inference, to

the effect that a referent corresponding to the NP set exists in the context.
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To summarize, different kinds of nominal modification can induce a

preference for either full or impersonal agreement. Modifiers that include “ref-

erential” descriptions can create a preference for full agreement between the

noun phrase and verb, while numerical quantifiers and indefinite hal- “this”

favor impersonal agreement marking.

2.2.8 Other Facts Related to Specificity

Modification and “specificity” have effects in other areas of Arabic word

order syntax restrictions on indefinites appearing in “subject” or topic positions,

and on quantifier restriction in certain word orders in Tunisian Arabic, a dialect

of Arabic with a “weak” definiteness effect.

2.2.8.1 Modification and Word Order

In Arabic, an indefinite NP subject generally must follow the verb (ex-

amples from Urban Palestinian Arabic [Nablus dialect]; Belyayeva 1994: 53)

(35) a.       * walad √akal    †effâ˛a
boyMS  ate3MS apple
“A boy ate an apple.”

b. √akal    walad †effâ˛a
ate3MS boyMS  apple
“Same.”

However, if the noun phrase is “modified”  or carries intonational emphasis, it

is understood as “specific” and can precede the verb:

(36) a. wâ˛ad ism-e             mxêmir  xarraf
oneMS  name-CL3MS Muxemir narrated3MS
“A person named Muxamir narrated…” (RPA)

b. walad  z∞îr       √akal      †effâ˛a
boyMS smallMS ate3MS apple
“A small boy ate an apple.” (Urban Palestinian; Nablus dialect:
Belyayeva 1994)
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c. zalame wa-walad  √aπu
man       and-boy       came
“A man and a boy came.” (NPA: Mohammad 1998)

Modification is here construed very broadly, and can include modification “by

anything, such as an adjective, another nominal, by being the first member of a

construct state, by being a part of a conjoined NP, or by  participating in some

event ‘out of the ordinary’” (Mohammad 1998: 1-24).

2.2.8.2 Specificity and Clitic Left Dislocation

Clitic left dislocation refers to a structure in which a clause-initial noun

phrase binds a resumptive pronoun embedded in the thematic portion of the

clause. According to Doron and Heycock (1999), left-dislocated NPs (or “broad

subjects” as Doron and Heycock refer to them) are the “subject” of the entire

clause, in the sense that the rest of the clause is applied to them as a complex

predicate. Clitic-left-dislocated noun phrases must be either definite noun phras-

es or specific indefinites; non-specific indefinites cannot be clitic-left-dislocated.

(37) a. il-bint      itbayya∂≥          fiarí∂≥-ha                   
the-girlFS whitened3MS reputation3MS-CL3FS
k≥uddâm  ahil-ha          w-πızân-ha
before       family-CL3FS and-husbands-CL3FS
“The girl, her reputation was cleared before her family and her
husbands.” (38.24)

b. bass xa†îye wâ˛ade aņcart-ha          
only sinFS    oneFS         committed1S-CL3FS
w-ma    fitaraft-i̧s           ib-ha
and-not confessed1S-NEG with-CL3FS
“Only one sin have I committed and not confessed (it).” (86.18)

(38) a. baßal ¸zassant  √azra√, fîh    fi¥nd-i   xamse mazrûfiîn bi-f¥xxâr
bulb   hyacinth blue,    THERE at-CL

1SG five       plantedPL   in-pots
“Blue hyacinth bulbs, I have five planted in pots.”
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b. ¸zôz ¥twâr  l¥-l-˛art           b-isammû-hon  faddân
pair oxenPL for-the-plowing INDIC-call3PL-CL

3PL yoke
“A pair of oxen for plowing, they call them a ‘yoke.’” (Syrian
Arabic:  Cowell 1964: 429-435)

2.2.8.3 Specificity and Quantifier Restriction

Tunisian Arabic allows definite NPs to occur more freely in existen-

tial/presentational constructions than does Palestinian Arabic3. Accordingly, it

also allows quantificational noun phrases to occur there, provided the noun is

“sufficiently” modified:

(39) a. kân       famma kul  mra           barraniyya fi-l-˛afla
was3MS there     every womanFS foreignFS     at-the-party
“There were all the foreign women at the party.”

b.     ??kân       famma kul    mra           fi-l-˛afla
was3MS there    every womanFS at-the-party
“There was every woman at the party.” (TA: Halila 1992: 352)

Similar facts occur in dialects of Catalan, another language that allows definite

noun phrases to occur in existential constructions (from the Valenciano dialect

of Catalan):

(40) a. hi      havía cadascú de les estudiantes del segon any a la festa
there had     each        of  the students        of-the second year at the party
“There were each of the second year students at the party,” or
“Each of the second year students was at the party.”

b.     ??hi      havía cadescú dels   estudiantes a la festa
there had     each         of-the students        at the party
“There were each of the students at the party,” or
“Each of the students were here/there at the party.”

It seems as though proper quantification in these examples requires that the

3“Occur more freely” means in particular that definite NPs in an existential construction
do not have to have a “list” interpretation in order to be felicitous.

sets denoted by the quantifiers be identifiable within a given context. This
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supports the argument that descriptive “richness” is associated with some

kind of referential specificity.

2.3 Impersonal Agreement and Verb Class

2.3.1 Verbs Attested with Impersonal Agreement

Reduced agreement occurs most frequently with the copula bak≥â - yibk≥a

/yik≥ba or its active participle bâk≥î (v?�U?Ð ¨vI?????????³¹ ≠ v?I?Ð; Standard Arabic “to remain,

stay, continue”), which have largely supplanted kân (ÊuJ¹ ≠ ÊU� “to be” in Literary

Arabic, as well as most dialects): in a corpus of roughly 40,000 words in Schmidt

and Kahle (1918), bak≥a or bâk≥i occur 262 times, as opposed to 77 times for kân.

Of these 262 occurrences of bak≥a, 66 show impersonal agreement4, 56 of which

involve the participle bâk≥i, indicating that for whatever reason, impersonal

agreement is more likely with the participle of the copula.

Other verbs that take impersonal agreement include ßâr- yißîr “become,

start, happen”, râ˛ - yirû˛ “go,” ma∂≥a - yim∂≥a “pass”, aπa - yîπi “come”, nafad -

yinfad “to appear,” and lafa - yilfî “find, happen upon” (most of these occur

with impersonal agreement in the tensed form, in contrast to bak ≥a):

(41) a. aπa           fi ∞yâb-him         fiarab           nahabu       l-˛alal
came3MS in absenceCL3MP bedouinMP pillage3MP the-stock
“In their absence, Bedouin came and pillaged their livestock.”
(62.9)

b. râ  ̨        yΩmên  talâte  u-hâ∂a        ma ywâjih axû-h
wentMS daysDUAL three   and thisMS not face       brother-CL3MS
“Two, three days passed and he didn’t see his brother.” (38.12)

4This should be qualified by the observation that some of these examples involve
noun phrases that are masculine singular: the structure of the examples as well as their position
in the text is typical of impersonal agreement, but given that the features of the noun phrase
itself are identical to the features expressed in impersonal agreement, it’s impossible to say
that there is an agreement “mismatch” at work.
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c. u-ßâr-l-i              santên            axidm-ak 
and-became3MS-to-CL1S two-yearsDUAL serve1

SG-CL2FS
“Two years have I passed in your service, at your beck and call.”
(35.9)

d. u-hi       k≥âfide      hanâk nafad               arbfiîn ifdâwi
and-she  sitPARTFS there   appeared3MS  forty    partisanMP
“And while she was sitting there, forty partisans appeared.”
(45.4)

e. yôm min  il-iyyâm  lafa                   fialê-h           i∂∂∂∂≥≥≥≥yûf
day   from  the-days   happened3MS   upon-CL3MS guestsMP
“One day guests happened upon him.” (49.1)

f. ¸cân         ti˛t     sêr-e           †abanπe
was3MS under belt-CL3MS  pistolFS
“There was a pistol under his belt.” (25.7)

2.3.2 Impersonal Agreement and Unaccusativity

As was mentioned above, impersonal agreement occurs with a class of

intransitive verbs referred to as “unaccusative” verbs (cf. Perlmutter 1978), as

opposed to those referred to as “unergative” verbs. Unaccusatives are verbs

the “subjects” of which share syntactic behaviors with the “objects” of transitive

verbs, while the subjects of unergative verbs share syntactic behaviors with the

subjects of transitive verbs. Intuitively speaking, the subjects of unergatives

seem to play a more “agentive,” “active,” or volitional role in the action described

by the verb, while the subjects of unaccusatives play a more non-volitional role

in the action described (this generalization has proved very difficult to define

precisely, and seems to vary considerably across languages).

A paradigm example of an unaccusative verb is a verb in the passive

voice: by definition, a verb in the passive has as its subject the object of its

transitive counterpart. For example, the Arabic word kasar “break” (Arabic

d???�???�) has as its passive inkasar (Arabic d???�?J½«) “break[intrans], be broken.” In

the clause kasar il-walad il-finπân  “the boy broke the cup”, il-finπân “the cup” is
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the object of the transitive kasar “break”, while it is the subject of the passive

sentence inkasar il-finjân “the cup broke” or “the cup was broken.” Kasar and

incasar correspond to the two senses of English “break”: the boy broke the glass

and the glass broke; accordingly, the intransitive break would be considered

unaccusative. Other categories of unaccusative verbs can include experiencer

or “psych”-verbs, motive verbs, and inchoative or change of state verbs.

Several well-known examples from European languages will serve to

illustrate. In languages such as Italian, French, German, Dutch as well as Old,

Middle and Early Modern English, some unaccusative verbs occur in para-

phrastic perfect construction with the auxiliary be, rather than have:

(42) a. die           Kinder sind endlich angekommen
theP-NOM children are    finally   arrivedPART

“The children have finally arrived.” (German)

b. il est  venu        trois hommes
it isS comePARTS three menP
“Three men have come.” (French)

c. Giacomo e     arrivato
Giacomo   isSG arrivedPART

“Giacomo has arrived.” (Italian)

d. Ye seek Jesus of Nazareth which was crucified: he is risen.
(Early Modern English; King James Bible: Mark 16:6)

A particularly well-examined diagnostic of unaccusativity is the partitive ne-

particle in Italian. Ne is a verb clitic that occurs with gapped quantified indefinite

objects of transitive verbs (such as insultare “to insult”):

(43) a. Giovanni ha     insultato       due studenti
Giovanni  hasSG insultedPARTSG two students
“Giovanni has insulted two students.”

b. Giovanni ne            ha    insultati         due
Giovanni   OF-THEM  hasSG insultedPARTP two
“Giovanni has insulted two of them.”
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“Ne-cliticization” can also occur with the subjects of certain intransitive verbs,

such as arrivare “to arrive” or the passive of a transitive verb such as furare “to

arrest”, suggesting that the subjects of these verbs are related to the objects of

the transitive ones like insultare above:

(44) a. molti studenti furono  arrestati
many  students  werePL   arrestedPARTP
“Many students were arrested.”

b. ne          furono arrestati
OF-THEM werePL

     arrestedPARTP
“Many of them were arrested.”

(45) a. arrivano molti  studenti
arrivedPL   many students
“Many students arrived.”

b. ne          arrivano molti
OF-THEM arrivedPL

   many
“Many of them arrived.”

“Unergative” verbs, in contrast, are intransitive verbs the subjects of

which are more like the subjects of transitive verbs. In languages such as

Dutch, German, Icelandic, Yiddish, and some dialects of French, unergatives

can “passivize” just like transitive verbs, producing impersonal clauses in which

the understood subject is expressed through a “by-phrase,” as would be the

case in the passive of a transitive verb. In the following examples from Dutch,

unergative and unaccusative verbs are contrasted: (46a-b) show the “passiviza-

tion” of an unergative verb lachen “to laugh.”  (47a-b) show that the the passivized

form is ungrammatical with groeien “to grow”, an unaccusative verb (Rosen

1984: 59):

(46) a. er wordt       altijd   door de  kinderen gelachen
it  becomes3S always by      the children    laughedPART

“The children always laugh [lit. ‘it is always being laughed by
the children].”
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b. de kinderen  lachen  altijd
the children    laugh3P always
“The children always laugh.”

(47) a.       * er wordt       altijd   door de  kinderen erg  snel gegroeid
it  becomes3S always  by     the children    very fast  grownPART

“It is always being grown very fast by the children.”

b. de kinderen  groeien  altijd  erg   snel
the children     grow3P   always very fast
“The children always grow very fast.”

Subjects of unergative verbs seem to be “agentive” in some as yet poorly

understood way. Sometimes, certain verbs can alternate between unaccusative

and unergative behavior based on how “agentive” the subject’s role seems to

be. For example, Rosen (1984) presents the following examples involving correre

“to run”:

(48) a. Ugo   ha     corso     meglio ieri
Hugo hasS  runPART better    yesterday.”
“Hugo ran better yesterday.”

b. Ugo   e    corso     a   casa
Hugo isS  runPART to home
“Hugo ran home.”

In (48a), perhaps a description of a foot race, the action of running is described

in a way that emphasizes the runner’s volition in doing so (presumably he

wished to improve on his time in a previous race), and the auxiliary selected is

avere “to have.” In (48b), on the other hand, running is presented simply as the

manner of motion employed in the subject going from point A to point B,

which is less agentive than in (48a), and the auxiliary selected is essere “to

be.”Therefore, correre can be either unaccusative or unergative.

To summarize, the subjects (or more properly, arguments) of unaccusative

verbs pattern syntactically with the objects of transitive verbs; syntactic pheno-
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mona that distinguish the objects of transitive verbs also occur with the subjects

of unaccusatives, but not those of unergatives. Conversely, the subjects of

unergatives share certain syntactic properties with transitive verbs, such as

passivization.

Returning to Bir Zeit RPA, impersonal agreement is judged to be either

marginal or ungrammatical with indefinite subjects of verbs which would be

judged to be unergative in English, German or Italian. These include txarraf -

yitxarraf “chat”, twa̧swa̧s - yitwa¸¸swa¸s “whisper”, nâm - yinâm “sleep” or rak ≥a∂≥ -

yurk≥u∂≥ “run”:

(49) a. bafid  il-mi∞rib   bâk ≥ ≥≥≥yât   yitxarrafin/*bâk ≥ ≥≥≥i         yitxarraf
after  the-sunset  bePARTFP chat3FP      /  bePARTMS chat3MS
fi-l-ma†bax      niswân
in-the-kitchen  women
“After nightfall, in the kitchen were chatting women.”

b. bâk≥ ≥≥≥i     ??yitwa̧swa̧s/bâk ≥ ≥≥≥yîn   yitwaswa¸su fi-l-k ≥aßr       wuzara
bePARTMS whisper3MS/bePARTMP whisper3MP in-the-palace
wazirsMP
“In the palace were whispering ministers.”

c. fiamm-i      nâmat/ ??nâm        k≥uddâm  dâr-e              ̧clâb
uncle-CL1S  slept3FS/ slept3MS before        house-CL3MS   dogs
“My uncle, in front of his house slept dogs.”

d. bak≥ ≥≥≥ên    yurk≥ ≥≥≥u∂∂∂∂≥≥≥≥in /*bak≥a      yurk ≥u∂   min  il-bîr     banât
were3FP run3FP      /was3MS run3MS from the-well  girlsFP
“From the well were running girls.” (RPA: elicited data)

These facts are true, independent of whether the NPs are interpreted as

specific or not: both indefinites that are strictly set-denoting and those that

make reference to particular individuals occur with full agreement when they

are the arguments of unergative verbs. Therefore, the ungrammaticality of

impersonal agreement with these verbs is independent of the semantic/prag-
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matic specificity of their subjects, and must have something to do with their

syntactic properties:

(50) a. bak ≥a      mala¸c πinn,  wa-fiind-e        banât.      bak ≥a      fi-l-k≥aßr
was3MS king    Jinnis  and-at-CL3MS daughters was3MS in-the-palace
ifrâ̧s si˛ri,   ¸cill     ma  tnâm     wâ˛ade fî-h      
bed   magic, every time sleep3FS  oneFS        in-CL3MS
bi-ti˛bal              bala       fiarîs,  

    INDIC-conceive3FS without husband
“There was a Jinni king and he had daughters. There was a
magic bed in the palace; every time one (of his daughters)  slept
in it, she would get pregnant without a husband.”

b. bak≥a      k≥aßr   fia†îk≥,    wa-fî-h            ifrâ̧s sihri,  ¸cill ma 
was3MS palace ancient and in-CL3MS bed   magic, every time
tnâm     wâ˛ade fî-h          bi-ti˛bal                        bala    
sleep3FS oneFS       in-CL3MS  

INDIC-[GET]pregnant3FS without
fiarîs       xa†ra bint wa-xa†ra fiajûz
husband once   girl  and -once old-woman
“There was an old palace, and in it a magic bed; every time a
woman (any woman) slept in it, she would get pregnant without
a husband, one time a young girl, another time an old woman.”
(RPA: elicited data)

In (50a), the indefinite noun phrase wâ˛ade “oneFS” is understood as

having “partitive” reference, referring to a member of the set of the king’s

daughters which is introduced in the preceding sentence: we understand “one”

as meaning “one of the king’s daughters”. In (50b), on the other hand, wâ˛ade

is has no unique referent, and merely asserts the set of (any) women who sleep

in the magic bed: we understand this to mean any arbitrary female, rather than

one of the king’s daughters in particular.

In both cases, the verb is marked with full agreement, and so therefore

both semantic interpretations are compatible with it, unlike what we find with

unaccusative verbs. It is therefore ambiguous between the two semantic readings

in the way that an English sentence such as “every day boys come to class”
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would be (that is, referring to a particular set of boys who come to class every

day, or to a state of affairs in which some boys or other - not necessarily the

same ones on each occasion - come to class every day).

2.4 Impersonal Agreement and Discourse Context

In the narrative texts from which the data were extracted, clauses showing

impersonal agreement have a presentational function. They introduce or assert

the existence of a referent that has not been previously identified in the discourse,

and almost always occur in the first lines of stories or of subsections within

them. The following is a typical example from the beginning of a story:

(51) ßallu fia-xalîl-̧cim!       bâk ≥ ≥≥≥i          hâna ±nên ˛arramîye
pray at-friend-CL2MP! bePARTMS here   two    thievesMP
mitrâfk≥ ≥≥≥în            yrû˛u u-yîgu              sawa.
companionedMP  go3MP and-come3MP together
“Pray for your friend! There were once two thieves who were
inseparable, they would come and go together…” (22.1)

In the example, bâk≥i is marked in the masculine singular, although the noun

phrase itself and all subsequent agreeing predicates, including the participle

mitrafk≥în “companioned, inseparable” that modifies it, and the verbs yirû˛u

“go” and yîπu “come” are all marked in the masculine plural.

In the following passage, the impersonal agreement example does not

occur at the beginning of the story, but rather at a juncture in which a new

character is introduced, and a new course of events begins:

(52) a. k≥âmat   fiâwadat        πabat           harimme bi-l-fiak ≥ale
rose3FS  returned3FS brought3FS hair-rope   with-the-peg
wa-dallat-l-e                     yyâ-ha       u-k≥âlat         “urbu†  ˛âl-ak
and-lowered3FS-to-CL3MS 

CARR-CL3FS and-said3FS tieIMP self-CL2MS
bî-ha.”       ha∂≥a      raba†       ˛âl-e          u-ßârat       il-bint 
with-CL3FS this3MS tied3MS self-CL3MS and-began3FS the-girlFS

        tis˛ab   fi-h            ta-wißil                 ˛ifft il-ma†mûra k≥âm
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pull3FS on-CL3MS UNTIL-reached3MS edge the-grainpit   rose3MS
zak≥a†            bi-riπil-ha      ta- yi†lafi                     hâ∂i       πaflat
grabbed3MS on-foot-CL3FS IN-ORDER-get-out3MS this3FS startled3FS
u-wik≥fiit     hi   w-iyyâ-h           fi-waß†    il-ma†mûra.
and-fell3FS she and-carr-CL3MS in middle the-GRAIN-PIT

bâk≥ ≥≥≥i         fi-dâr      abû-ha         sabifi  ±aman ˛arra±în
bePARTMS in house  father-CL

3FS G seven   eight   plowmenMP
illa u-hal-wâ˛ad    mârik≥           fi-k≥âfi    id-dâr       
but and-this-oneMS passPARTMP in-yard the-house
simfiit      ˛iss-e          u-nâdat-e

 heard3FS step-CL3MS and-called3FS-CL3MS

“She came back with a rope with a peg, and lowered it to him,
and said ‘tie yourself with it’. He tied himself and the girl started
to pull until he reached the edge of the grain-pit; he grabbed onto
her foot in order to climb out, and she startled, and fell her and
he into the middle of the pit.
There were in her father’s household seven or eight plowmen,
and there was this one passing through the courtyard; she heard
his footsteps and called him…” (37.2)

Two indefinites occur towards the end of the passage:  sabifi ±aman ˛arra±în

“seven or eight plowmen” and hal-wâ˛ad “this one”. “Seven or eight plowmen”

introduces the set of referents into the narrative for the first time, and occurs

with impersonal agreement. The second, “this one [plowman],” introduces a

specific and previously unmentioned individual who is a member of this set.

2.4.1 Summary

To summarize, impersonal agreement is only felicitous with an indefinite

NP occupying a position following both the verb and any VP-adjoined adverbial

modifiers. These include possessive,  locative, or temporal PPs (headed by

fiind- “at, to”, la- “to, toward”, fi- “in”), or the particles hanâk “there” or hân/hanâ

“here”. In contrast, full agreement is possible in all positions, and is required

or felicitous with definite noun phrases.
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2.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I have presented the essential facts that this thesis is

concerned with. Existential constructions (loosely construing the term) consist

either of a post-verbal noun phrase preceded either by an inverted complex

Preposition Phrase, or by the existential particle fîh. In both types of construction

(referred to as locative-inversion existentials and fîh-existentials respectively),

full agreement with the noun phrase “subject” or impersonal agreement marking

on the verb are largely in free variation, subject to certain conditions that

create a preference or necessity for one or the other. Impersonal agreement

only occurs in existential constructions with unaccusative verbs, and is used to

signal the introduction of a new referent into a discourse.
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Chapter 3

Theoretical Preliminaries
and the Structure of the Arabic Clause

3.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3, I introduce the theoretical framework I will use in formu-

lating my analysis. This includes a sketch of the Minimalist Program (Chomsky

1995; Collins 1997; Bowers 1998, 1999) as I will use it, including some theoretical

as well as notational modifications. Then I provide arguments in support of

some of my assumptions regarding the phrase structure of Palestinian Arabic.

In section 3.5, I outline a derivation for preposition phrases. Lastly, in Section

3.6, I present an analysis of the structure of noun phrases in Palestinian Arabic,

according to which determiners are external to the nominal heads they dominate,

such that indefinite noun phrases may lack a determiner layer.

3.2 The Minimalist Program

I assume a syntactic framework based on Chomsky (1995), Collins (1997),

Bowers (1991, 1993, 1997a, 1997b, 1998, 1999), and Kratzer (1996). Syntactic

derivation is conceived of as a computational system that takes recursively

defined syntactic objects and combines them by means of a small number of

operations to form syntactic structures, referred to variously as structural de-

scriptions, phrase markers, or trees. These operations include Merge, Copy, and

Delete, and a complex operation, Move. Merge simply takes two syntactic objects

(which can be lexical items from the Numeration, or segments of a syntactic

tree already constructed) and creates from them a third:

52
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(1) Merge: For any two syntactic objects α and β, Merge(α,β) = [α,β]

Copy takes a piece of a syntactic tree and makes a “copy” of it (represented as

a t) which is coindexed with the original item:

(2) Copy: For any segment of a syntactic tree α, Copy(α) = {α, tα}

Delete matches an uninterpretable feature F in a syntactic object α against a

feature F1 part of a syntactic object β, and “deletes” F (deletion being represented

by a “strike-through”:

(3) Delete: For any uninterpretable feature F, Delete(F) = F

Following Collins (1997), Copy and Merge together form the complex operation

Move, which makes a copy of a part of a syntactic tree, and merges the original

object with a new node of the existing tree.

The application of these operations is constrained by several well-

formedness conditions, including:

(4) Attract: A node K attracts a feature F iff F is the closest
feature that can enter a checking relation with a
sub-feature of K.

(5) Last Resort: An operation OP involving α may apply only if
some property of α is satisfied.

(6) Minimal Link Condition: Move α can target K only if there is
no legitimate operation Move β targeting K, where
β is closer to K.

Derivation begins with a set of syntactic objects that have been selected from

the lexicon and assigned indices. This set of indexed objects is the Numeration

(Chomsky 1995), from which objects are selected and merged into the derivation.

Trees have to satisfy “output conditions” at two “interfaces”: Spell-out,

at which features related to phonological performance systems are “eliminated”

from the tree; and Logical Form (LF), at which the terminal output of the derivation

is applied to translation rules feeding the interpretation. The most important
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output condition is Full Interpretation, which says that a structure is well-formed

at a given interface (i.e., Spell-Out or LF) if and only if the structure consists of

“legitimate objects.” Legitimate objects are interpretable at that interface. The

Spell-Out cycle, the set of operations that must take place before Spell-Out,

concludes when there are no strong features left unchecked in either the phrase

marker or the Numeration. The LF cycle concludes when all weak uninterpret-

able features have been checked.

3.2.1 Lexical Items and Features

Lexical items are “sets” of features: phonological features, formal features

(such as phi-features: person, gender and number), structural features (such as

abstract case- or D-features), and lexical features (such as categorial and selectional

features). Features are distinguished as strong vs. weak, and interpretable vs.

uninterpretable. According to Full Interpretation, uninterpretable features must

be “checked” by Spell-Out or LF, while interpretable features provide informa-

tion to the phonetic or semantic “interpretive systems,” and are not checked.

Strong features must be checked by Spell-Out; weak uninterpretable features

must be checked by LF; weak interpretable features are not checked at all.

Table 3.1 Lexical Categories, Category Features, and Interpretable (“I”) vs.
Uninterpretable (“UI”) Features

Lexical Category Phi- Structural Selectional

Category Features features features features

Verb ({+V, -N, -D}) I n/a UI

Noun ({-V, +N, -D}) I n/a n/a

Preposition ({+V, +N, -D}) n/a n/a UI

Determiner ({-V, +N, +D}) n/a UI UI

Predication ({+V, -N, +D}) UI UI UI

Tense ({+V, -N, +D}) n/a UI UI

Focus ({+V, -N, +D}} n/a UI UI
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Features must be checked against like features (e.g., phi-features against

phi-features, D-features against D-features, etc.). Features enter checking rela-

tionships with one another by means of Merge and Move.

Table 3.2 Lexical Items and their Feature Specificatins

       Lexical Features Formal Features

Lexical PF Lexical Selectional Phi- Structural

Item Features Category Category Features Features

bak≥a “be,” weak V N, V, C, {person, gender -

D, P number} (W)

ulâd “children” weak N -  {gender, number} -

bêt “house” (W)

fi- “in,” weak P N, C, Pr - -

fiind- “at

l- “the,” weak D N - Case (W)

hal- “this,”

pronouns, weak D N {person, number} D (S, W)

clitics (W)

Predication strong Pr V, A, P, {person,gender    Case (S, W)

N, D number} (W) D (S)

Tense strong T Pr - D (S/W)

Focus strong F T - Case (S/W)

3.2.2 A Note on the Use of the Term Case

The term case is used in traditional Arabic grammar to refer to morpho-

logical case as is sometimes used in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), but which

is entirely absent in Rural Palestinian Arabic (as well as most other dialects of

colloquial Arabic; see Blau 1960: 161). The examples in (7) illustrate this contrast;

(7a), in MSA, shows case endings on the noun phrases: -u(n) (nominative),

-a(n) (accusative), and -i(n) for genative. (7b), in Rural Palestinian Arabic, has

no such case endings:
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(7) a. kasarat   l-bint-u            ̧sibbâk-an   fi-bayt-i    
stole3FS the-girlFS-NOM window-acc in-house-GEN

ax-î-ha                   l-√akbar-i            l-ams
brother-GEN-CL3FS the-olderMS-GEN yesterday
“The girl broke a window in her older brother’s house yester-
day.”

b. ¸casrat    il-bint        ̧sibbâ¸c   fi  bêt    axû-ha             l-a¸cbar
stole3FS the-girlFS window in house brother-CL3MS the-olderMS
imberi˛
yesterday
“Same.”

An assumption in syntactic theory is that in (7b), the noun phrases are

“marked” with abstract case, even though morphological case is not present:

In some languages, Case is morphologically realized, in others
not, but we assume that it is assigned in a uniform way whether
morphologically realized or not (Chomsky 1986: 74).

Abstract case in this sense refers to a grammatical property of noun phrases

(regardless of whether morphological case is expressed in relation to them)

which makes them “visible” for receiving thematic roles from verbs and other

predicates (cf. Chomsky 1986: 135, 1995: 110; Haegeman 1994: 155-158). In

other words, syntax theory claims that, in a native speakers’ knowledge of

their language, the noun phrases in (7b) have, at some abstract level of repre-

sentation, unpronounced affixes or features corresponding to the those pro-

nounced in (7a).

Additionally, Arabic grammar and syntactic theory make use of similar

names for different cases, including nominative, accusative and genetive. In the

interest of avoiding confusion, unless otherwise stated, mentions of case will

be intended to refer to the theoretical notion of abstract case, and will generatally

be couched in terms of case-features, as opposed to case-marking, which I will

reserve for the expression of morphological case.
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3.3 Predication Phrase

I adopt Bowers’ (1993) claim that a functional projection Predication Phrase

(PrP) occurs in any clausal structure (including finite, infinitive, and  “small

clauses”)1. PrP selects a lexical projection (Verb Phrase, Adjective Phrase, Prep-

ositional Phrase, Noun Phrase), and an argument, which is predicated of the

lexical projection. Bowers’ PrP proposal is similar to a number of proposals

that have been made, including AgrO (AgrOP: Chomsky 1993; Collins and Thrain-

ssón 1995), “Little-v” (vP: Chomsky 1995), Transitivity  (TrP: Collins 1997),

Voice (VoiP: Kratzer 1996), Aspect (AspP: Carstens and Kinyalolo 1989; Ramc-

hand 1997; Khalaily 1997; Kortobi 1998), Event (EventP: Harley 1995), and µ

(µP: Pesetsky 1989; Johnson 1991; Diesing and Jelinek 1994).

What distinguishes Bowers’ proposal from these others is that Predication

is not limited to the clausal position immediately dominating Verb Phrase

(VP). Instead, Pr0 appears in any syntactic context in which a predication relation

obtains between a given argument-predicate pair:

(3-1) Structure of Predication Phrase

PrP
  4
NP Pr’

 4
Pr XP {= VP, AP, PP, NP}

 $
X

In a sense, Bowers’ Predication proposal builds on Stowell’s (1981) argument

that small clause constituents are generalized across all categories. Under this

view, small clause predication is the default form of predication, with predication

1For similar proposals, see Collins (1997), and Kratzer (1996).

in a tensed clause simply being a case of a small clause embedded under an
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inflectional head (see Chung and McCloskey 1987, McCloskey 1991, Ramchand

1997). Therefore, in addition to appearing between IP and VP in a tensed

clause, PrP and its complement can also appear as adjunct modifiers (as depictive

modifiers, manner or locative adverbs), as embedded small clause complements,

as resultitive complement clauses (Bowers 1997a) and possibly also nominal

modifiers.

In addition to the formulations of PrP in Bowers (1993, 1997, 1998, 1999),

I assume several refinements of the PrP proposal: Pr0 is also the locus of abstract

case- and agreement-feature checking; any agreement that takes place it does

so in PrP, so that if an NP occurs in PrP, the NP will check its agreement

features. It follows from this that NPs that do not control agreement do not

occur in PrP. Also, I follow Chomsky (1995: 350-352), Collins (1997: 15, 17) and

Bowers (1999) in arguing that Pr has a (strong) D-feature.

3.3.1 Predication Phrase and Agreement

In addition to properties already attributed to Pr by Bowers, I argue

that it is the locus of agreement marking: in effect, that it should also be treated

as an agreement projection (AgrP; c.f. Pollock 1989, Chomsky 1993, 1995). The

facts in question can be seen in embedded clauses in which a syntactic analysis

would predict (on analogy with English) that there would be no T (or I) projection.

A theory in which agreement marking is licensed in the specifier of TP would

predict there to be no agreement in non-tensed embedded clauses (as is indeed

the case in English).

3.3.1.1 Agreement in Non-Finite Clauses

In Arabic, verb stems, both “tensed” and participial, are marked for

agreement in a variety of different non-finite syntactic positions. Arabic verbal

morphology does not have distinctions corresponding to that found between

English infinitives and gerunds; the equivalents of such English expressions
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are represented in Arabic by the “imperfect” stem of the verb, which inflects

for person, gender, and number. Arabic does have both active and passive

participles, which are inflected for gender and number only. Verb stems in

both the imperfect and and participial forms occur with agreement marking in

a number of different types of complement clause:

(8) Infinitive-like Complements

a. bâk≥i          hâna xawâπa          ∞ani,      †ak≥k ≥at fi-bâl-e
bepartMS here   gentlemanMS richMS, fell3FS in-mind-CL3MS
yrû˛    i˛iππ
go3MS pilger3MS
“There was a rich gentleman there; it fell into his head to go
perform the Hajj.” (36.1)

b. u-hu   illi  b-ik≥ba          xâyif        b-ifirif                 inâm?
and-he REL INDIC-be3MS scaredMS INDIC-know3MS sleep3MS
“And he who is afraid, is he able to sleep [lit. ‘does he know to
sleep’]?” (50.7)

c. u-√amar-e                        yifimal-l-ha            wâ˛ad mi±l-e
and-ordered3MS-CL3MS make3MS-to-CL3FS one       like-CL3MS
“And he ordered him to make her one like it.” (52.10)

d. int  bak≥êt        min il-farz u-barra,       mafilûm
you were3MS from the cut and-outside, knowPASSPARTMS
bidd-ak         tak≥ ≥≥≥êfi
intent-CL2MS fall2MS
“You were out past the cut, of course you were going to fall!”
(29.2)

(9) Exeptional Case-Marking Complements

a. k≥âl          “yâ-ba     allâh ixallî-k            ti̧strî-l-i               has-sifidân”
said3MS ‘oh-father God   let3MS-CLMS buy2MS-to-CL1S this-monkey
“He said, ‘Father, may God let you buy me this monkey’.” (35.2)

b. ma-k≥âm-i̧s          ixallî-hin         i†lafiin    min il-bâb   u-barra
not-rose3MS-NEG let3MS-CL3FP leave3FP from the door and-outside
“He never let them go out beyond the door.”  (46.1)
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(10) Small Clause Complements

a. u-xalla uxt-e              nâyme
let3MS sister-CL3MS sleepPARTFS
“He left his sister sleeping.”  (49.4)

b. u-mât            u-xallâ-ni              ˛ibla
and-died3MS and-left3MS-CL1S pregnantFS
“…and he died and left me pregnant.”  (51.9)

c. k≥âl:        “ma-¸suftû-̧s           il-maskôb       hâπmîn        fialê-na?”
said3MS ‘not-saw2MP-NEG the-Muscovites attackpartMP upon-CL1P
“He said, ‘didn’t you see the Russians attacking us?’” (19.4)

d. ÷allat             rak≥ ≥≥≥bat-e          mfiallak ≥ ≥≥≥a           bi-¸sur¸s
remained3FS neckFS-CL3MS hangPASSPARTFS by-sinew
“His neck remained hanging by a sinew.”  (42.4)

e. u-¸cill  il-fias¸car      ma˛sübîn      ulâd is-sul†ân
and-all the-soldiers consideredMP sons the-Sultan’
“He said, ‘the Army is an honor, and all the soldiers are consid-
ered the Sultan’s sons’.”  (15.1)

Furthermore, when the thematic predicate of a main clause in the present

tense is a participle, no overt consituent occupies the head of Tense; this is

because on the one hand, participles cannot raise to host the “sentential” negation

morpheme ma-…-¸s, and because they must occur with an overt subject noun

phrase (cf. Eid 1993). However, they cannot occur lower than PrP because they

can host pronoun clitics, “assign” accusative abstract case to arguments to

their right, and license telic aspectual readings. These properties have been

widely argued to be characteristic of verb raising (cf. Holmberg’s Generalization;

Holmberg 1986). Therefore, given that participles occur in PrP, and no higher,

agreement must be licensed there.
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3.4 Phrase Structure of the Arabic Clause

In order to illustrate the basic structure that I assume for a matrix clause

in Arabic, let us take as an example a clause with a simple transitive verb:

(11) a. ¸casrat     il-bint       i¸s-̧sibbâ¸c
broke3FS the-girlFS the-window
“The girl broke the window.”

(3-2) Clause Structure for (11)

   FP
  5
F       TP

          fh         4
         F    Ti       DPj        T’

 fh     !          ry
T  Pri    il-bint         ti PrP
   fy      ry
  Pr  ̧casrat i      tj           Pr’

          ru
          ti  VP

          2
        DP        ti

     @
  i̧s-̧sibbâ̧c

3.4.1 Topic, Focus, and the Left Periphery

In addition to the sequence of projections VP, PrP, and TP, I also assume

that the “left periphery” of the clause can include at least two additional projec-

tions associated with the pragmatic functions of topic and focus. The first of

these projections, Focus Phrase (FP: cf. Ouhalla 1997), immediately dominates

TP, and is associated with Negation, Focus Movement, and Wh-movement

(see Ouhalla 1997 for detailed arguments). In particular, I argue that, in a

tensed clause, the verb raises to F0, deriving VS order. SV word order is derived

by the subject NP raising to the specifier of FP.
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3.4.1.1 Focus Positions

I follow Ouhalla (1997) in assuming that there is a position at the left

edge of the Arabic clause associated with contrastive focus (see also Laka 1990;

Kiss 1996, 1998; Lopez 1994). Constituents that can occur in this position include

noun phrases as well as prepositional phrases, and are argued to be preposed

there by means of a movement operation. This argument is based on the fact

that a focus-preposed noun phrase binds a gap or trace in its “base” position:

(12) a. riwâyat-an √allafat     Zaynab-u       (lâ qasîdat-an)
novel-ACC      wrote3FS ZaynabFS-NOM not poem-ACC

“it was a NOVEL that Zeinab wrote (not a poem).”

b. Zaynab-un      √allafat   l-qasîdat-a     lâ    Laylâ
ZaynabFS-NOM wrote3FS the-poem-ACC, not Layla
“ZEINAB wrote the poem, not Layla.”

c. Layl-an   waßalata  Zaynab-un  lâ   nahâr-an
night-ACC arrived3FS Zaynab-NOM not day-ACC

“It was AT NIGHT that Zeinab arrived, not during the day.”

d. fî l-bayt-i           Zaynab-un  lâ   fî l-madrasa
in the-house-GEN Zaynab-NOM not in the-school
“Zeinab is in THE HOUSE, not at school.” 
(MSA: Ouhalla 1998)

I assume that the position targeted by preposing is Focus Phrase, a position

dominating TP, but below CP. This is supported by the fact that preposed

constituents occur to the right of an overt complementizer:

(13) a. ∂≥anantu   √anna-hu   kitâb-an qara√at Zaynab
believed1S that-CL3MS book-ACC   read3FS Zaynab
“I believe that it was A BOOK that Zeinab read.”

b. yabdû     √anna-hu   qasîdat-an √alqâ       Zayd
seems3MS that-CL3MS poem-ACC      read3MS Zayd
“It seems that it is A POEM that Zeid read.” 
(MSA: Ouhalla 1998)
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Ouhalla argues that FP is the locus of not only focus-preposing, but also wh-

movement, interrogative particles (in those dialects that have them, such as

Moroccan, Lebanese, and Iraqi Arabic), and negation:

(14) a. ya-mma  sâylî-ha       in¸cân bidd-ha     titπawwaz
oh-Mama askIMP-CL3FS if         wish-CL3FS marry3FS
u-mîn    bidd-ha     tôxi∂
and-who wish-CL3FS take3FS
“Mother, ask her if she intends to marry, and who she wants to
take.” (38.9)

b. ¸s-râdat          Mona fiâli ygâbal   meno?
Q-wanted3FS Mona Ali  meet3MS who
“Who did Mona want Ali to meet?” (Iraqi Arabic)

(15) a. ê¸sma        πâb              il-wâ˛ad
what-ever brought3MS the-one
“…whatever anyone brought.” (22.1)

b. in-nußß ma k≥bilna  w-±il±ên        ma k ≥bilna nir∂≥a b-wâ˛de wâ˛de?
the-half  not-taken1P and-thirdDUAL not-taken1P suffice1P with-one one
“Half we have not taken, and two thirds we have not taken; shall
we be satisfied each one with one?” (76.14)

Following Ouhalla, the head of FP has a focus feature (+f) which must be

checked by a constituent that also has a focus feature, whether it be due to

contrastive focus marking, wh-focus marking, or negation. I also assume that

verbal heads raise to F0
 to derive unmarked VS word order.

3.4.1.2 Topic Positions

Above Focus Phrase, I assume that there is a Topic Phrase (TopP), in

which Clitic-Left-Dislocated noun phrases are located (cf. Rizzi 1997, Lalami

1996, Doron and Heycock 1999). Clitic Left Dislocation describes a construction

in which a definite or specific noun phrase occurs at the left-periphery of the

clause, binding either a resumptive pronoun or a trace in a position within the

thematic portion of the clause.
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(16) a. il-bint     itbayya∂≥          fiari∂≥-ha                       k≥uddâm ahil-ha
the-girlFS whitened3MS reputation3MS-CL3FS before   family-CL3FS
w-πızân-ha
and-husbands-CL3FS
“The girl, her reputation was cleared before her family and her
husbands.” (38.24)

b. illa w-has-sufra  mamdûde    w-ma-˛adâ-̧s    hanâk
but and-this table setPASSPARTFS and-not-one-NEG there
u-fialê-ha            arbfiîn ßa˛in u- ¸cill        ßa˛in fi-h         ruzz
and-upon-CL3FS  40        bowl   and-every bowl   on-CL3MS rice
u-fialê-h               la˛me

   and-upon-CL3MS meat
“And there was this table laid out and no one there, and upon it
40 bowls, and in every bowl there was rice and upon it meat.”
(42.3)

(17) a. Nâdya ¸sêf-a                 karîm mbêri˛
Nadia  saw3MS-CL3FS Karim yesterday
“Nadia, Karim saw her yesterday.”
(Aoun and Benmamoun 1998: 570)

b. hal-m¥¸zrim fakkarto  √¥nno l-bolisiyye la√a†û-h
this-criminal thought2P that    the-police    caught3P-CL3MS
“This criminal, you thought that the police caught him.”
(LA: Aoun, Choueiri and Hornstein 1998: 3)

According to Aoun and Choueiri (1998, 1999), Aoun, Choueiri and Hornstein

(1998), and Choueiri (2000), Clitic Left-Dislocated NPs are base generated in

TopP when they bind a resumptive pronoun, and are moved there from their

“thematic” positions when they bind a trace. This can be demonstrated by the

fact that when the left-dislocated noun phrase binds a resumptive pronoun,

the structure is insensitive to a variety of extraction islands, such as complex

NP islands, nominative islands, adjunct islands, and wh-islands (cf., Aoun and

Choueiri 1996; Lalami 1996; Aoun and Benmamoun 1998;  Aoun and Choueiri

1999), and does not display reconstruction effects, while left-dislocation struc-

tures derived by movement do obey island constraints and allow reconstruction:
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(18) Adjunct Islands

a. sm¥fit    √¥nno Nâdya  r¥˛t         m¥n-dûn-ma t¥˛ke       mafi-*(a)
heard1S that   NadiaFS went2MS without           speak2MS with-CL3FS
“Nadya, I heard that you left without talking to her.”
(LA: Aoun and Benmamoun 1998: 571)

(19) Complex-NP Islands

a. sm¥fit   √¥nno hal-ktêb     ˛kît         mafi l-walad yalli katab fial-*(êh)
heard1S that  this-bookMS spoke2MS with the-boy REL wrote on-CL3MS
“This book, I heard that you spoke with the boy that wrote on
it.” (LA: Aoun and Benmamoun 1998: 571)

(20) Wh-Islands

a. sm¥fit    √¥nno Nâdya b-yafirfo        √ayya walad ¸sêf-a
heard1S that    Nadya  INDIC-know3P which boy      saw3MS-CL3FS
“Nadya, I heard that they know which boy saw her.”
(LA: Aoun and Benmamoun 1998: 572)

I assume that TopP has an interpretable nominative abstract case feature

against which topicalized NPs can check their abstract case feature. Since this

abstract case feature is interpretable, it is not deleted by the checking procedure

with a topic NP, allowing there to be more than one topic per clause; Rural

Palestinian Arabic frequently has two, as in the following examples:

(21) a. ana marat-ii   f-êd-haj            mît lêra
I      wife-CL1S  in-hand-CL3FS 100 lira
“My wife had gotten 100 lira [lit. ‘I, my wife, in her hand 100
lira’].” (86.9)

b. πâr-ak                il-mislim   abûj-h             il-ej    
neighbor-CL2MS the-Muslim father-CL3MS to-CL3MS
fiala   abû-k             fii¸srîn    alf
upon father-CL2MS twenty thousand
“Your neighbor the Muslim, your father owes his father 20
thousand [lit. ‘your neighbor the muslim, his father, to him upon
you father is 20 thousand’].” (100.5)
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c. ana had-dînj       l-ifiwâπ       ma bidd-i       yyâ-hj

I      this-religion the-crooked not  wish-CL1S CAR-CL3MS
“This crooked religion, I don’t want it [lit. ‘I, this crooked reli-
gion, I don’t want it’].” (107.7)

d. ana arbafi xams niswânj †allak≥ ≥≥≥t-hinj

I      four    five    women   divorced1S-CL3FP
“4 or 5 women I have divorced [lit. ‘I, 4-5 women, I divorced
them’].” (130.14)

Each NP “inherits” a theta-role from the resumptive pronoun which it binds.

As we saw above, NPs that can be topicalized in this manner have to be

“specific”; this includes those with strong quantificational determiners (such

as ¸cill “all, each, every”), the definite article (see above), proper names (see

above), pronouns (see above), “strong” wh-words (such as ayy “which” or mîn

“who”), and ‘specific’ indefinites:

(22) a. k¥ll   m¥̧zrim      fakkarto √¥nno l-bolisiyye la√a†û-h
every criminalMS thought2P that    the-police    caught3P-CL3MS
“Every criminal, you thought that the police caught him.”
(LA: Aoun, Choueiri and Hornstein 1998: 3)

b. bass xa†îye wâ˛ade aņcart-ha          
only sinFS    oneFS         committed1S-CL3FS
w-ma    fitaraft-i̧s  ib-ha
and-not confessed1S-NEG with-CL3FS
“Only one sin have I committed and not confessed (it).” (86.18)

Examples with ‘non-specific’ wh-words (such as ̧su “what”) are ungrammatical,

even simple ones in which the binding relation between the wh-word and the

resumptive pronoun obeys subjacency (see pp. 22, 40-42):

(23) a.       * ¸su     ¸starayt-û imbêri˛
what bought2P-CL3MS yesterday
“What did you buy (it) yesterday?”
(LA: Aoun and Benmamoun 1998: 572ff)
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3.4.1.3 Focus and Clitic Left Dislocation

Clauses in which both focal movement and clitic left dislocation occur

show that the latter precedes the former. That is, a left-dislocated topic will

precede a focus-preposed constituent, whether it is pronounced with intona-

tional focus or is a negated consituent:

(24) Clitic-Left-Dislocation with Negation

a. hal-k≥ ≥≥≥a†îfia        ma-∂≥all-i̧s                  mafiâ-h      darâhim
this-only-child not-remained3MS-NEG with-CL3MS dirhams
“This only child, he didn’t have any money left.” (34.2)

b. ya sîd-i,        int  ma-fiind-ak   sabfi  izyâr mâl
oh Lord-CL1S you not at-CL2MS seven jars    money
“My Lord, you do not have seven jars of gold.” (73.18)

Aoun and Choueiri (1998) show that when wh-movement and CLLD-dislocation

co-occur, the wh-element can either precede or follow the left-dislocated element:

(25) a. w-ana ¸su    fiâmla?
and-I   what doPARTFS
“…and I, what am I to do?” (27.4)

b. int  la-lê¸s     πibt-ni                  hân?
you for-why brought2MS-CL1S here
“You, for what reason did you bring me here?” (36.13)

(26) a. nâdya ¸su     √âl¥-l-a                 l-mfiallme?
Nadia, what said3FS-to-CL3FS the-professorFS
“Nadya, what did the professor say to her?”

b. ¸su     nâdya √âl¥t-l-a                 l-mfiallme?
what Nadya  said3FS-to-CL3FS the-professorFS
“Same.” (LA: Aoun and Benmamoun 1998: 570)

Aoun and Choueiri also show that wh-structures can be derived by means of

clitic left-dislocation, as the displaced wh-phrase can bind a resumptive pronoun

as well as a trace, in which case it violates island constraints and fails to license

reconstruction.
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(27) a. mîn b-tafirafo        l-mara            yalli sêfit-o             b-l-ma†fiam?
who  INDIC-know2P the-womanFS REL saw3FS-CL3MS in-the-restaurant
“Whoj do you know the woman that saw himj in the restaurant?”

b. √ayya ktêb     bidd-kun  tafirafo  √¥za        Zêna ¸starit-o
which bookMS wish-CL2P know2P whether  Zena bought3FS-CL3MS
m¥n l-maktabe?
from the-bookstore
“Which bookj did you say that Zena bought itj at the bookstore?”
(LA: Aoun and Choueri 1999b: 7)

I conclude that wh-movement can target positions both above and be-

lowTopP, in both FocP and CP (c.f. Rizzi 1997). Likewise, left-dislocation can

be derived either by base-generation, in which case the dislocated element

binds a resumptive pronoun, or by movement, in which case the left-dislocated

element can bind a trace and be interpreted via reconstruction.

3.4.1.4 Summary

Based on the preceding discussions, I conclude that the left-periphery of

the Arabic clause has the following structure:

(3-3)            CP
4
C0         TopP

4
          DP         Top’
        ! 4

         Top0           FP
           4
          XP           F’
       !      4

          F0         TP
          4
         DP          T’
      !       4

          T0        PrP, etc.
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3.4.2 The Thematic Domain of the Clause

As I argued above, the thematic domain of the clause consists of a

Predication phrase and a lexical predicate, usually a Verb Phrase. Since argu-

mentation in support of this is provided elsewhere, I will not argue for this

here, but merely assume it, and illustrate it as follows:

(3-4)          PrP
4

          NP           Pr’
      @   3

 Pr       VP
#

3.5 Derivation of Prepositional Phrases

In this sub-section, I present an analysis of the structure of prepositional

phrases as they occur in locative inversion structures. I propose that the locative

prepositional phrase consists of a small clause headed by Pr, which has as its

“external” argument a null pronoun (PRO), which is either bound by the noun

phrase argument in VP (as we shall see in the case of fih-constructions in

Chapter 5), or by existential closure over the small clause (in the case of locative

inversion). According to this analysis, locative prepositions are “transitive” in

the sense that they are associated with two arguments; one being the noun

phrase denoting the location, and the other being the variable (Wunderlich

1991 calls these the relatum and the theme respectively).

Therefore, a prepositional phrase is properly a Predication Phrase (PrP),

and its Prepositional Phrase (PP) complement2:

2This analysis is largely based on observations in Heim and Kratzer (1998: 221-230),
who cite May (1977) in arguing that prepositions bind their arguments in a clause-like structure.
den Dikken and Næss (1994: 226) have argued that prepositional phrases contain a functional
projection which assigns case to the external argument of the preposition. Wunderlich (1991)
also provides an explicit analysis of prepositional phrases as diadic predicates, in which there
is a close correspondence between their clausal syntactic structure and their intepretation.
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(3-5) PrP
   4
PRO Pr’

  4
Pr PP
    4

 NP P
         @

 The structure in (3-5) is derived as follows: the “internal” argument of the

preposition is merged into the PP projected by the preposition, checking the

selectional features of P:

(3-6) PP
  4
DP fî-

       @    
         l-dâr
      

PF-F LEX-CAT-F SELECT-CAT-F Φ STRUCT-F

dâr  “house” w n - w -
il- “the” w d N - c,d
fî- “in” w p D - -

PP then merges with Pr0, checking its selectional features and projecting PrP:

(3-7)    PrP
      4
   Pr0    PP

    2
          DP        fî-
        !
         l-dâr

PF-F LEX-CAT-F SELECT-CAT-F Φ STRUCT-F

dâr  “house” w n - w -
il- “the” w d N - c,d
fî- “in” w p D - -

Pr0
1 S Pr P w c,D
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In the case of a bare preposition, the preposition then raises and adjoins to the

head of Pr, checking the latter’s strong PF-features:

(3-8)     PrP
      4
     Pr0    PP

         fh 2
  fî-i  Pr0        DP         ti

        !
         l-dâr

PF-F LEX-CAT-F SELECT-CAT-F Φ STRUCT-F

dâr  “house” w n - w -
il- “the” w d N - c,d
fî- “in” w p D - -

Pr0
1 S Pr P w c,D

A PRO argument is merged into the PrP, checking the abstract case, phi and

D-features of Pr0 and re-projecting PrP:

(3-9)          PrP
            4
            PRO        Pr’

3
            Pr0     PP
          fh           fh
         fî- Pr0      DP   ti

           !
            l-dâr

PF-F LEX-CAT-F SELECT-CAT-F Φ STRUCT-F

dâr  “house” w n - w -
il- “the” w d N - c,d
fî- “in” w p D - -
Pr0

1 S Pr P w c,D
PRO w d - w c,d

Finally, at LF, the formal features of the NP l-dâr “the house” raise and adjoin

to PrP, checking its abstract case and phi-features:
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(3-10) fı  d-dâr
in the-house
“in the house”

      PrP
     5
   FF l-dâ r          Pr’

          4
        PRO         Pr’

         4
       Pr0        PP
      fh    2
    fî-k  Pr0         DP        th

           !
            l-dâr

PF-F LEX-CAT-F SELECT-CAT-F Φ STRUCT-F

dâr  “house” w n - w -
il- “the” w d N - c,d
fî- “in” w p D - -
Pr0

1 S Pr P w c,D
PRO w d - w c,d

In a derivation with an inflected preposition, the clitic pronoun is incor-

porated into the preposition in PP, and raises with it to the head of Pr0 (see

Diesing and Jelinek 1994: 134-147)3. There it checks its abstract case and phi

features as a “free rider” in the overt syntax, rather than at LF (as was the case

in (3-10)). Otherwise, the derivation proceeds just as with bare PPs:

3There are two possible ways to analyze inflected prepositions; in one, the pronoun
clitic is merged as a discrete constituent, but is incorporated into the verbal head and therefore
raises with it (see Diesing and Jelinek 1994: 134-147) In the other approach (cf. Shlonsky 1997:
175-203), the clitic is an agreement marker generated on the preposition which corresponds to
a PRO argument merged into the argument position. I will assume the first approach, although
the choice has no bearing on the analysis.
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(3-11) fî-ha
in-CL3FS
“in it”

     PrP
       4
      PRO      Pr’

      4
     Pr                 PP

            2 2
          Pr0      fî-ha j      tj          ti

PF-F LEX-CAT-F SELECT-CAT-F Φ STRUCT-F

hâ  CL-3FS w d - w c,d
fî- “in” w p D - -
Pr0

1 S Pr P w c,D
PRO w d - w c,d

I argue that the “external” argument of the prepositional phrase is a

null pronoun PRO, rather than a trace left by NP-raising (c.f. Heim and Kratzer

1998: 221-228). This is a trivial distinction in terms of the semantics, as both the

pro and the trace would be interpreted as syntactically bound variables. How-

ever, positing a trace in the external argument position of the prepositional

phrase would require motivating the raising of the NP. As we will see in the

next chapter, the lack of features that would motivate such an operation is

precisely what explains the derivation of impersonal agreement in existential

constructions. Therefore, I will assume that the external argument of the prep-

osition in a PRO.

Either way, one undesired predication of this analysis is that a pronoun

within the prepositional phrase could be semantically bound by the NP in a

locative inversion construction, producing a reading in which the NP and the

pronoun are coreferential. This is a problem because such coreference is ruled

out in locative inversion constructions, as shown in (28):
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(28) a. bak≥a       fîh     ulâd            fi-dâr-him
was3MS THERE childrenMP in-house-CL3MP
“There were childreni in their housei/j.”

b. bak≥a       fi-dâr-him         ulâd
was3MS in-house-CL3MP childrenMP
“There were in theirj/*i house childreni.”

In (28a), the prepositional phrase fi-dâr-him “in their house” follows the NP

ulâd “children,” and has a reading in which the clitic -him “their” is bound by

the NP. This would mean that the children in question were in their own

house. Alternately, the clitic can be bound via discourse anaphora, and be

understood with disjoint reference, meaning that the children are in someone

else’s house. This is illustrated in the structural description and logical forms

below (given in an English paraphrase):

(29) a. [VP [NP ulâdi] [V’ bak ≥ ≥≥≥a [PrP ti  [Pr’ fik- [PP [DP dâr-himi/j] tk]]]]]

b. »children…(λx[x ∈ De. x is in x’s house])

c. »children…(λx[x ∈ De . x is in pro’s house])

However, in (29b), in which the prepositional phrase is inverted and precedes

the NP, coreference is not available in a reading, indicating the the clitic cannot

be bound by the NP, contrary to what is predicted by the structure I have

proposed.

This might be explained by appealing to a diacritic placed on the clitic

and associated with the locative inversion operation. Intuitively, locative inver-

sion ‘marks’ the clitic as a discourse anaphor. This would rule out a reading in

which the NP semantically binds the clitic (in the sense of Heim and Kratzer

1998: 263). Likewise, discourse binding of the clitic by the NP would be impos-

sible, since the NP would be novel and not satisfy the clitic’s uniqueness/famil-
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iarity presupposition. Therefore, only a disjoint reading between the NP and

the clitic would be available.

3.6 Structure of Noun Phrases

In this sub-section, I will discuss the structure of noun phrases, to the

extent that the derivation of this structure results in feature specifications that

feed clausal movement operations. My principal claim is that noun phrases

which license impersonal agreement in locative-inversion structures (and, as

we shall see, fîh-constructions as well) are unspecified for abstract case features,

which would otherwise motivate A-movement to the PrP. This case feature, I

will argue, is associated with the head of the Determiner Phrase (DP). Noun

phrases that occur with impersonal agreement lack a determiner layer, and

therefore also lack a case feature that would feed a movement operation raising

them into PrP, the position in which both case and agreement are checked.

Modified indefinites are assumed to include a Number Phrase (NumP) layer,

which dominates the NP projection (cf. Ritter 1991; Fassi Fehri 1993; Mohammad

1997b).

As we have seen, locative inversion constructions occur with noun phrases

of varying complexity. They include bare NPs (both singular  and plural), NPs

modified by a variety of adjectives, relative clauses and numerals, and NPs

with the “indefinite determiner” hal- “this”. In the following examples, (30a-c)

show noun phrases modified by numeral quantifiers (including axên “two

brothers”, which is inflected for dual number):

(31) a. bâk ≥i         fi dâr     abû-ha       sabifi  ±aman ˛arr±în
bePARTMS in house father-CLFS seven eight     plowmenMP
“In her father's house were seven or eight plowmen.” (37.3)
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b. ana bk ≥î-l-i                  axên           w-uxt
I      bePARTMS-to-CL1S brothersDL and-sister
“I had two brothers and a sister.” (62.4)

c. bâk ≥i         fi  dâr      abû-ha        a¸cam ˛arrâ±
bePARTMP in  house  father-CLFS some   plowmanMS
“In her father's house were several plowmen.” (RPA: elicited
data)

(31d) shows a noun phrase modified by an adjective:

d. bâk ≥i         hanâk i±nên ˛aramîyye mitrâfk ≥ ≥≥≥în
bePARTMS there    two     thieves         companionedMP
“There were two thieves there [who were] inseparable.” (22.1)

e. bâk ≥i          fi  ha∂îk  il-balad     tuππâr           mafhümîn
bePARTMS in thatFS the-village merchantsMP understoodMP
“In that village were ‘understood’ merchants.” (34.3)

(31e) a noun phrase modified by an adjective as well as indefinite hal-:

f. ¸cân        ti˛t    sêr-e          ha†-†abanπe
was3MS under belt-CL3MS this-pistolFS
“There was under his belt this pistol.” (RPA: elicited data)

I assume that the noun phrases in the examples in (31a-d) have structures

like the following:

(3-11) i±nên ˛aramîyye mitrâfk ≥în
two    thievesMP   companionedMP
“two inseparable thieves”

            NumP
qp

          QP        Num’
       @       qp
         i±nên   Num    NP

          3         3
      Num     ̨ aramîyye   AP  ti

# 
 mitrâfkîn 
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The adjectival quantifier (c.f. Higgenbotham 1987) i±nên “two” occurs as a

specifer of Number Phrase (following Ritter 1991), and the attributive modifier

mitrâfk ≥în “inseperable” is an adjunct to NP. The noun head raises and adjoins

to the head of NumP, checking a categorial feature there4.

My analysis of the structure of definite noun phrases departs considerably

from what has come to be the ‘standard’ analysis5, according to which the head

noun raises to the head of D, incorporating with the definite article, or with a

null head in the case of construct state nominals.

(3-12) il-bêt       il-kbîr
the-house the-big
“the big house”

          DP
4
D           NP

         fh      2
        il  bêti    AP        ti

!
           il-kbîr

This derives the relative ordering of the head nouns and modifiers, which are

4This is similar to Borer’s (1996: 49) proposal regarding measure noun phrases in
Hebrew. According to Borer, the measure noun phrase in the following example is a bare
NumP:

(i) dan rac  ̧slo̧sa kilometrim √arukim
Dan ran three  kilometers    long
“Dan ran three kilometers.”

Borer cites Longobardi (1994) to the effect that noun phrases that lack determiners are non-
referential, as is the case in (i) above.

5See Benmamoun (1993), Borer (1996), Doron (1989), Fassi Fehri (1989, 1993), Hazout
(1990, 1992, 1995), Mohammad (1988, 1997b), Ritter (1987, 1988, 1991, 1995), Shlonsky (1988,
1991), and Siloni (Siloni 1990a, 1990b, 1991, 1994, 1995, 1997, 2002). Of these authors, Fassi
Fehri, Mohammad, and Siloni expressly argue that noun raising to the head of D occurs
generally. Ritter (1988, 1991), on the other hand, argues that nouns which host the definite
article do not raise to the head of D. Borer (1996) argues that indefinite (as opposed to construct
state) noun phrases that lack a determiner also lack a DP layer in their structure.

assumed to be left-adjuncts in the NP projection. It also derives the fact that
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attributive modifiers follow the head noun, as well as the “possessor” phrase

in a construct state. This is illustrated in the following examples;

(32) a. k≥âm      hâ∂≥a       nadah      ulâdt-e              ±-±alâ±e
rose3MS thisMS called3MS children-CL3MS the-three
“Then he called his three children.” (36.13)

b. yirπafi         naßß      i¸c-¸calâm  la-xwit-ha                  l-fia¸sara
return3MS passage the-words the-to-brothers-CL3FS the-ten
“The story returns to her ten brothers.” (37.10)

c. bidd-i      banât-ak             is-sabfia  la-wlâd-i      s-sabfia
wish-CL1S daughters-CL2MS the-seven to-sons-CL1S the-seven
“I want your seven daughters for my seven sons.” (51.3)

d. lammin ¸ca̧saf                fian   ±imm-e            fiirf-e              ¸s-̧sêx
when      uncovered3MS from mouth-CL3MS knew-CL3MS the-sheikh
inn-e           abu    li-ûlâd   is-sabfia
that-CL3MS father the-sons the-seven
“When he uncovered his mouth, the sheikh recognized him, that
he was the father of the seven sons.” (51.14)

(33) a. n-n¥swân  ¥t-tlâte
the-women the-three
“the three  women”

b. l-√aßâbefi    ¥l-xamse
the-fingers the-five
“the five fingers”

c. d-dôltên              ¥t-t¥ntên
the-countriesDUAL the-two
“the two countries” (Syrian Arabic: Cowell 1964: 509)

(34) a. li-l-banât-i       ±-±ala±ât-i
to-the-girlsFP-GEN the-threeFP-GEN

“to the three girls”

b. sâfara             ar-ri ¸zâl-u           l-xamsat-u √ila fransa
travelled3MS the-menMP-NOM the-five-NOM to  France
“the five men travelled to France” (MSA: Lovell 1974: 72)
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Since, according to this analysis, noun heads always raise to D (cf. Fassi

Fehri 1993: 217; Siloni 1991: 255;  Siloni 1997: 31-34) this entails a futher as-

sumption that indefinite noun phrases include a “null” determiner, to which

the noun adjoins. This assumption is necessary to derive the correct word

order facts with regard to modifiers and possessers in the construct state and

with indefinite nouns, such as the following:

(3-13) bêt     kbîr
house big
“a big house”

          DP
4
D           NP

          fh       2
         ø  bêti     AP       ti

  !
   kbîr

The problem with this analysis is that it fails to capture a fact that, to my

knowledge, has been generally overlooked in the literature on Semitic nominal

structure, concerning the position of cardinal numbers relative to the head

noun (however, see Shlonsky 2000: 6). In many varieties of Arabic, when a

definite noun phrase includes a cardinal numeral, the numeral usually behaves

as an adjective, following the noun and “agreeing” with it in definiteness.

These facts (illustrated in 32-34 above) are predicted by the standard analysis.

However, it is also possible for the numeral to precede the noun and

host the article. In fact, this is the normal case with nouns hosting the definite

article in RPA, with only nouns hosting pronoun clitics or in construct states

being modified by a post-positioned numeral. According to Blau (1960: 56),

“the article always attaches itself to the preceding numeral and not with the

enumerated [noun]…however, the numeral follows the enumerated [noun],
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when this joined with a pronominal suffix6.” Therefore, an example like that

given in (32d) above is anamolous in the dialect. What seems to be the usual

pattern is that the cardinal numeral will follow the NP if it hosts a pronoun

clitic, and preceded the NP if does not7:

(35) a. k≥al-l-ha                  “ya bint-i,               xu∂i         ha±-±alâ±   ˛abbât”
said3MS-TO-CL3FS “oh daughter-CL1S, takeIMPFS these-three pills”
“He said to her, ‘my daughter, take these three pills’.” (31.6)

b. k≥âm         hâ∂≥a    na††              fi   ∂≥ahr i˛sân-e         u-πâb
rose3MS thisMS jumped3MS on back  horse-CL3MS and-brought3MS
il-alf             yôm b-yôm
the-thousand day   by-day
“Then he jumped on the back of his horse and passed the thou-
sand days in a day.” (46.15)

c. w-il-was†âni         afi†â-h                    il-mît           lêra
and-the-middleMS gave3MS-CL3MS the-hundred lera
“…and the middle [brother] gave him the hundred lera.” (79.5)

(36) a. r¡¥˛t      mafi  el-xams ulâd
went1S with the-five   boysMP
“I went with the five boys.”

b. fi†î-ni              l-fia¸sr   frankât
giveIMP-CL1S the-ten franks
“Give me the ten franks.”

6“Der Artikel verbindet sich immer mit der voranstehenden Zahl und nicht mit dem
Gezählten…die Zahl steht jedoch dem Gezählten nach, wenn dieses mit einem Pronominalsuffix
verbunden ist.”

7Glinert (1989: 85) presents similar facts from Modern Hebrew:

(i) ha-̧slo̧sim ̧sékel
the-three   shekel
“the three shekels”

(ii) ha-méa        kilo
the-hundred kilo
“the hundred kilos”
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c. √ay¸s  fimelt   be-t-tlat           fiπûl    elli ̧strayt-on
what did2MS with-the-three calves REL that bought2MS-CL3P
“What did you do with the three calves that you bought?”
(Lebanese Arabic: Feghali 1928: 187)

(37) a. al-xams-u  qurin
the-five-NOM villages-GEN

“the five villages”

b. a±-±alâ±at-u   riΩΩΩΩâl-in
the-three-NOM men-GEN

“the three men”

c. a±-±alâ±-u      mi√at-i          dînâr-in
the-three-NOM hundred-GEN dinars-GEN

“the three hundred dinars” (MSA: Wright 1875, v.II: 264)

d. hâ∂ihi   ±-±alâ±-u        ßu˛uf-in
theseFS the-three-NOM newspapers-GEN

“these three newspapers” (MSA: Fassi Fehri 1998: 36)

This ordering of elements does not affect the “definiteness” of the noun phrases;

even when the numeral hosts the definite article, determiner spread still takes

place, as can be seen in the following example from Lebanese Arabic:

(38) a. bâfi        el-√arbafi  √é˛ßne l-mlâ˛
sold3MS the-four   horses   the-goodPL

“He sold the four good horses.” (LA: Feghali 1928: 190)

The noun phrase el-√arbafi √e˛ßne “the four horses” is modified by the adjective

mlâ˛ “good”, which agrees with it in both definiteness and number.

Choueiri (2000) has also provided evidence that the determiner is “exter-

nal” to the common noun, rather than adjoined to or incorporated with it. Her

arguments are based on relative clauses which are derived by extraction of the

external head, allowing binding via reconstruction:
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(39) a. √iyyêm ˛ayêt-o    yalli wala zalame  b-yinsê-hun              hinne
days      life-cl3MS REL    no     manMS INDIC-forget3MS-CL3P theyFP
√iyyêm i†-†ufûle
days      the-childhood
“The days of hisi life that no man i forgets are the days of child-
hood.”

b.       * √iyyêm ˛ayêt-o    yalli fiam b-yitsê√alo       √¥za        wala zalamei

days      life-CL3MS REL   ASP  INDIC-wonder3P whether no      man
b-yinsê-hun               hinne √iyyêm i†-†ufûle
INDIC-forget3MS-CL3P they    days      the-childhood
“The days of hisi life that they are wondering whether no man*i/j

forgets are the days of his childhood.”  (LA: Choueiri 2000)

(39a) allows reconstruction, as the possessive clitic in ˛ayêt-o “his life” can be

bound by wala zalame “no man,” which occurs below it in the surface string. In

(39b), the possessive clitic cannot be bound by wala zalame, as the latter is

inside a WH-island, indicating that reconstruction of √iyyêm ˛ayêt-o is not possi-

ble. In each case, the resumptive element inside the relative clause is argued to

be an appositive adjunct coreferring with either a null pronoun or a trace, the

difference between them being indicated by the availability of reconstruction

(cf. Aoun and Benamamoun 1998).

Choueiri then notes that noun phrases such as ∞a††a “nap” inside idiom

chunks such as √axad ∞a††a “to take a nap” do not behave as independent

arguments, and cannot be made definite:

(40) a. √axad      ∞a††a
took3MS nap
“He took a nap.”

b.       * √axad      il-∞a††a/k¥ll  ∞a††a
took3MS the-nap/every nap
“He took the nap/every nap.”

c.       * l-∞a††a  bafid ∂≥-∂≥uhr   b-itfîd              ktîr
the-nap after the-noon INDIC-help3MS much
“The nap in the afternoon helps a lot.”
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d.       *Sami √axad      ∞a††a  bas Laila ma-√axadit  w¥˛de
Sami took3MS napFS but Layla not-took3FS oneFS
“Sami took a nap but Layla didn’t take one.”  (LA: Choueiri 2000)

However, the noun in an idiom chunk can be relativized provided that island

constraints are obeyed:

(41) a. l-∞a††a     yalli √axad-a              Sami bafid ∂≥-∂≥uhr   fêdit-o
the-napFS REL   tood3MS-CL3FS Sami after the-noon helped3FS-CL3MS
“The nap Sami took in the afternoon helped him.”

b. k¥ll   ∞a††a b-yêxid-a                    Sami bafid ∂-∂uhr
every nap     INDIC-take3MS-CL3FS Sami after the-noon
ra˛ tfîd-o
FUT  help3FS-CL3MS
“Every nap that Sami takes in the afternoon will help him.”

c.       * l-∞a††a      yalli b-tafirfo           ß-ßabe yalli √axad-a
the-napFS REL    INDIC-know2P the-boy REL    took-CL3FS
bafid ∂-∂uhr  fêdit-o
after the-noon helped3FS-CL3MS
“The nap which you know the boy that took (it) in the afternoon
helped him.”  (LA)

Choueiri concludes that the extracted noun phrases l-∞a††a “the nap” and k¥ll

∞a††a “every nap” in (41) do not include the determiners l- “the” or k¥ll “every,”

as l-∞a††a and k¥ll ∞a††a are ungrammatical in the base position within the idiom,

as in (40) above. Therefore, in each case, the determiner is external to the head

noun and the relative clause:

(42) a. [DP il-  [NP ∞a††ai [CP ti  [C’ yalli [S √axad-ti [ai] Sami bafid ∂-∂uhr]]]]]
     the        nap          rel       took3MS     Sami  after the-noon
“the nap Sami took in the afternoon”

Similar arguments can be made out of relativized existential constructions. As

is the case in English, definite noun phrases are excluded from the existential

construction when the context cannot provide a list interpretation (cf. Moham-

mad 1998):
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(43) a.       * kên         fî       l-k¥tub      fia-†-†awle
was3MS THERE the-booksP on-the-table
“There were the books on the table.”

b. kên         fî       k¥tub  fia-†-†awle
was3MS THERE booksP on-the-table
“There were books on the table.”  (LA: Choueiri 2000)

Relative clauses built out of fîh-existentials can have definite external heads, as

in (44a). However, this is only possible when the chain headed by the external

head noun does not violate an island, indicating the the relative clause is

derived by movement:

(44) a. (k¥ll) il-k¥tub yalli kên      fî       fia-†-†awla   ßâro           fia-r-raff
(all) the-booksP REL was3MS THERE on-the-table becameMP on-the-shelf
“All the books that there were on the table are now on the shelf.”

b.       * (k¥ll) l-k¥tub   yalli narfazto    la√anno kên         fî       fia-†-†awla
all       the-books REL    be-upset2P because  was3MS THERE on-the-table
ßâro         fia-r-raff
became3P on-the-shelf
“All the books that you were upset because there were on the
table are now on the shelf.”  (LA)

As definite noun phrases are restricted from the existential construction (barring

a list-interpretation), l-k¥tub “the books,” the head of the relative clause in (44a)

must be extracted without the article, the latter taking the whole NP-relative

clause constituent as its complement:

(45) a. [DP l- [NP k¥tubi [CP ti [C’ yalli [S kên fî ti fia-†-†awla]]]]]

Choueiri therefore concludes that determiners are external to their common

noun complements at least in some Arabic DPs.

Based on all the arguments presented above, I follow Ritter (1991: 43) in

claiming that the noun head does not raise to D0 in the Arabic DP, but rather
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raises to the head of NumP, thereby deriving its order relative to the adjective

mlâ˛ “good”:

(3-14) el-√arbafi √e˛ßane l-ml˛
the-four   horses    the-goodPL

“the four good horses”

           DP
4
el-        NumP
           4
        √arbafi       Num’

4
         Num          NP
  rh       2

          Num  √e˛ßanei     AP      ti

 @
 l-mlâ˛

When the noun phrase hosts indefinite hal- , I assume that there is a

layer of DP structure just as is the case with other determiners:

(3-15) ha†-†abânπe mnazzale   bi-l-fi∂≥∂≥e
this-pistolFS  decoratedFS with-the-silver
“this pistol decorated with silver”

                            DP
               5
             hal-                     NumP

     5
Num          NP
2   3

      Num  †abânπei AP        ti

      #
       mnazzale
        bi-l-fi∂∂∂∂≥≥≥≥∂∂∂∂≥≥≥≥e

Evidence for this structure can be seen in that determiner spread can optionally

occur even when the noun is modified by indefinite hal- (although it does not

do so obligatorily):
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(46) a. ha∂ôla ri̧cbu             xêl-him          u-sâfaru              ±ala± arbafit iyâm
theseP mounted3MP horses-CL3MP and-travelled3MP three four days
aπu           la-hal-wâd         il-xaßîb  bi-hal-maiy     u-wasifi
came3MP to-this-valleyMS the-filled with-this-water and-wideMS
“They mounted their horses and travelled three [or] four days
[until] they came to this valley full of water and wide.” (38.1)

b. k≥âmat  hâ∂i    ˛iblit                    u-wildit                  πâbat
rose3FS thisFS got-pregnant3FS and-gave-birth3FS and-delivered3FS
haß-ßabi     l-imzawwaq         sib˛ân      illi  xalak ≥-e
his-babyMS the-decoratedMS    praisedMS REL created3MS-CL3MS
“Then she became pregnant and bore this pretty baby boy -
Praised be He who created him.” (48.1)

c. aπu          fia-hal-dâr         i̧c-¸cbîre    k ≥âm       fiabar             il-k ≥êsi
came3MP to-this-houseFS the-bigFS rose3MS entered3MS the-Qesi
sm-inn-e    bidd-e          yiş˛ad   illa          w-hal-bint  il-mitbannte
as-if-CL3MS wish-CL3MS beg3MS suddenly and-this girl the-virginFS
“They came to this big house, then the Qesi entered as he was
going to beg, and there was this young woman…” (37.1)

(47) Indefinite hal- without Determiner Spread

a. ma-¸sâf           illa hal-mara   mfiallak≥ ≥≥≥a bi-¸safiar râs-ha
not-saw3MS but this-woman hanging   by-hair   head-CL3FS
fi sak≥if hal-im∞âra
on roof this cave
“He saw nothing but this woman hanging by the hair of her head
from the roof of this cave.” (55.4)

Each of the noun phrases with by hal- in the preceding examples is new

to the discourse and is not presupposed in any way, and is therefore indefinite

by the relevent semantic and pragmatic criteria. Despite this, in (45) the attrib-

utive modifiers are hosting the definite article. This suggests that determiner

spread is purely a syntactic process, and that whatever features are involved

8The mechanism behind determiner spread (also found in Hebrew and Modern Greek)
largely remains a mystery. It is not my purpose here to propose a principled analysis of it, but
rather to point out the minimum of facts to be accounted for by an analysis. In particular, as

are therefore purely syntactic8.
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As was shown in Chapters 1 and 2, the presence of indefinite hal- seems

to create a slight preference for  impersonal agreement. This is surprising,

given that hal-, whatever its interpretation, seems to be a determiner, and

therefore to contain an interpretable D-feature, just as the definite article il-

does. This is supported by the previous observations regarding determiner

spread. We might assume, therefore, that hal- has a D-feature that does not

require checking in the overt syntax. Since this feature does not require checking

in the overt syntax, it will not feed a movement operation that would lead to

checking.

The puzzle is this: indefinite hal- patterns with the definite article il- and

definite hal- in as much as it is possible (although not necessary; see 47 above)

for attributive modifiers in the noun phrase to be marked as “definite.” However,

it does not pattern with the definite article in requiring full agreement on the

verb in a presentational/existential construction. This suggests that the mech-

anisms that produce the agreement effects in question are independent of the

features that hal- and the definite article have in common; the D-feature in

particular. This makes sense if we assume that the D-feature is an interpretable

feature in determiners, such that they do not require checking in the syntax.

However, we also know that indefinite noun phrases are fully specified

for phi-features, since they control agreement on attributive modifiers and in

relative clauses, even when they do not do so on the matrix verb. These features

must be interpretable, since in the case of impersonal agreement, they do not

have to be checked against the matrix verb for the derivation to converge. This

the data given above have shown, determiner spread seems to be a purely syntactic process,
since it occurs even when the noun phrase in question has an indefinite semantic or pragmatic
interpretation. In the Minimalist Program, all processes are driven by feature content. Therefore,
it follows that a Mimimalist analysis of determiner spread should involve a D-feature, or some
other feature that encodes syntactic definiteness.

suggests that the difference in agreement forms between noun phrases with
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the definite article and those with indefinite hal- in presentational constructions

is not due to, say, a difference in the strength of phi-features. Were that the

case, we would have to stipulate that phi-features are never strong when the

noun phrase is modified by indefinite hal-.

Of the inventory of features usually assumed in the Minimalist Program,

this leaves abstract case features as the only possible candidates for feeding a

movement operation. Abstract case features have frequently been appealed to

in order to explain correlations between word order and specificity9. For example,

Belletti (1988), Lasnik (1992), de Hoop (1995), and Runner (1994, 1993, 1995)

have all argued that internal argument noun phrases (of both transitive and

unaccusative verbs) with narrow-scope interpretations check a different abstract

case than do those with wide scope interpretations (for example, de Hoop

expresses this as a distinction between “strong” and “weak” abstract case).

I will depart from most of these proposals and argue (following Vainakka

and Maling 1992) that noun phrases that license impersonal agreement are not

specified for case features, although they may be specified for other features,

such as D-features (in the case of indefinite hal-) and phi-features. I propose

therefore that abstract case is a property of determiner heads, and that noun

phrases without a determiner layer do not take part in operations involving

case-checking. Assuming that abstract case is a non-intepretable feature, this

proposal has the additional desired result that a noun phrase specified for

abstract case will have to raise by LF in order to check the feature, while we

have seen that phi-features do not require raising of this sort. With regard to

indefinite hal-, I will propose simply that it is a variant form of definite hal-

9See Belletti (1988), Diesing (1992), En¸c (1991), de Hoop (1989,  1995), Lasnik (1992),
Runner (1992, 1993, 1994, 1995), Vainikka and Maling (1992).

that is unspecified for abstract case10.
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So far, I have argued that noun phrases that license impersonal agreement

do not check abstract case, D-features, or phi-features. In fact, they do not

seem to interact with the head of V at all. One might therefore ask why they

are generated in VP in the first place. According to the Minimalist program, all

operations are driven by feature checking, including the insertion of lexical

items. Therefore, it seems as though weak indefinites should not be allowed in

the derivation at all, since they do not engage in any feature checking operations

at the point of their merger:

(3-16)                    PrP
4

        [+CASE]           Pr’
        [+PHI]      4

         Pr          VP           Checking?
        5
      NP [-CASE]             V’
    !              g

            V

To account for the fact that they do occur in VP, I will assume that

argument-assigning lexical items (such as verbs, adjectives, and prepositions)

10In fact, it seems likely that hal- is a head of D, rather than being productively derived
from a demonstrative-article sequence. Evidence for this can be seen in the fact that hal- is
invariant in form, not inflecting for gender and number as proper demonstratives do. Likewise,
Mohammad (1998: 21ff) notes that hal- can cooccur with other demonstratives:

(i) hal-bent hây
this-girl  this
“this girl”

(ii) hal-banât ha∂Ωl
the-girls    these
“these girls”

However, the demonstrative cannot precede hal- while it can do so with bare articles:

(iii)      * ha∂Ωl hal-banât
these   the-girls
“these girls”

(iv) ha∂Ωl il-banât
these   the-girls
“same”

have selectional-features which must be checked by the categorial features of
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their arguments. In other words, I am suggesting that C-selection plays an

important role in building of syntactic structure. For example, verbs may have

selectional features such as +N, +Pr (in the case of verbs selecting clausal

complements), or +P (in the case of verbs selecting prepositional phrase com-

plements). Assuming that feature checking takes place locally, selectional fea-

tures must be checked against an argument or its trace, requiring in either case

that the argument be generated in a local, feature-checking relation with the

verb11.

To summarize what I have argued in this sub-section, abstract case is a

property of determiners in Arabic: only noun phrases that include a determiner

layer are specified for abstract case features. This means that only determiner

phrases will participate in syntactic operations driven by checking of abstract

case features. The indefinite determiner hal- “this” is a variant form of the

definite determiner hal- which is unspecified for abstract case. Noun phrases

without abstract case that are generated as internal arguments of a transitive

or unaccusative verb therefore do not raise into PrP, and do not license agreement

on the verb.

3.7 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I outlined the theoretical framework I will assume in my

syntactic analysis, based largely on Chomsky (1995), Collins (1997) and Bowers

(1993). Important departures from these theories included that lexical heads

(as opposed to functional heads) can be specified for uninterpretable features,

with the consequence that both types of lexical items can trigger movement.

11See Collins (1997: 65-75): Collins proposes a principle called Integration according to
which every category in a syntactic tree must be contained within another, with the crucial
exception of the root of the tree. (see Collins 1997: 89-94 for discussion).

Also, I claimed that indefinite noun phrases lack a determiner layer, which is
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to say that they are not Determiner Phrases (DPs), and that they are not specified

for abstract case features, which is a feature characteristic of determiners.



4 Analysis of Existentials Revised July 9, 2000; 10:38 PM

Chapter 4 

The Derivation of Existential Constructions

4.1 Introduction

My analysis is based in large part on Bowers’ (1997b, 1998, 1999) analysis

of locative inversion in English. I follow Bowers, Collins (1997:15), as well as

Chomsky (1995: 352) in assuming that raising of locative expressions is due to

a strong D-feature in the head of PrP (“Transitivity Phrase” according to Collins

1997, or “little-v” in Chomsky 1995). I follow Bowers in arguing that this strong

D-feature attracts a weak interpretable D-feature in the lexical specification of

fîh or which is inherited by the prepositional phrase from its DP argument,

causing the locative expression to adjoin to PrP, checking its strong D-feature.

In effect, the claim is that locative inversion begins as a form of object-shift.

Then, fîh or the inverted locative is in position to be attracted to T to check the

EPP-feature there.

Adapting Sigler’s (1996) analysis of agreement variation in Standard

Western Armenian and Déprez’s (1998) analysis of participle agreement in

French, I claim that the difference between impersonal and full agreement is

due to the properties of the NP itself: in reduced agreement constructions, the

NP is a bare noun lacking a determiner shell, and therefore not specified for

case; if its formal features were to raise at LF and check the phi-features of Pr0,

the uninterpretable case feature of Pr0 would remain unchecked, resulting in a

crashed derivation (see also Deprez 1998 for similar argument regarding French

participle agreement). Instead, as a last resort, a null PRO is merged with Pr0,
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which is able to check both the phi- and case-features of Pr0. In contrast, in the
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case of full agreement, the NP has a null determiner shell, and is therefore

specified for case and able to raise to check both phi- and case-features in Pr0.

4.2 Existential Constructions with Locative Inversion

The locative expressions in locative inversion existentials include both

prepositional phrases with inflected prepositions and those with “bare” prep-

ositions and lexical noun phrases. These are illustrated below; (1a) shows a

bare preposition fî with a lexical noun phrase argument d-dâr “the house,”

while (1b) shows an inflected preposition fî-ha “in it”:

(1) a. fî  d-dâr
in the-house
“in the house”

b. fî-ha
in-CL3FS
“in it”

I argue that locative inversion is derived in the same way in each case, the only

difference being in how negation is marked. The negation morpheme ma-…(-¸s)

attaches to its host stem as a result of the latter adjoining to the head of the

negation projection. Therefore, only those stems which are able to undergo

head-raising are able to host negation. Bare prepositions cannot raise to adjoin

to negation because doing so would violate cyclicity. It follows that only inflected

prepositions are able to host negation.

4.2.1 Locative Inversion with Bare Prepositions

In the previous chapter, I presented an analysis of the structure of complex

PPs. According to that analysis, the structure of a locative inversion construction

with a bare preposition is as in (4-1) below:

(4-1) bak≥a       fi-d-dâr       ulâd
was3MS in-the-house childrenMP
“In the house were children.”
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FP

  F          TP
fh                  qp
F  Tj                PrP1

k     T’  
  fh             2            2
 T  Prj           FFDP      Pr’            tj       PrP2

    fy       2      2
   Pr  bak ≥ ≥≥≥aj      PRO

1      Pr   PRO
2      Pr’

2            2
           fii        PP            tk        Pr’

     2      2
   DP     ti      tj        VP
!            2
il-dâr           NP      V’

       !    fh
                                      ulâd     tj    tk

To describe this in more detail, we begin at the stage in the derivation in

which the PP fi-d-dâr “in the house” has been composed (as per the discussion

in Chapter 2) and merged with the copula, checking the latter’s selectional

features, projecting VP and forming the string bak≥a fi-d-dâr “be in the house”:

(4-2)           VP
4

        bak ≥ ≥≥≥a          Pr1P
              3
            PRO       Pr1’

           3
          Pr1    PP

                    fh         2
       Pr1  fih    DP        th

       !
        l-dâr
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PF-F LEX-CAT-F SELECT-CAT-F Φ STRUCT-F

dâr  “house” w {-V, +N, -D} - w -
il- “the” w {-v, +n, +d} {-v, +n, -d} - c,d
fî- “in” w {+v, +n, -d} {-v, +n, +d} - -
Pr0

1 S {+V, -N, +D} {+v, +n, -d} w c,D
PRO w {-v, +n, +d} - w c,d
bak≥a “be” w {+V, -N, -D} {+v, -n, +d} w -

Next, the NP ulâd “children” is merged with VP, satisfying its selectional

features. VP is merged with Pr0. Then, the copula raises and adjoins to the head

of Pr, checking its strong PF-feature. The phi- and case-features of the matrix

Pr are weak, and so do not need to be checked until LF. However, its D-feature

is strong, and must be checked before Spell-Out. The nearest constituent with

a D-feature is the prepositional phrase, which inherits the strong D-feature of

its DP argument. Therefore, the prepositional phrase is attracted by the matrix

Pr, and raises and merges into PrP, checking its D-feature, and forming the

string fi-d-dâr bak ≥a ulâd “in the house be children”:

(4-3)
Pr2P

Pr1Pk       Pr2’
     3       5
   PRO

1           Pr1’    Pr2                    VP
              3             2           4

Pr1     PP           Pr      bak ≥ ≥≥≥aj     NP           V’
           fh      2        !         fh
          Pr  fih  DP        th                 ulâd         tj    tk

        !
         l-dâr
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PF-F LEX-CAT-F SELECT-CAT-F Φ STRUCT-F

dâr  “house” w {-v, +n, -d} - w -
il- “the” w {-v, +n, +d} {-v, +n, -d} - c,d
fî- “in” w {+v, +n, -d} {-v, +n, +d} - -
Pr0

1 S {+V, -N, +D} {+v, +n, -d} w c,D
PRO w {-v, +n, +d} - w c,d
bak≥a “be” w {+V, -N, -D} {+v, -n, +d} w -
Pr0

2 S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, -n, -d} w c,D

Then, Pr2P is merged with T, checking its selectional features and pro-

jecting TP. The Pr-copula head complex raises to adjoin to T, checking its

PF-feature. T has a strong EPP-feature to be checked. Once again, Pr1P has the

closest D-feature to T, so it raises and merges into TP, checking the EPP feature:

(4-4)       TP
   qp
 PrPk    

                          T’  
          2                      tp
        PRO       Pr’                   T        PrP

   2              fh               2
 fii  PP     T   Prj             tk        Pr’
        2          fy               2
       DP       ti        Pr   bak≥ ≥≥≥aj         tj        VP
    !                                  2
     l-dâr NP  V’

          !     fh
                             ulâd      tj   tk

PF-F LEX-CAT-F SELECT-CAT-F Φ STRUCT-F

dâr  “house” w {-v, +n, -d} - w -
il- “the” w {-v, +n, +d} {-v, +n, -d} - c,d
fî- “in” w {+v, +n, -d} {-v, +n, +d} - -
Pr0

1 S {+V, -N, +D} {+v, +n, -d} w c,D
PRO w {-v, +n, +d} - w c,d
bak≥a “be” w {+V, -N, -D} {+v, -n, +d} w -
Pr0

2 S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, -n, -d} w c,D
T S {+V, -N, +D} {+v, -n, +d} - D
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Lastly, a Focus head is merged with TP, projecting FP, and the  head of

FP attracts the T-Pr-copula head, resulting in the word order bak≥a fi-d-dâr ulâd

“were in the house children”:

(4-5) FP

  F          TP
fh            ep
F  Tj         PrPk     T’  
  fh      2            2
 T  Prj    PRO       Pr’            tj       PrP
    fy            2                  2
   Pr  bak ≥ ≥≥≥aj           fii        PP      tk        Pr’

     2            2
    DP       ti            tj        VP
@      2
  l-dâr    NP      V’

 !    fh
                                ulâd   tj   tk

PF-F LEX-CAT-F SELECT-CAT-F Φ STRUCT-F

dâr  “house” w {-v, +n, -d} - w -
il- “the” w {-v, +n, +d} {-v, +n, -d} - c,d
fî- “in” w {+v, +n, -d} {-v, +n, +d} - -
Pr0

1 S {+V, -N, +D} {+v, +n, -d} w c,D
PRO w {-v, +n, +d} - w c,d
bak≥a “be” w {+V, -N, -D} {+v, -n, +d} w -
Pr0

2 S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, -n, -d} w c,D
T S {+V, -N, +D} {+v, -n, +d} - D
F S {+V, -N, +D) {+V, -N, +D} - focus

At LF, the formal features of the DP l-dâr “the house” raise and adjoin to PrP,

checking the case-feature of the determiner head, and an expletive null pronoun

(PRO
2) is merged into the matrix PrP, checking the phi- and case features of Pr:
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(4-6) FP

  F          TP
fh                  qp
F  Tj                PrP1

k     T’  
  fh             2            2
 T  Prj           FFDP    Pr’            tj       PrP2

    fy       2      2
   Pr  bak ≥ ≥≥≥aj      PRO

1      Pr   PRO
2      Pr’

2            2
           fii       PP            tk        Pr’

     2      2
   DP     ti      tj        VP
!            2
il-dâr           NP      V’

       !    fh
                                      ulâd     tj    tk

PF-F LEX-CAT-F SELECT-CAT-F Φ STRUCT-F

dâr  “house” w {-v, +n, -d} - w -
il- “the” w {-v, +n, +d} {-v, +n, -d} - c,d
fî- “in” w {+v, +n, -d} {-v, +n, +d} - -
Pr0

1 S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, +n, -d} w c,D
PRO w {-v, +n, +d} - w c,d
bak≥a “be” w {+v, -n, -d} {+v, -n, +d} w -
Pr0

2 S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, -n, -d} w c,D
pro w {-v, +n, +d} - w c,d
T S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, -n, +d} - D
F S {+v, -n, +d) {+V, -N, +D} - focus

This derives the final word order bak≥a fi-d-dâr ulâd “in the house were children.”

4.2.2 Derivations with Inflected Prepositions

Derivations with inflected prepositions proceed in much the same way

as those with bare prepositions. Assuming that the prepositional phrase has

been composed and merged with Pr as described in Chapter 1, the D-feature of

Pr must be checked. Here, the only NP within the minimal domain of the

copula is ulâd “children,” which is not specified for case or D-features, and
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therefore ineligible for movement. Therefore, the prepositional phrase raises

and checks the D-feature, producing the string fî-ha bak ≥a ulâd “in it be children”:

(4-6)         PrP

          PrPi            Pr’
      2       tp
   PRO       Pr’      Pr                VP
         ri    fy tu
       Pr                 PP  Pr  bak ≥ ≥≥≥aj       NP        V’
   th              fh         !      fh
 Pr   fîk-hah     th    tk          ulâd      tj    ti

PF-F LEX-CAT-F SELECT-CAT-F Φ STRUCT-F

PRO w {-V, +N, +D} - w c,d
fî- “in” w {+V, +N, -D} {-v, +n, +d} - -
Pr0

1 S {+V, -N, +D} {+v, +n, -d} w c,D
PRO w {-V, +N, +D} - w c,d
bak≥a “be” w {+V, -N, -D} {+v, -n, +d} w -
Pr0

2 S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, -n, -d} w c,D

The PrP then merges with T, projecting TP, and the Pr-copula head raises and

adjoins to it, checking its PF feature. Then, as is the case with bare PPs, the

fronted prepositional phrase raises and merges into TP, checking T’s D-feature:
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(4-7)             TP
   qp
 PrPk                             T’

          2                         fp
        PRO       Pr’                      T       PrP

3              fh               fy
           Pr     PP         T   Prj            tk     Pr’
      2         fh              fy            fy
    Pr      fîh-hak  tk    th          Pr   bak≥ ≥≥≥aj        PRO   Pr’

                                     fu
                  tj       VP

           2
                                        NP       V’

                     !    fh
                    ulâd     tj    tk

PF-F LEX-CAT-F SELECT-CAT-F Φ STRUCT-F

PRO w {-V, +N, +D} - w c,d
fî- “in” w {+V, +N, -D} {-v, +n, +d} - -
Pr0

1 S {+V, -N, +D} {+v, +n, -d} w c,D
PRO w {-V, +N, +D} - w c,d
bak≥≥a “be” w {+V, -N, -D} {+v, -n, +d} w -
Pr0

2 S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, -n, -d} w c,D
T S {+V, -N, +D} {+v, -n, +d} - D

Then, TP merges with F, projecting FP. The T-Pr-copula head raises and adjoins

to F. Then, a Topic node (Top) is merged with FP, checking selectional features,

and the topic NP id-dâr “the house” is merged with TopP, checking its case

feature. This gives us our final word order id-dâr, bak≥a fî-ha ulâd “the house, in

it were children”:
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(4-8)            TopP
      qp
    DP               Top’
  !            qp
   l-dâr        Top           FP

     qp
    F  TP
  fh              5
 F    Tj            PrPk                         T’

           fh      3              2
                      T   Prj    PRO            Pr’            tj        PrP

             fh                   3           2
           Pr  bak≥ ≥≥≥aj           Pr       PP         tk       Pr’

fh            fh             2
                           Pr  fîh-hak   tk   th            tj        VP

                           2
               NP       V’
           !    fh

                   ulâd    tj    tk

PF-F LEX-CAT-F SELECT-CAT-F Φ STRUCT-F

PRO w {-V, +N, +D} - w c,d
fî- “in” w {+V, +N, -D} {-v, +n, +d} - -
Pr0

1 S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, +n, -d} w c,D
PRO w {-v, +n, +d} - w c,d
bak≥a “be” w {+v, -n, -d} {+v, -n, +d} w -
Pr0

2 S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, -n, -d} w c,D
T S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, -n, +d} - D
F S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, -n, +d} - focus
Top w {+v, -n, +d} {+v, -n, +d} - c
dâr “house” w {-v, +n, -d} - w -
il- “the” w {-v, +n, +d} {-v, +n, -n} w c,d

4.3 Derivations with Existential Fîh

Derivations with existential fîh differ from those with locative inversion

in that fîh is merged with the matrix Predication Phrase, instead of the prep-

ositional complement raising to do so. I argue that fîh has an interpretable

D-feature which checks the strong D-feature in PrP (c.f. Chomsky 1995). Other-

wise, the derivation proceeds as in the case of locative inversion existentials.
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According to my analysis, fîh (and perhaps English there) is not an expletive

element (as is commonly assumed; c.f. Halila 1992; Mohammad 1998), but

instead is selected from the lexicon based on its contribution to the meaning of

the clause1.

A central part of my claim is that fîh behaves largely like an inflected

preposition (from which it is historically derived), differing only in its semantic

contribution, and the position in which it is base-generated. I argue that fîh and

inflected prepositions have in common that they are non-projecting (or perhaps

more accurately, non-branching) categories, meaning that they function simulta-

neously as heads and maximal projections (cf. Chomsky 1995: 337). As we

have seen at various stages in this exposition, fîh and inflected prepositions

have largely the same syntactic distribution and behavior. In particular, fîh and

inflected PPs can either precede or follow the verb; both fîh and inverted inflected

PPs preceding the copula can host negation2.

In all, the distribution of fîh is very much like that of inflected prepositions

in “locative inversion” constructions. Compare the examples below; (2) shows

the distribution of negation in a fîh-existential:

(2) a. ma-fîh-¸s        bak ≥a       k≥u†mit la˛me fi-†-†anπare
not-THERE-NEG was3MS cutFS   meat     in-the-pot
“There wasn’t a piece of meat in the pot.”

b. ma-bak≥â-¸s           fîh    k≥u†mit la˛me fi-†-†anπare
not-was3MS-NEG THERE cutFS   meat     in-the-pot

1I assume for the purposes of this discussion that an expletive is a lexical item which
is semantically vacuous, but which may be specified for various formal featues.

2Native speaker judgements do indicate some exceptions to this. For example, the
following, which is directly parallel to the grammatical (1b) and (1b) in structure, was
judged ungrammatical:

(i)         *ma-fı-hâ-¸s           bak ≥a        ku†mit la˛me
not-in-CL3FS-NEG was3MS cutFS meat
“There was not a cut of meat in the pot.”

“Same.”
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(3) a. ma-bak≥â- ¸s            fiind-ha  ˛itta k ≥ir¸s
not-bePARTMS-NEG at-CL3FS even qurush
“She didn’t have even a qurush.”

b. ma-fiind-hâ-¸¸s      baka         ˛itta k≥ir¸s
not-at-CL3FS-NEG bePARTMS even  qurush
“Same.”

(4) a. xawâπa,           ma-bak≥â-¸s          il-e           walad
gentlemanMS, not-was3MS-NEG to-CL3MS sonMS
“A gentleman, he didn’t have a son.”

b. xawâπa,           ma-l-i-¸şs              bak ≥a        walad
gentlemanMS, not-to-CL3MS-NEG was3MS sonMS
“Same.” (RPA: elicited data)

Likewise, with both, the copula can either be marked with full argument or

impersonal agreement in both existential and locative inversion constructions:

(5) a. bak≥ ≥≥≥a     /bak ≥ ≥≥≥u       fîh     ulâd             fi-d-dâr
was3MS/was3MP THERE childrenMP in-the-house
“There were children in the house.”

b. bak≥ ≥≥≥a     /bak ≥ ≥≥≥u        fi-d-dâr       ulâd
was3MS/were3MP in-the-house childrenMP
“In the house were children.” (RPA: elicited data)

Based on these similarities, I argue that fîh is an adverbial element be-

longing to the determiner category, which I will refer to as an “demonstrative

adverb”(cf. Chomsky 1995: 249; Collins 1997: 21). I will venture the suggestion

that its particular properties have their historical origin in an inflected prep-

osition, which lost its thematic denotation through semantic “bleaching,” ac-

quiring the D-feature from its clitic pronoun, but retaining essentially verbal

lexical properties. In terms of its syntactic properties, I assume fîh to have an

interpretable D-feature, as was indicated above. It is not specified for case or

phi-features, as it is not nominal. I also assume that it has selectional features,
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which select for a Predication Phrase ({+v,-n,+d}). This is necessary to derive

the fact that fîh occurs with a very limited set of verbs in RPA. To illustrate

how a derivation including fîh is derived, let us a structure in which the prep-

ositional phrase has been merged with the copula, checking the latter’s selectional

features and projecting VP:

(4-9)           VP
4

          NP           V’
        !   3
         ulâd       bak ≥ ≥≥≥a      PrP

           #
            PRO fi l-dâr

PF-F LEX-CAT-F SELECT-CAT-F Φ STRUCT-F

dâr  “house” w {-v, +n, -d} - w -
il- “the” w {-v, +n, +d} {-v, +n, -d} - c,d
fî- “in” w {+v, +n, -d} {-v, +n, +d} - -
Pr0

1 S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, +n, -d} w c,D
PRO w {-v, +n, +d} - w c,d
bak≥a “be” w {+v, -n, -d} {+v, -n, +d} w -
ulâd “children” w {-v, +n, -d} - w -

Then, VP is merged with Pr0
2, checking its selectional features and projecting

PrP. The verbal head bak≥a raises and adjoins to Pr0
2, checking its strong PF-feature.

As before, Pr0 has a strong D-feature to be checked. This time, however, instead

of the prepositional phrase raising, fîh is merged into PrP, checking the strong

D-feature of PrP:
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(4-10)  PrP
 5

           DP                 Pr’
        !   5
          fîh Pr      VP

           fh        4
         Pr  bak≥ ≥≥≥aj    NP     V’

              !          3
                ulâd         tj             PrP

        #
                 PRO fi l-dâr

PF-F LEX-CAT-F SELECT-CAT-F Φ STRUCT-F

dâr  “house” w {-v, +n, -d} - w -
il- “the” w {-v, +n, +d} {-v, +n, -d} - c,d
fî- “in” w {+v, +n, -d} {-v, +n, +d} - -
Pr0

1 S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, +n, -d} w c,D
PRO w {-v, +n, +d} - w c,d
bak≥a “be” w {+v, -n, -d} {+v, -n, +d} w -
ulâd “children” w {-v, +n, -d} - w -
Pr0

2 S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, -n, -d} w c, D
fîh w {-v, -n, +d} - - d

The derivation proceeds much as with locative inversion existentials; the matrix

PrP is merged with a Tense head, checking T’s selectional features, and projecting

TP. The compound Pr-V head raises to the head of T, checking its strong

PF-features. Then, the strong D-feature in T must be checked. Fîh is the closest

constituent with a D-feature, and so it is attracted and raises to TP, checking

the D-feature.
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(4-11)          TP
       5
     DP T’
   !          5
     fîhi            T PrP
                     fh        3

                     T  Pr        ti              Pr’
           fh                3
          Pr  bak≥ ≥≥≥aj     tj       VP

3
           NP             V’

        !    3
         ulâd    tj              PrP

      #
     PRO fi l-dâr

PF-F LEX-CAT-F SELECT-CAT-F Φ STRUCT-F

dâr  “house” w {-v, +n, -d} - w -
il- “the” w {-v, +n, +d} {-v, +n, -d} - c,d
fî- “in” w {+v, +n, -d} {-v, +n, +d} - -
Pr0

1 S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, +n, -d} w c,D
PRO w {-v, +n, +d} - w c,d
bak≥a “be” w {+v, -n, -d} {+v, -n, +d} w -
ulâd “children” w {-v, +n, -d} - w -
Pr0

2 S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, -n, -d} w c, D
fîh w {-v, -n, +d} - - d
T S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, -n, +d} - D

Lastly, TP is merged with a Focus head, checking its selectional features and

projecting FP. Then the T-Pr-V head raises to F0, checking its strong PF-features

and deriving the final word order bak≥a fîh ulâd fi-d-dâr “there were children in

the house”:
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(4-12)   FP
 5
F      TP

          fh        4
          F   T      DP      T’

 fh    !          3
T  Pr      fîhi                 tj               PrP
    fh        3
Pr  bak ≥ ≥≥≥aj        ti               Pr’

                3
                tj              VP

 3
NP             V’

          !    3
           ulâd    tj              PrP

         #
         PRO fi l-dâr

PF-F LEX-CAT-F SELECT-CAT-F Φ STRUCT-F

dâr  “house” w {-v, +n, -d} - w -
il- “the” w {-v, +n, +d} {-v, +n, -d} - c,d
fî- “in” w {+v, +n, -d} {-v, +n, +d} - -
Pr0

1 S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, +n, -d} w c,D
PRO w {-v, +n, +d} - w c,d
bak≥a “be” w {+v, -n, -d} {+v, -n, +d} w -
ulâd “children” w {-v, +n, -d} - w -
Pr0

2 S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, -n, -d} w c, D
fîh w {-v, -n, +d} - - d
T S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, -n, +d} - D
F S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, -n, +d} - focus

At LF, an expletive PRO is merged into the matrix PrP, checking its uninterpretable

case feature. Likewise, the  formal features (case and phi-features) of the noun

phase d-dâr “the house” raise and adjoin to Pr1P, checking the weak uninter-

pretable features of the determiner il- “the” and Pr0
1 (which are case and phi-

features respectively).
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4.3.1 Why is Fîh base Generated in PrP and not TP?

In the analysis given above, I argue that fîh is base-generated in PrP,

checking the latter’s strong D-feature. In addition to arguments for this given

above, this is a key to explaining why Arabic does not have transitive expletive

constructions, as do Icelandic and Dutch (cf. Bowers 1997, 1998). If fîh were

generated in TP, then it would in principle be possible for it to coccur with an

external argument of transitive or unergative verbs, as in the following un-

grammatical examples:

(6) a.       * fîh   b-ôçilin         iç-çb˙bât      içlâb
there INDIC-eat3FP the-meatballs dogsP
“There are eating the meatballs dogs.”

b.       *fîh   b-it˛ammamu  fi-n-nahr    ulâd
there INDIC-bath3MP  in-the-river boysP
“There are bathing in the river boys.”  (RPA: elicited data)

However, if fîh is generated in PrP, checking its D-feature and selectional feature,

then generation of an argument NP would be blocked.

4.3.2 Why Does Fîh Appear in TP, and not just in PrP?

Evidence that fîh, having been generated in PrP, must raise to TP can be

found in its availability in complement clauses of certain verbs (c.f. Maalej

1984: 80-85). For example, fîh can occur in the complement of verbs that take

propositional complements, such as the following with the verbs ̨ asab “believe,

consider, think” or fakkar “think, believe”:

(7) a. b-a˛sib            fîh     k ≥anînit ˛alîb fi-±-±allâπe
INDIC-believe1S THERE bottle     milk   in-the-refrigerator
“I believe there’s a bottle of milk in the refrigerator.”

b. b-a˛sib            innu fîh    k≥anînit ˛alîb fi-±-±allâπe
indic-believe1S that  THERE bottle    milk   in-the-refrigerator
“I believe that there’s a bottle of milk in the refrigerator.”
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(8) a. munîr b-ifakkir           mumkin fîh  ulâd nâymîn        fi-ß-ßaff
Munir INDIC-think3MS perhaps THERE boys sleepPARTMP in-the-class
“Munir believes there may be boys sleeping in class.”

b. munîr b-ifakkir               innu mumkin fîh    ulâd nâymîn
Munir INDIC-believes3MS that   perhaps   THERE boys  sleepPARTMP
fi-ß-ßaff
in-the-class
“Munir believes that there may be boys sleeping in the class.”
(Urban Palestinian; Nablus dialect: elicited data)

However, a so-called exceptional case-marking (ECM) verb like xalla “let, leave,

allow” does not permit fîh in its complement:

(9) a. farîd ma-xallâ-ş         ˛alîb fi-±-±allâπe
Farid not-left3MS-NEG milk   in-the-refrigerator
“Farid didn’t leave (any) milk in the refrigerator.”

b. farîd ma-xallâ-ş          fi-±-±allâπe             ˛alîb
Farid not-left3MS-NEG in-the-refrigerator milk
“Same.”

c.       * farîd ma-xallâ-¸s          fîh     ˛alîb fi-±-±allâπe
Farid not-left3MS-NEG THERE milk   in-the-refrigerator
“Same.”  (Urban Palestinian; Nablus dialect: elicited data)

These data suggest that verbs that select full clauses as complements allow fîh

to occur in the clause, while verbs that select small clause complements (such

as xalla “let”) do not. This fact would follow from an analysis in which fîh

raises to TP. Alternately, if an ECM verb like xalla were to select a small clause

complement containing fîh, the presence of fîh would exclude a thematic (as

opposed to expletive) PRO from occuring in the “subject” position of Pr, prevent-

ing coreference between the object verb and the complement clause. Either

way, the data show that fîh is excluded from complement clauses which are

not “full” clauses (in the sense of lacking a tense projection).
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4.4 Derivation with Non-Prepositional Predicates

The analysis is also supported by examples in which impersonal agree-

ment occurs with a non-prepositional constituent, such as participial predicates

containing a prepositional phrase (as in 10a), or verb hosting pronoun clitics:

(10) a. u-bâk≥i             ryi˛-l-e                    πmâl
and-bePARTMS goPARTMS-to-CL3MS camalsFPL
“…and he had camels missing.” (38.21)

b. abû-i         w-fiamm-i          ma-bak≥â-¸s           
father-CL1S and-uncle-CL1S not-was3MS-NEG

yıπî-him              ulâd
come3MS-CL3MP childrenMP
“My father and uncle, they didn’t have any children.” (51.9)

c. hâ∂≥a    bâk≥i           çill   lêle   yıπî-h           mêde
thisMS bePARTMS each night come-CL3MS tableFS
“Every night, a table [set with food] would appear to him.” (61.4)

In (10a), the fronted constituent is a participial small clause containing a dative

clitic l-e “to him.” If we assume that the pronoun in l-e “to him” has a D-feature

that percolates up to the maximal projection of the small clause, then fronting

of the whole consituent checks the D-feature in Pr and the EPP feature in T:

(4-12) u-bâk≥i             ryí˛-l-e                    πmâl
and-bePARTMS goPARTMS-to-CL3MS camalsFP
“…and he had camels missing.” (38.21)
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      FP
qp
F          TP

         fh          wp
        Tk   F       PrPh     T’
      fh 3         3
    Prk  T         PROj            Pr’         tk             PrP
th                     3      3

        bâk ≥ ≥≥≥ik   Pr       Pr             VP      th              Pr’
  2       2               3
ryi į  Pr    PP       V’                tk              VP

     !    fh             3
       l-e      tj    ti            NP     V’

       @        fh
         πmâl         tk    th

In (25b-c) there is no fronted constituent at all. Instead, the verb yîπi “come”

hosts a pronoun clitic. It does not matter whether the clitic’s D-feature is strong

or not, as the clitic will raise with the verb stem either way, and will therefore

check the strong D-feature in PrP:

(4-13) abû-i         w-fiamm-i          ma bak≥â-¸s     
father-CL1S and-uncle-CL1S not-was3MS-NEG

yıπî-him              ulâd
come3MS-CL3MP childrenMP
“My father and uncle, they didn’t have any children.” (51.9)

        PrP
   5
Pr        VP

      3        4
   yiπî i-himj   Pr      tj       V’

          2
NP  ti

         @
           ulâd

According to this argument, locative inversion is driven not by the properties

of the preposed constituent but by the morphological requirements of PrP and

TP. If the strong D-feature in PrP can be checked without preposing - as is the
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case when the verb hosts a pronoun clitic - then preposing will not occur.

What makes this construction possible is the fact that yiπi “come,” an unaccusa-

tive verb, can host an object clitic, interpreted as a dative object (a goal argument).

4.5 Derivation With Full Agreement

In the derivations discussed above, impersonal agreement is due to the

NP ulâd “children” not being specified for the features needed to feed raising

to PrP, where agreement is licensed. Instead, an expletive PRO was merged into

PrP, checking its phi-features. In the case of full agreement, the formal features

of the noun phrase undergo LF-raising, adjoining to PrP, rather than an expletive

PRO being inserted, checking the formal features of Pr:

(4-14) πirân-na,          bak≥ ≥≥≥u       fi-dâr-him          ulâd
neighbors-CL1P, was3MP in-house-CL3MP childrenMP
“Our neighbors, in their house were children.”

FP

  F          TP
fh                  qp
F  Tj                PrPk     T’  
  fh             2         3
 T  Prj           FFl-dâr    Pr’         tj             PrP
    fh             2      3
  Pr  bakuj      PRO      Pr     FFulâd         Pr’

2   3
           fii        PP  tk               Pr’

     2            3
  DP     ti            tj             VP

           @         3
          dâr-him        DP             V’

    ! fh
                                     ulâd           tj    tk
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PF-F LEX-CAT-F SELECT-CAT-F Φ STRUCT-F

dâr  “house” w {-V, +N, -D} - w -
-him “their w {-V, +N, +D} {-v, +n, -d} - c,d
fî- “in” w {+V, +N, -D} {-v, +n, +d} - -
Pr0

1 S {+V, -N, +D} {+v, +n, -d} w c,D
PRO w {-V, +N, +D} - w c,d
bak≥a “be” w {+V, -N, -D} {+v, -n, +d} w -
Pr0

2 S {+v, -n, +d} {+v, -n, -d} w c,D
T S {+V, -N, +D} {+v, -n, +d} - D
F S {+V, -N, +D) {+V, -N, +D} - focus

Otherwise, the two derivations are largely identical. The difference be-

tween them is derived from the properties of the noun phrases: assuming that

only determiners are specified for case features, only DPs can engage in syntactic

raising and other contingent operations such as feature checking. Bare NPs are

therefore not syntactic arguments, but rather behave more like adjunct modifiers,

although they are able to control agreement on constituents within their c-

command domain (such as relative clauses).

4.6 Existential Constructions with Negation

As was discussed above, locative inversion existentials with bare prep-

ositions are distinguished from those with inflected prepositions by the ability

of the latter to host negation. Locative inversion constructions with full lexical

NPS cannot be negated at all in the present tense; only those in the past or

future can, since there is a tensed verb stem available in those cases to host

negation. Existential fîh patterns like inflected prepositions in being able to

host negations. In what follows, I will argue that these facts follow from the

fact that fîh and inflected prepositions are able to undergo head raising, while

bare prepositions are not.
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Central to my claim is the assumption that the negation morpheme

ma-… is a determiner-like category3; I shall refer to its projection as QP rather

than NegP (as is commonly assumed; see Kratzer 1989 for arguments to the

effect that clausal negation is interpreted quantificationally). The head of neg-

ative QP has a weak PF-feature, which requires that another head with PF-

features adjoin to it before Spell-Out. Therefore, negation is only compatible

with constituents the head of which is free to raise before Spell-Out.

For example, take the case of inflected prepositions. As I have argued

previously, they “incorporate” with the clitics they host (or alternately, the

clitic is an affix agreeing with a null pronoun in the argument position). As

such, the clitic raises with the preposition as the latter adjoins to the prepositional

PrP, checking both its own case feature, as well as the strong D-feature and the

weak phi-features of the latter (the weak features are checked as “free riders”).

This means that all the morphological requirements of both the clitic and the

prepositional PrP have been satisfied in the overt syntax, and the complex

preposition-Pr head is free to move further:

(4-15)           QP
4

           Q          PrP
         fh       2
      ma-  fij-ha i    PRO     Pr’

2
tj         PP
      2
      ti         tj

3The status of the -¸s segment of the ma-…-¸s morpheme will discussed in Chapter 5.
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Embedding this within a clause gives us a structure like the following, in

which the PrP constituent is negated:

(4-16)         PrP
        5
     Pr VP
    fh  4
 Pr   bak ≥ ≥≥≥ak     NP V’

         !       4
          ulâd       tk QP

 4
Q  PrP

           fh          2
        ma- fîj-hai    PRO       Pr’

   2
   tj        PP
        2
        ti          tj

As before, the matrix PrP has strong D-feature to be checked. As before, I

assume that the interpretable D-feature associated with the pronoun clitic affixed

to the preposition percolates up to the maximal projection of Q. Therefore, QP

is attracted by the D-feature in PrP, and raises to adjoin to it:

(4-17)
           PrP

          QPh           PrP
4 4
Q           Pr P          VP

          fh      @           fh   3
       ma- fîj-ha i    PRO     PP        Pr   bak≥ ≥≥≥ak   NP       V’

           @            !      2
           ti          tj             ulâd       tk th

              
    

Similarly, after the matrix PrP has been  merged with Tense, QP is attracted by

the EPP feature, and raises and adjoins to TP to check it. Next, TP is merged

with a Focus projection. Now, following Ouhalla (1997), I assume that negation
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has a focus feature that must be checked by the interpretable focus feature in

F0, so QP raises into FP, checking this feature:

(4-18)      FP
qp

          QPk             F’
   3    3
  Q        Pr   F        TP
fh    @ fh    2

          ma- fî-ha  PRO   PP      F   Tj        tk         T’
        @    fh           2
         t        t       T  Prj          tj        PrP

     fh     2
   Pr bak ≥ ≥≥≥aj           tk         Pr’

          2
         jt       VP

   2
NP  V’

           !    fh
ulâd    tj    tk

4.7 Derivations with Definite Noun Phrases

As we saw in Chapter 2, existential constructions with definite noun

phrases (in this case more properly called presentational constructions) are

only acceptable or felicitous with full agreement. Impersonal agreement is

found to be either ungrammatical or infelicitous. In terms of the analysis devel-

oped here, this suggests the definite noun phrases must raise to PrP by LF, in

order to check some uninterpretable feature. I have assumed that the crucial

feature involved here is that of abstract case. I have also assumed the definite

NPs are specified with an interpretable D-feature, as well as the phi-features

that they inherit from the common noun they are built on.

Given that definite NPs are specified for abstract case as well as for

D-features, the analysis I have presented might predict that locative inversion

should not take place in such cases, because the NP should be able to raise to

check the strong D-feature in PrP. Alternately, both the NP and the prepositional
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phrase are equidistant to PrP, and each has the requisite set of features, so both

possibilities should arise simultaneously. This is exactly the state of affairs that

Collins (1997: 13-14) describes, with reference to the following example:

(11) a. Down the hill ran John.
b. John ran down the hill.

Assuming the analysis discussed above, both of (11a-b) are derived from the

intermediate stage shown in (4-19):

(4-19)                     PrP
4

           Pr          VP
         fh   3
       Pr  rani DP       V

          !   3
           John     ti   PP

       #
      down the hill

In the derivation in yielding (11a), the PP down the hill raises to PrP to check its

D-feature, while in the case of (11b), John raises. This is possible given the

definition of the Minimal Link Condition given in Chapter 3:

(12) Minimal Link Condition

α can raise to target K only if there is no legitimate operation
Move β targeting K, where β is closer to K.

As formulated, (12) does not require that a given object be the unique object

that is closest to the target of movement. Assuming that down the hill and John

are equidistant from PrP, neither is closer to it than the other. Hence, raising

either John or down the hill to PrP would satisfy (12).

Applying this to Arabic, the derivation proceeds in much the same way:

(13) a. bâk≥ ≥≥≥ye    hanâk marat  i˛mad id-dibbâç
bePARTFS THERE   wifeFS Ahmad the-Dibbak
“Ahmad il-Dibbak’s wife was there.”  (16.4)
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Let us assume a stage in which the VP has merged with PrP, as above:

(4-20)    PrP
qp
Pr          VP

          fh            4
        Pr  bâk≥ ≥≥≥yej        DP           V’

              #        2
            marat i˛mad     tj        DP
              id-dabbâç             !

            hanâk

As in the examples in (11), both marat i˛mad id-dabbâç “Ahmad il-Dabbak’s

wife” and the locative adverb hanâk “there” are equidistant from PrP, and both

have a D-feature that can check the strong D-feature in PrP. Therefore, the

possibility of either operation taking place is available. In one, hanâk raises,

ultimately yielding the following representation:

(4-21) FP
         qp
         F        TP
       fh          4
      F   Tj        DPi        T’
          fh      !      4
          T  Prj     hanâk     tj     PrP

fh        4
          Pr bâk≥ ≥≥≥yej        ti      Pr’

                  4
                  tj     VP

     4
    DP                 V’

                    #         2
                  marat i˛mad       tj          ti

                     id-dabbâç
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In the other, the DP raises, giving:

(4-22) bâk≥ye     marat  i˛mad id-dabbâç hanâk
bePARTFS wifeFS Ahmad il-Dabbak   there
“Ahmad il-Dabbak’s wife was here.”

             FP
         qp
         F        TP
       fh         4
      F   Tj       DPi        T’
          fh        #       2
          T  Prj    marat i˛mad  tj        PrP

fh   id-dabbâç        2
          Pr bâk≥ ≥≥≥yej        ti      Pr’

             2
             tj         VP

       2
       ti      V’

                        2
            tj        DP

        !
       hanâk

I follow Collins in assuming that the choice between which constituent raises

is free.

4.8 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I have proposed that existential constructions in Rural

Palestinian Arabic are derived either by the inversion of a locative expression,

or by the insertion of the existential particle fîh. The former process is driven

by a strong D-feature in the head of the matrix PrP; this feature is checking by

the D-feature of the prepositional complement, which percolates up the the

maximal projection of the locative expression. In the case of fîh-existentials, the

strong D-feature in PrP is checked by a D-feature in fîh. In both kinds of

constructions, the locative expression or fîh then raises to T to check the EPP-

feature.
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I also argued that differences in agreement marking to differences in

NP structure; NPs occurring with impersonal agreement lack a determiner

layer, and so are not specified for case. Case is checked in PrP, so an NP which

does not raise to PrP to check case will not check agreement. NPs that license

full agreement do have a determiner layer, and so are specified for case and

can raise into PrP, where agreement features are checked. Negation marking

was argued to be expressed by constituent negation; the negation marker ma-…-¸s

either onto fîh or the locative expression, or onto the copula (if one is expressed

in the clause). Existential constructions with definite noun phrases are analyzed

in terms of Collins’ (1997) analysis of locative inversion; when both a locative

expression or an argument noun phrase can satisfy the D-feature in PrP, both

options are available to the grammar.
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Chapter 5 

Previous Analyses
of Arabic Existential Constructions

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I will examine previous analyses of Arabic existential

constructions in terms of the analyses presented in the last chapter. In particular,

I argue, contra Halila (1992: 232-242) and Eid (1993), that locative prepositional

phrases (both those with inflected pronouns as well as those with full lexical

noun phrases) as well as existential fîh undergo  raising as maximal projections.

This is obscured by their behaviour with regard to negation morphology, which

makes their constituency ambiguous between X0 and XP; since inflected prep-

ositions incorporate their object arguments, they project XP directly from their

heads, and are able to undergo head-raising.

Similarly, existential fîh also is ambiguous between being an X0 and an

XP constituent. I argue that it, like inflected prepositions (from which it is

historically derived), is a non-projecting (or perhaps more accurately, non-

branching) category, which can be simultaneously a maximal and minimal

projection. Like an inflected preposition, it raises as an XP, but hosts negation

as an X0, which applies to them as a form of constituent negation. As such,

they appear to be negated with the same form of negation as applies to verbal

heads. The apparent ambiguity therefore reduces to the observation that nega-

tion morphology applies to X0-level constituents.

I also examine arguments made by Mohammad (1998), to the effect that

fîh is member of a special, closed class of nominal polarity items which can
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exceptionally host sentential negation. I argue that treating fîh as a nominal
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overlooks parallels between its word-order distribution and that of inflected

prepositions. Instead, I claim that fîh is a form of locative adverb (cf. Lumsden

1988), and that analyzing it as such allows us to develop a unified analysis the

for the structure of fîh- and locative inversion existentials.

The main thrust of my critique of Halila’s, Eid’s, and Mohammad’s

proposals will concern their assumption that the ma-…-¸s negation morpheme

is a diagnostic for verbal category. I will show that, in Bir Zeit RPA at least,

ma- on its own is the most widely distributed morphological exponent of nega-

tion, and that it therefore is inconclusive as a diagnostic for a particular category.

The -¸s segment, it will be shown, is a diagnostic of sorts: its appearance is

mostly optional, but the set of morphological environments in which it can

occur is restricted to a certain set of X0 constituents, of which verbal heads are

only one member.

The chapter is organized as follows: in Section 5.2, I discuss previous

analyses of the categorial status of fîh and inflected prepositions, arguing that

they employ diagnostic techniques which are inconclusive. In Section 5.3, I

discuss problems presented by these previous analyses, focusing on the analysis

of negation morphology which underlies them. In section 5.4 I briefly respond

to Halila’s (1992) arguments that fîh and inflected prepositions license gapping

and ellipsis, again arguing that the diagnostics used to make these arguments

are inconclusive.

5.2 Previous Analyses

The analysis that I have presented in Chapter 4 is very different from

previous analyses of existential constructions in Arabic. In particular, Halila

(1992:233-234) and Eid (1993) argue that inflected prepositions act like verbal

predicates, while Mohammad (1998) claims that existential fîh is an expletive
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nominal, like existential there in English. I build on Mohammad’s analysis, but

refine it by claiming that fîh, rather than being a nominal, is an adverbial

particle belonging to the determiner category (determiners therefore being taken

as not limited to taking nominal complements, or having nominal denotations).

Furthermore, I follow suggestions in Chomsky (1995: 249, 337) to the effect

that fîh, like an inflected preposition, is a “non-projecting” category, in that it

projects no farther than its root, such that its categorial status is ambiguous

between a phrasal head (X0) and a maximal projection (XP).

5.2.1 Existential Fih as a Verbal Category

Halila (1992) and Eid (1993) base their arguments on the following diag-

nostics: inflected prepositions and existential fîh host ma…¸s, which is the “sen-

tential negation” morpheme; they license verb gapping and ellipses; they license

pro-drop. Based on these facts, they conclude that inflected prepositions behave

syntactically as though they were verbs, undergoing head-raising out of the

head of the prepositional phrase into the head of the verb phrase, and raising

further into a negation projection, when negation is expressed in a clause.

5.2.1.1 Halila (1992)

Halila (1992: 232-249, 265-279) claims that both fih (and famma or ±amma,

its counterpart in Tunisian Arabic) and inflected prepositions act as verbal

predicates, occupying the head of VP, and assigning accusative case to an NP

under syntactic government. They do so as a “last resort” operation that is

necessary to assign abstract case to the post-verbal NP, which would not other-

wise have a case-assigner. As evidence for this claim, Halila presents the fol-

lowing:  (i) inflected prepositions and fîh can host ma-…-¸s, the “sentential

negation” morpheme, which he claims to be otherwise restricted to verbal

heads, and (ii), they both license verb gapping and ellipsis.
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First, comparing negation in clauses with tensed verb forms with those

that have non-tensed forms (such as participles) or nominal predicates, Halila

observes observes that, in Tunisian and Egyptian (as well as Rural Palestinian)

Arabic, tensed verb stems (i.e., stems in the imperfect or perfect forms) host

the  negation morpheme mâ-…-¸s:

(1) a. ma-katab-̧s           /*mi¸s katab
not-wrote3MS-NEG/ not   wrote3MS
“He didn’t write.”

b. a˛san inn-u          ma-yiktib-¸s          /*mi¸s yiktib
better  that-CL3MS not-write3MS-NEG/  not  write3MS
“It’s better that he not write.” (Egyptian Arabic ; Eid 1993)

In contrast, non-tensed verbal categories (such as participles), as well as non-

verbal predicates (such as adjectives, “predicational” prepositional phrases,

and noun phrases) are negated by mi¸s/mu¸s/ma¸s or the “negative pronoun”:

(2) a. hâ∂§a    fiumr-e       ma-hu          ̧sâyif          il-maßâyib
thisMS age-CL3MS not-PRO3MS seePARTMS the-misfortunes
“This guy, he has never seen misfortune.” (62.3)

b. k≥al-l-i          wâ˛ad ‘mi¸s ¸sâyif         han-niπim illi warâ   l-k ≥amar?”
said-to-CL1S one       ‘not  seePARTMS this-star     REL behind the-moon?’
“One said to me, ‘don’t you see this star behind the moon?’”
(64.1)

c.       * ana ma-¸sâyf-i¸s
I       not-seePARTMS-NEG

“I don’t see/I am not seeing/have not seen…” (RPA: elicited
data)

However, fîh (and Tunisian famma) and inflected prepositions can host ma-…-¸s,

indicating that they pattern with verbs in terms of negation marking.

(3) a. ana ma-fiind-î-¸s       mi±l-e
I      not-at-CL1S-NEG like-CL3MS
“I don’t have anything like it.” (52.9)
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b. ulâd-e                ma-mafi-himm-i¸s     i̧si      aflas       min †ambûra
children-CL3MS not-with-CL3MP-NEG thing bankrupt than tambourine
“His children are as poor as gypsies [i.e., ‘his children don’t have
anything more valuable than a tambourine’].” (35.6)

(4) a. ma-fîh-̧s         bak ≥a      ulâd             fi-l-bêt1

not-THERE-NEG was3MS childrenMP in-the-house
“There weren’t [any] children in the house.”

b. ma-fîh-̧ß        ˛alîb fi-±-±alâπe
not-THERE-NEG milk   in-the-refrigerator
“There’s no milk in the fridge.” (RPA: elicited data)

Halila also claims that inflected prepositions and fîh license gapping

and ellipsis, behavior usually associated with verbs. In the following examples

from Tunisian Arabic, qrâti “read (past)” and taqra “read (present), reading”

license a gap in the second conjunct clause:

(5) a. sufiâd qrâti      ktâb w-karîm     ¸zarîda
Souad read3FS  book  and-Karim newspaper
“Souad read a book and Karim a newspaper.”

b. sufiâd taqra     fî  ktâb w-karîm    fî  ¸zarîda
Souad read3FS in book  and-Karim in newspaper
“Souad is reading a book and Karim a newspaper.” (TA)

Similarly, in (6), the inflected prepositions fiand-ha “at her” and quddâm-ha “in

front of her” also license gaps in the second conjunct:

(6) a. sufiâd fiand-ha karhba w-karîm    bisklet
Souad at-CL3FS car         and-Karim bicycle
“Souad has a car and Karim a bicycle.”

b. sufiâd quddâm-ha ra˛ma w-karîm    nawâl
Souad before-CL3FS  Rahma  and-Karim Nawal
“Rahma is in front of Souad and Nawal Karim.” (TA: 237)

1According to Mohammad (1998), examples of this form are ungrammatical in Northern
Palestinian: a negated fîh cannot precede the copula. Instead, it is the copula that must be
negated. However, a native speaker of West Bank RPA indicates that it is grammatical, and it
is this judgement that I will follow.
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Lastly, fîh and Tunisian famma also seem to license gaps in the second conjunct:

(7) a. famma bar¸sa nâs     fi-s-sûq          w-baŗsa   †alaba
THERE     many people in-the-market and-many students
fi-l-̧zamfia
in-the-university
“There are many people in the market and many students at the
university.” (TA: Halila 1992: 271)

b. bak≥a       fîh    midbare            fi-l-mizbale  
was3MS THERE hornets-nestFS in-the-trashheap
w-fırân   fi-l-ma†bax
and-mice in-the-kitchen
“There was a hornet’s nest in the trash heap, and mice in the
kitchen.”

c. ma-fîh-̧s        ˛alîb fi-±-±alâπe,             w-laçin buçra  
not-THERE-NEG milk  in-the-refrigerator, and-but tomorrow
b-içûn         fîh
INDIC-be3MS THERE

“There’s no milk in the refrigerator, but tomorrow there will be.”
(RPA; elicited data)

The data shown above contrast with examples which include prepositional

phrases with lexical NPs (which Halila refers to as predicational prepositional

phrases), such as fiand Sufiâd “at Souad,” or quddâm Ra˛ma “in front of Rahma.”

In these examples, the preposition does not license a gap in the second conjunct

clause:

(8) a.       * l-karhba fiand sufiâd w-l-bisklet       karîm
the-car     at      Souad and-the-bicycle Karim
“Souad has the car and Karim the bicycle.”

b.       *sufiâd quddâm ra˛ma w-karîm   nawâl
Souad before       Rahma and Karim Nawal
“Souad is in front of Rahma and Karim Nawal.” (TA)

Halila concludes that, as was the case with negation marking, fîh (or

Tunisian famma/±amma) and inflected prepositions patterns with verbs in terms
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of licensing gaps and ellipsis. To summarize Halila’s arguments, inflected PPs

and existential fîh host sentential negation and license gapping and ellipsis,

and so pattern with verbal categories in their syntactic behavior. Therefore,

they must behave as verbal category themselves (at least in certain contexts).

5.2.1.2 Eid (1993)

Eid (1993) agrees with Halila in arguing that the crucial fact identifying

inflected prepositions as verbal categories is that they host the ma-…-¸s negation

morpheme, which she considers to be “sentential” negation:

…under certain conditions, non-verbal predicate heads (specif-
ically, prepositional and nominal heads) behave like verbs in car-
rying negation. I propose the attachment of the negative to these
nonverbal heads proceeds in much the same way it does for
verbs; via what one may call a ‘generalized V-I movement’, or
just head-to-head movement (138).

Eid (1993) focuses on the fact that inflected prepositions and existential fîh are

inflected for person features, by virtue of hosting a pronoun clitic (fîh being

derived from an inflected preposition fî-h “in it”). In support of this, she notes

that in present tense equational clauses, there is no overtly expressed verb. In

such clauses, predicates not inflected for person must appear with an overt

“subject” noun phrase. For example, in each of the following, an overt (pro-

nominal) subject ana “I” appears with adjectival, prepositional, and NP pred-

icates. Omission of this noun phrase is ungrammatical:

(9) a. *(ana) nabî˛a
I          intelligentFS
“I am intelligent.”

b.       * (ana) fi-l-maktab
I         in-the-office
“I am in the office.”
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c.       * (ana) doktôr
I         doctorMS
“I am a doctor.” (EA)

Equational sentences with inflected prepositional predicates are also

“verbless” in the sense that they do not have an (overt) copula in the present

tense, but they do allow “null” subjects. The difference between the predicates

in (9) and those in (10-11) is that the latter are inflected for person, suggesting

that inflection for the person feature is what licenses pro-drop2:

(10) a. ma-sm-ak              illa abu    l-˛açîm   w-ixtyâr il-balad
what-name-CL2MS but father the-doctor and elder the-village
“What are you but the father of the doctor, and the elder of the
village?” (20.1)

b. ana ma-sm-i             illa la˛m-ak       u-damm-ak
I      what-name-CL1S but  flesh-CL2MS and-blood-CL2MS
“What am I but your own flesh and blood?” (38.11)

(11) a. fiand-i  migalla
at-CL1S journalFS
“I have a journal.”

b. ism-i          Farîd
name-CL1S Farid
“My name is Farid/I am Farid.” (EA)

Similarly, stems that are inflected for person features can also host the ma-…-¸s

negation morpheme:

(12) a. wallâhi ma-fî-çim      atyas     min-ni
by-God  not-in-CL2MP stupider than-CL1S
“By God, there’s no one among you stupider than me!” (20.1)

2The predicate ism- shown in (10) is clearly derived from the noun ism “name,” but,
at least in RPA, seems to have been bleached of its nominal denotation, and instead functions
as a copular element.  What syntactic structure should be assigned to it is not clear; it might be
either a psuedo-verb like bidd- “wish, intent,” which functions as an auxiliary; or it might be
reanalyzed as a prepositional head, in which case it would behave as if it were a locative
inversion construction. The former seems more plausible.
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b. k≥âlat   “ma-nî- ¸s             kâdir, waddî-l-i             wara l-˛açîm”
said3FS ‘NOT-PRO1S-NEG able,     sendIMP-to-CL1S after the-doctor
“She said, ‘I’m not well, send after the doctor for me’.” (53.4)

(13) a. (ana) ma-fiand-î-ş      migalla
I         not-at-CL1S-NEG journal
“I don’t have a journal.”

b. (ana) ma-kân- ¸s            fiand-i   migalla
I         not-was3MS-NEG at-C

L1S journal
“I didn’t have a journal.” (EA; Eid 1993: 149-150)

(14) a. (ana) ma-nî-ş         nabî˛a
I         not-CL1S-NEG happyFS
“I’m not happy.”

b. (i˛na) ma-˛nâ-ş     fi-l-maktab
we       not-CL1P-NEG in-the-office
“We’re not in the office.”

c. (inti)   ma-ntî-̧s          doktôra
youFS not-CL2FS-NEG doctorFS
“You’re not a doctor.”  (EA; Eid 1993: 142-143)

However, agreement facts in tensed clauses indicate that the pre-verbal

NP in each of the immediately preceding examples above is not in fact a

“subject,” to the extent that the subject of a clause can be identified by agreement

marking on the main predicate. For example, in (15) the pre-verbal NP is the

pronoun ana “I.” Were this pronoun in the subject position, and hence in a

position to license agreement on the verb, the verb should be marked in the

first-person-singular. However, as we see in (15b), this is not the case; the verb

is marked in the third person singular. Therefore, Eid reasons, it is not the

subject of the clause, and neither is the post-verbal NP migalla “journal,” which

has feminine singular agreement features (note that 15c would be fully acceptable

in Rural Palestinian Arabic):
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(15) a. (ana) kân        fiand-i  migalla
  I        was3MS at-CL1S journalFS
“I had a journal.”

b.       * (ana) kunt   fiand-i   migalla
I1S     was1S at-CL1S journalFS
“Same.”

c.       * (ana) kânat    fiand-i   migalla
I         was3FS at-CL1S articleFS
“Same.”  (EA; Eid 1993: 144-145)

Since the “subject” in (15a-c) is neither ana “I” nor migalla “journal,” Eid concludes

that it must be an “expletive” null pronoun specified for 3rd-person-singular

agreement features (145). Since the examples in (10-15) allow null subjects

(expletive or otherwise), it must be the case that pro-drop as well as sentential

negation are licensed by a verbal head inflected for person features (regardless

of whether this head is inflected with features that match those of the subject).

To account for this, Eid argues that inflected prepositions raise from the

head of PP to the head of INFL to “support” empty person features in the

latter. “Support” seems to mean only that the raising predicate by specified for

person features, not that these features have an particular inventory. This is

necessary because expletive PRO is “empty” of features, and therefore cannot

“share” its features with the AGR feature in INFL. Thus, in order for AGR to

be supported, the stem hosting the clitic pronoun, which is therefore inflected

for person features, undergoes syntactic head raising. This is how inflected

prepositions come to act like verbs.
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(5-1)   IP
5

           NP      I’
          PRO   5

  I {AGR}        PP
         2            3
         Pj         I            NP     P’
      2              @     2
   P         clj           migalla    tj          ti

 fiand     -i

5.2.2 Summary of Halila’s (1992) and Eid’s (1993) Arguments

According to Halila and Eid, inflected prepositions and existential fîh

behave as verbal heads, in the sense that they host sentential negation, they

license ellipsis and gapping, and they are inflected for person features. According

to Halila, inflected prepositions and fîh raise to INFL in order to assign case to

the post-verbal NP under syntactic government. Existential fîh or Tunisian

famma are inserted as “expletive verbs” for the same reason, namely to assign

case to the post-verbal NP. According to Eid, they are inflected for person

features by virtue of hosting pronoun clitics. They raise to INFL in order to

“support” the AGR features in INFL, which would otherwise go unsupported

by the expletive PRO in the specifier of INFL.

5.2.3 Fîh as a Nominal Element

Mohammad (1998) points out a severe problem for the “verbal” analysis

of inflected prepositions and existential fîh favored by Halila and Eid. If inflected

prepositions and fîh behave as verbal heads, then they should obey restrictions

on head movement that are to be observed in Arabic, in particular, the Head

Movement Constraint (Travis 1984). However, Mohammad points out that this

prediction is apparently incorrect, in that inflected prepositions and fîh can

both precede or follow the copula (illustrated below with data from both Rural

Palestinian and Northern Palestinian Arabic):
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(16) a. kân        fîh     ktâb       mafi  môna
was3MS THERE bookMS with Mona
“Mona had a book with her.”

b. fîh    kân         ktâb       mafi  môna
THERE was3MS bookMS with Mona
“Same.”  (NPA; Mohammad 1998)

(17) a. bak≥ ≥≥≥a       fîh    k≥u†mit la˛me fi-†-†anπare
was3MS THERE cutFS   meat     in-the-pot
“There was a piece of meat in the pot.”

b. fîh    bak ≥ ≥≥≥a       k≥u†mit la˛me fi-†-†anπare
THERE was3MS cutFS   meat     in-the-pot
“Same.”

(18) a. †-†anπare, bak ≥ ≥≥≥a       fî-ha       k ≥u†mit la˛me
the-potFS   was3MS in-CL3FS cutFS   meat
“The pot, in it was a piece of meat.”

b. †-†anπare, fî-ha       bak ≥ ≥≥≥a      k≥u†mit la˛me
the-potFS  in-CL3FS was3MS cutFS   meat
“Same.”

(18) c. bak≥ ≥≥≥a       fi-†-†anπare k ≥u†mit la˛me
was3MS in-the-pot      pieceFS meat
“In the pot was a piece of meat.”

d.       ? fi-†-†anπara bak≥ ≥≥≥a       k ≥u†mit  la˛me
in-the-pot      was3MS pieceFS meat
“Same.”

e. fi-†-†anπara bak≥ ≥≥≥a      fih     k ≥u†mit la˛me
in-the-pot     was3MS THERE pieceFS meat
“Same.”

(19) a. ma-bak ≥ ≥≥≥â-¸s           fi-†-†anπare k ≥u†mit la˛me
not-was3MS-NEG in-the-pot      pieceFS meat
“In the pot was not a piece of meat.”
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b. fi-†-†anπare, ma-bak ≥ ≥≥≥â-s          k≥u†mit la˛me
in-the-pot     not-was3MS-NEG pieceFS meat
“Same.” (RPA: elicited data)

If we substitute the inflected preposition fi-ha “in it” for the expression fi-†-†anπara,

we get the same results:

(20) a. i†-†ânπare, ma-bak ≥â-¸s           fî-ha      k≥u†mit  la˛me
the-potFS,  not-was3MS-NEG in-CL3FS pieceFS meat
“The pot, there was not a piece of meat in it.”

b. i†-†anπare, fî-ha,      ma-bak≥â-¸s          k≥u†mit  la˛me
the-potFS,  in-CL3FS not-was3MS-NEG pieceFS meat
“The pot, in it was not a piece of meat.” (RPA: elicited data)

We also get similar results with different prepositions. (21) show locatives

with fiind “at” (frequently used to indicate possession):

(21) a. bâk≥ ≥≥≥i          fiind-ha ±al±   mît        k≥urû¸s
bePARTMS at-CL3FS three hundred qirsh
“She had three hundred kurush.”

b. fiind-ha  bâk≥ ≥≥≥i          ±al±   mît        k≥urû¸s
at-CL3FS bePARTMS three hundred qirsh
“Same.”

(22) a. ma-bak≥â-¸s          fiind-ha  wala k ≥ir¸s
not-was3MS-NEG at-CL3FS even  kurush
“She didn’t have even a kurush.”

b. ma-fiind-hâ-̧s     bâk≥i           ˛itta k ≥ir¸s
not-at-CL3FS-NEG bePARTMS even  kurush
“Same.” (RPA: elicited data)

The examples in (23) show similar examples with l- “to” (also used to indicate

possession or the “ethical” dative3):

3See Borer and Grodzinsky (1986), Authier and Reed (1992) for discussions of ethical
and possessive dative marking in Modern Hebrew and French. For descriptive analyses of
such phenomena in Arabic, see Blau (1960: 168-170), Wright (1875, v.2: 160-164), and Cowell
(1964: 479-484).
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(23) a. il-xawâπa  ma-bak≥â-¸s           il-e          walad
gentleman, not-was3MS-NEG to-CL3MS sonMS
“The gentleman did not have a son.”

b. il-e           bâk ≥i         walad
to-CL3MS bePARTMS sonMS
“He had a son.”

(24) a. ma-l-i-¸şs              bâk ≥i          walad
not-to-CL3MS-NEG bePARTMS sonMS
“He didn’t have a son.”

b. il-e,          ma-bak ≥î-¸s           walad
to-CL3MS not-was3MS-NEG sonMS
“Same.”  (RPA: elicited data)

Now, genuine verb stems in Arabic do obey the Head Movement Con-

straint, and are unable to precede the copula in the way that inflected prepositions

and fîh are shown to be able to in the preceding examples:

(25) a. el-walad   kân         b-elfiab            be-l-˛akôra
the-boyMS was3MS INDIC-play3MS in-the-garden
“The boy was playing in the garden.”

b.       *el-walad    b-elfiab            kân         be-l-˛akôra
the-boyMS INDIC-play3MS was3MS in-the-garden
“Same.” (Northern Palestinian)

(26) a. kân         el-walad   b-elfiab            be-l-˛akôra
was3MS  the-boyMS INDIC-play3MS in-the-garden
“Same.”

b.       *b-elfiab            el-walad   kân         be-l-˛akôra
INDIC-play3MS the-boyMS was3MS in-the-garden
“Same.” (NPA)

Because of this, Mohammad concludes that neither fîh nor inflected prepositions

are to be analyzed as verbs. If they were to be, the word orders shown above

would violate the Head Movement Constraint (Travis 1984), because main

verbs cannot raise “around” the auxiliary.
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Therefore, the word order configurations in which fîh and inflected PPs appear

rule out the possibility of their being verbal heads.

Mohammad then goes on the argue that since the Head Movement

Constraint precludes the possibility that inflected prepositions and existential

fîh undergo head movement, there must be a flaw in the assumption that the

ma-…-̧s negation morpheme is a diagnostic for verbal headedness. As evidence

of this, he points out that in addition to inflected prepositions and existential

fîh, the polarity item ˛ada “someone, anyone” can also host ma-…-¸s:

(27) a. ma-˛adâ-¸s        be-d-dâr
not-anyone-NEG in-the-house
“No one is in the house.”

b. ma-fîh-¸s        ˛ada    be-d-dâr
not-THERE-NEG anyone in-the-house
“There’s no one in the house.” (NPA)

Polarity ˛ada is clearly a nominal element, because it can both precede and

follow the verb, on which it seems to control agreement:

(28) a. ma-˛adâ-̧s        b-efiraf              fiarabi
not-anyone-NEG INDIC-know3MS Arabic
“No one knows Arabic.”

X
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b. ma-b-efiraf-i̧s                  ̨ ada    fiarabi
not-INDIC-know3MS-NEG anyone Arabic
“Same.” (NPA)

Mohammad then notes, as we have seen, that agreement in clauses with exis-

tential fîh is either full agreement with the NP or impersonal agreement:

(29) a. fîh     kân       /kânen    xams bagarât be-d-dâr
THERE was3MS/were3FP five     cowsFP in-the-house
“There were five cows in the house.” (NPA)

Mohammad concludes that in the case of impersonal agreement, agree-

ment is with fîh, rather than the post-verbal noun phrase. Fîh is therefore a

nominal category, since it can license agreement; fîh-existentials have “two

subjects,” either one of which can control agreement on the verb (Mohammad

1998: 51). Fîh and ˛ada belong to a small clause of nominal polarity items,

which are able exceptionally to host ma-…-¸s negation by virtue of the fact that

they are “intimately related with negation…˛ada owes its existence to negation,

so to speak” (44).

5.2.4 Summary

Halila (1992) and Eid (1993) argue that inflected prepositions and exis-

tential fîh raise to or are generated in the head of VP because (i) they host

“sentential” negation, (ii) they license gapping and ellipses, and (ii) they license

pro-drop. Mohammad (1998) counters that claiming that fîh behaves as a verbal

head underpredicts the word order permutations between fîh and the matrix

verb. Instead, to account for the negation facts, Mohammad claims that fîh and

˛ada, which also hosts ma-…-¸s negation, are nominal elements that exceptionally

host sentential negation. Along with ̨ ada “someone, anyone,” fîh is a nominal

polarity item, similar to English there, which can exceptionally host sentential

negation.
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5.3 Problems for Previous Analyses

The arguments made by Halila, Eid and Mohammad pose several prob-

lems. In particular, all three rely on the assumption that ma-…-¸s is used exclu-

sively to negate tensed verbs in matrix clauses. In this section, I build on

Mohammad’s analysis, agreeing that fîh and ˛ada are exceptions in being able

to host ma-…-¸s. However, I depart from Mohammad in arguing that fîh is an

adverbial demonstrative, and that it’s distribution resembles that of inflected

prepositions more than it does other nominals. The fact that it and ˛ada can

host ma-…-¸s is due to the fact that both are “non-projecting” categories, which

are ambiguous between X0 and XP constituents. I argue that ma-…-¸s is hosted

by X0 constituents, and as such, it can be hosted by fîh and ˛ada.

5.3.1 Negation Reexamined

In formulating their arguments, Halila, Eid, and Mohammad have all

relied on the assumption that ma-…-¸s is the “sentential” or “verbal” form of

negation; in other words, that it is the form of negation used with tensed verbs

in matrix clauses. Therefore, the ability to host ma-…-¸s is a diagnostic for

verbal category. Halila and Eid locate the exception in the behavior of fîh/±amma

and inflected prepositions, which exceptionally “act as verbs,” and assume

that the negation-marking paradigm is completely regular. Mohammad locates

the exception in negation marking; while usually reserved for negating verbal

heads, ma-…-¸s will exceptionally cliticize onto fîh and ˛ada, because they require

binding by monotone-decreasing operators, and therefore have a close semantic

affiliation with negation.

To rephrase the issue in terms of Mohammad’s analysis, the assumption

is that for fîh and ˛ada to host ma-…-¸s negation is an exception to a rule. This

being established, it follows that what verbal heads, inflected prepositions, fîh
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and ˛ada all have in common is that they are able to move into a syntactic

position in which negation marking is licensed. In a sense, all negation will be

a form of constituent negation: in the case of verbal negation, the matrix Pred-

ication Phrase is negated, its head raising to host ma-…-¸s. In the case of inflected

prepositions, the “prepositional” Predication Phrase is negated (López 1994:

338-339 makes a similar suggestion regarding English not). And, in the case of

fîh and ˛ada, which I assume to belong to the category of determiners, negation

applies to DP. The so-called “nominal” negation morpheme mi¸s/ma¸s/mu¸s and

the “pronouns of negation” are “Spell-outs” of a null copula that hosts negation

of a matrix clause in which the predicate is unable to raise.

5.3.2 An Overview of Negation in Spoken Arabic

Before we continue, it would be helpful to examine how negation is

marked in Rural Palestinian Arabic, as well as in the other dialects of Arabic to

which we are comparing it4. Significant differences in usage can occur across

dialects, and so an analysis that applies to, say, Egyptian or Moroccan Arabic

might not apply to Rural Palestinian.

5.3.2.3 Negation in Rural Palestinian Arabic

Most dialects of spoken Arabic express negation by means of some

combination of ma- and -¸s (cf. Benmamoun 2000). Some dialects (such as Jorda-

nian or Syrian) employ only ma- (cf. Cowell 1964), while others employ ma-…-¸s.

The -¸s segment itself (or allomorphs thereof) is also used on its own in various

ways in different dialects; for example, in Lebanese and Iraqi Arabic, -¸s is used

4For discussion and analyses of negation in Arabic, see Benmamoun (1991b; 1992:
1995, 1997), Diesing and Jelinek (1994: 140-145), Eid (1993), Fassi Fehri (1993: 161-172), Halila
(1992: 34-43, 233-235, 265), Mohammad (1997: 55-63, 190-195), Mohamed and Ouhalla (1995),
Ouhalla (1990; 1993; 1997), Rahhali and Souâli (1997: 333-336), and Schlonsky (1997: 15-17,
94-108).

as a question marker (cf. Feghali 1924; Cowell 1964; Wahba 1991), while Ouhalla
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(1996, 1997) and Benmamoun (1995b, 1997b, 2000) argue that in Moroccan

Arabic, -¸s is used as a “predicate variable” bound by the negation operator.

Certain dialects, such as Egyptian, Lebanese, or Urban Palestinian require

both segments of the ma-…-¸s morpheme to be used. RPA, on the other hand,

seems to allow both options, although there is variation between regions within

the dialect area. For example, according to native speaker judgements, RPA as

spoken in the Jenin-area of the West Bank employs ma-…-¸s as the default

expression of negation; ma- used without -¸s strongly implies some kind of

contrastive focus, and therefore a difference in meaning. Additionally, the lack

of -¸s freqeuntly corresponds to pronounced prominence on the ma- segment

itself, resulting in the vowel /a/ being pronounced long, as mâ- (Munther

Younes, p.c.; see also Schmidt and Kahle 1918: 92*-93*; Blau 1960: 193-195).

These facts contrast with those  as reported in Schmidt and Kahle (1918,

1930) and Blau (1960); negation with ma- and with ma-…-¸s are considered to be

optional variants, although the two sources differ on whether there is a difference

in meaning with the presence of -¸s . Schmidt and Kahle (1918: §29g) state that:

Frequently a -̧s shortened from -¸si is added to the negation particle.
This -̧s is attached to verbs, to prepositions with suffixes that
have verbal force, and to personal pronouns and ̨ ada “someone”
when they are subjects…Very often negation occurs without -¸s in
the text, and in fact it tends to be absent when emphasis is placed
on the negative ma-…. There is always a different nuance to be
found in the clause, depending on whether  -¸s is present or not5.

In contrast, Blau (1960: 193) notes that

The negation ma- can be continued with -¸s, in as much as it is

5“Den Partikeln der Verneinung wird häufig ein aus (¸sai√ >) ¸si verkµrtztes -¸s zugefµgt.
Beim Verbum, bei einer Präpasition mit Suffix, wenn sie verbale Kraft hat, beim
Personalpronomen und bei ˛ada “einer”, wenn sie Subjekte sind, wird das -¸s hinten
angehängt…Sehr oft findet sich in den Texten die Negation ohne das angehängte -¸s , und zwar
pflegt das -¸s zu fehlen, wenn im Satze der Nachdruck auf der Negation ruht…Es liegt stets
eine etwas andere Nµance im Satz, je nackdem das -¸s fehlt oder dasteht.”

attached to the word following ma-. Its continuation is always
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optional,, and seems (contra Schmidt and Kahle 1918: §29g), not
to express any particular nuance. In general, it appears that the
addition to -¸s to after the y- and in particular the b-imperfect is
less frequent than after the perfect…however, a difference in mean-
ing between ma-…-¸s and simple ma- does not seem to exist6.

Given these two sources, it is unclear whether the omission of -¸s is truly optional,

or whether it entails some difference in meaning (see table below). It seems

likely that there is a significant difference between RPA as spoken in Bir Zeit

and further north in the expression of negation. This conclusion is supported

by the frequency of occurrence of -¸s in negation marking in Bir Zeit RPA. Table

Table 5.1 indicates the frequency of -ş in negation in Schmidt and Kahle (1918).

Table 5.1:  Occurrence of Negation Morphology in Bir Zeit RPA

with % of % of w/out % of % of        Total for
 -¸s Total Category -¸s Total Category       Category

Perfect Stem 86 47% 45% 107 35% 55% 193

B-imperfect Stem 26 14% 24% 82 27% 76% 108

Y-imperfect Stem 10 5% 23% 33 11% 77% 43

Inflected Preposition 39 21% 62% 24 8% 38% 63

˛âda or wâ˛ad 15 8% 52% 14 5% 48% 29

Negative Pronoun 5 3% 25% 15 5% 75% 20

Existential Fîh 3 2% 30% 7 2% 70% 10

Psuedo-verb 1 1% 33% 2 1% 66% 3

With Bare Noun Phrase - - 10 3% 100% 10

With Frozen Expression - - 8 3% 100% 8

Totals 185  35% 302 65% 487

Long Vowel in mâ- 16  9% 22% 56 18% 77% 72

6“Die Negation ma- mag durch -¸s (<̧say) fortgesetzt werden, indem es an das ma-
folgende Wort (Verb, Pronomen, inklusive ˛ada “jemand,” Präpositionalausdruck) angehängt
wird. Seine Hinzufµgung ist immer fakultativ, und scheint (im Gegensatz zu Schmidt and
Kahle 1918: §29g) keine besondere Nuance auszudrµcken. Im Allgemeinen hat es den Anschein,
da  ̋der Zusatz von -¸s nach dem j- und insbesondere nach dem b-imperfektseltener ist als nach
dem Perfekt.“
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In the text of Schmidt and Kahle (1918), there are some 487 tokens (out

of 40,000 words) of negation involving ma-. Of those, 185 (or 35% of the total

number of tokens) include -¸s. Of the 302 tokens of ma- occurring without -¸s, 56

(or 18%) are transcribed with a long vowel. To the extent that pronunciation of

a long /a/ in mâ- is indicative of prominence associated with some kind of

focus, focus marking therefore can only be identified on 18% of the tokens of

negation lacking -¸s. On the other hand, ma- is pronounced with a long vowel

overwhelmingly more frequently when -¸s is lacking.

The question here would be whether the lack of -¸s is in-and-of itself

indicative of contrastive focus, or whether focus prominence pronounced on

ma- affects the prosodic conditioning of the negated stem, such that -¸s is omitted.

Blau (1960: 194) suggests that prosodic factors may condition the occurrence of

-¸s. For example, the only instance in which -¸s is required is when the ma-

segment is reduced to a- preceding a /b/; “-¸s is obligatory in these cases, both

on prosodic grounds as well as on account of the reduced weight of a-, which

for its own part affects the sentence prosody” (Blau 1960: 195):

(30) a. a-b-awaßßl-ak-ş
not-INDIC-deliver1S-CL2MS-NEG

“I can’t deliver you.” (86.11)

b. a-bidd-î-̧s               axassr-ak
not-wish-CL1S-NEG do-harm1S-CL2MS
“I don’t mean you any harm.” (129.4)

Moreover, -¸s is disallowed when negation is preceded by an exclamative ex-

pression such as wallâhi “by God!” or fiumr “never” (cf. Blau 1960: 193), or

when ma- is pronounced with interrogative intonation (Blau 1960: 194) In these

cases, however, it is unclear whether -¸s is actually subject to a prohibition, or is

simply not used due to prosodic factors.
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(31) a. k≥âlat    “wallâh mâ b-asqî-çin                  illa b-k ≥alifi         fiınê-¸cin”
said3FS by-God  not INDIC-water1S-CL2FP but for-plucking eyes-CL2FP
“She said ‘by God, I won’t give you water except if you pluck out
your eyes!”  (44.2)

b. fiumr ma wâ˛ad k ≥idr     inam      fi-hal-√ar∂
never not oneMS ableMS sleepMS in-this-land
“No one was ever able to sleep on this land.” (41.1)

c. ya πâr-na,             ma t-ôxi∂     haz-zalame mafi-ak
Oh neighbor-cl1P, not take2MS this-man      with-cl2MS
“Hey neighbor of ours, won’t you take this man with you?”
(30.5)

To summarize, ma- occurs more often than not without - ¸s in Bir Zeit

RPA, and focus (to the extent that it can be identified in textual data) is only

present in a small fraction of the tokens without it. This agrees with the obser-

vations by Blau (1960: 193) noted above, to the effect that the presence of -¸s has

no discernable effect on meaning in Bir Zeit RPA. Needless to say, a statistical

analysis cannot substitute for native speaker judgements, and so more study

will be needed to resolve this question. For the purposes of the present discussion,

I will assume that the statistics are correct; that there is a difference between

Bir Zeit and Jenin-area RPA with respect to how negation is expressed, and

that in Bir Zeit, the use of -¸s is largely free.

5.3.2.4 The Structure of Negation in Spoken Arabic

According to a widely held assumption in the literature on Arabic syntax,

Arabic verbs raise out of VP “whenever possible”, and in doing so, they provide

a host for the negation morphemes located between Tense Phrase and the verb

phrase complex. When verb raising is not possible - in sentences lacking an

(overt) verb or auxiliary - negation is realized by either one of the so-called

“negative pronouns”, proforms that host the ma-…-¸s morpheme, or the inde-

pendent negation morpheme mi¸s/ma¸s/mu¸s. These free-standing negation mor-
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phemes are licensed “only in contexts where verb raising becomes impossible.”

Therefore, their presence indicates that the predicate being negated is not a

verbal head or is not inflected for person features.

For example, in the following examples, clauses with participial, adjectival

and prepositional predicates are negated. These predicates are inflected neither

for tense nor for person features, and as such they cannot host ma-…¸s:

(32) a. k≥âlat    “ma-nî-̧s           k≥âdir,           waddî-l-i             wara l-˛açîm
said3FS ‘not-PRO1S-NEG ablePARTMS, sendIMP-to-CL1S after  the-doctor
“She said, ‘I’m not well, send after the doctor for me’.” (53.4)

b. k≥âl  il-xawâπa       “ana ßurt          ixtyâr, u-mi¸s    k ≥âdir
said the-gentleman ‘I       became1S oldMS, and-not ablePARTMS
a¸st∞il    aç±ar”
work1S more
“The gentleman said, ‘I am getting old, and am not able to work
anymore’.” (35.8)

c.       * ana ma-kâdr-i¸s              a¸st∞il    aç±ar
I      not-ablePARTMS-NEG work1S more
“I am not able to work anymore.”

(33) a. hâ∂§a    fiumr-e       ma-hu           ̧sâyif         il-maßâyib
thisMS age-CL3MS not-PRO3MS seePARTMS the-misfortunes
“This fellow, he has never seen misfortune.” (62.3)

b. k≥al-l-i         wâ˛ad “mi¸s ¸sâyif         han-niπim  illi wara   l-k ≥amar?”
said-to-CL1S one        ‘not  seePARTMS this-star  REL behind the-moon?’
“One said to me, ‘don’t you see this star that is behind the
moon?’” (64.1)

c.       * ana ma-¸sâyf-i¸s
I       not-seePARTMS-NEG

“I don’t see/I am not seeing.”

(33) d. ana fir˛ân
I      happyMS
“I am happy.”
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e. ana mi¸s/ma-nî-̧s            fir˛ân    /*ma-fir˛ân-̧s
I      not  /not-PRO1S-NEG happyMS/ not-happy-NEG

“I am not happy.”

(34) a. l-iktâb   fûq †-†awla
the-book on   the-table
“The book is under the table.”

b. l-iktâb   mi¸s/ma-hû-¸s              fûq †-†awla/*ma-fûq-¸s  †-tawla
the-book not/not-PRO3MS-NEG on   the-table/not-on-NEG the-table
“The book is not on the table.”   (TA; Halila 1992)

(35) a. ana mi¸s/ma-nî-̧s            nabîh       /*ma-nabîh- ¸s
I      not  /not-PRO1S-NEG  intelligent/ not-intelligent-NEG

“I am not intelligent.”

b. Fred mi¸s/ma-hû-¸s             √ism  fiarabi/*ma-√ism- ¸s      fiarabi
Fred  not /not-PRO3MS-NEG name Arabic/ not-name-neg Arabic
“Fred isn’t an Arabic name.”

c. il-xawâga mi¸s/ma-hû-¸s           ganb  /*ma-ganb-¸s        il-fiarabiyya
the-tourist not /not-PRO3MS-NEG next-to/  not-next-to-NEG the-car
“The tourist isn’t by the car.” (EA: Eid 1993)

In Egyptian, mi¸s also occurs with verbs inflected for future tense, while ma-¸s

occurs with the past and non-finite forms. Both can be used (apparently inter-

changeably) in the present:

(36) a. ma-katab-̧s           /*mi¸s katab
not-wrote3MS-NEG/  not  wrote3MS
“He didn’t write.”

b. ma-b-yiktib-̧s              /mi¸s bi-yiktib
not-PRES-write3MS-NEG/not  PRES-write3MS
“He isn’t writing.”

c.       * ma-˛a-yiktib-¸s          /mi¸s ˛a-yiktib
not-FUT-write3MS-NEG/not   FUT-write3MS
“He won’t write.”
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d. a˛san inn-u          ma-yiktib-¸s          /*mi¸s yiktib
better  that-CL3MS not-write3MS-NEG/  not  write3MS
“It’s better that he not write.” (EA; Eid 1993)

In all three dialects, the ma-¸s negation morpheme can appear on a non-

verbal category that hosts pronominal features, usually in the form of a pronoun

clitic. This is most common with inflected prepositions (illustrated below with

fiind- “at,” mafi “with,” fî- “in,” and l- “to”), but can also occur with some nouns

like √ism “name,” which, in these cases, may have been bleached of their usual

meaning and come to function more as a copular pseudo-verb:

(36) e. ana ma-fiind-î-¸s       mi±l-e
I      not-at-CL1S-NEG like-CL3MS
“I don’t have anything like it.” (52.9)

f. ulâd-e                ma-mafi-himm-i¸s     i̧si      aflas       min †ambûra
children-CL3MS not-with-CL3MP-NEG thing bankrupt than tambourine
“His children are as poor as gypsies [i.e., ‘his children don’t have
anything more valuable than a tambourine’].” (35.6)

g. wallâhi ma-fî-çim       atyas     min-ni
by-God  not-in-CL2MP stupider than-CL1S
“By God, there’s none among you stupider than me!” (20.1)

h. u-safiîd    ma-l-î-̧s                  fiilm           ib-e
and-Said, not-to-CL3MS-NEG knowledge with-CL3MS
“…and Said, I have no knowledge of him.” (39.10)

(37) a. ana ma ism-i         illa la˛m-ak      u-damm-ak
I      not name-CL1S but flesh-CL2MS and-blood-CL2MS
“What am I but your own flesh and blood?” (38.11)

b. lȩ̂s    abu skandar, ma ism-ak          illa abu    l-˛açîm
why Abu Skandar,   not name-CL2MS but father the-doctor
w-ixtyâr il-balad
and elder the-village
“Why, Abu Skandar, what are you but the father of the doctor,
and the elder of the village?” (20.1)
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(38) a. †-†awla,  ma-fûq-hâ-¸s         ktâb
the-table, not-on-CL3FS-NEG book
“The table, there isn’t a book under it.”

b.       * †-†awla,  ma-hyâ-¸s/*mi¸s fûq-ha    ktâb
the-table, not-PRO3FS-NEG  on-CL3FS book
“Same.” (TA)

(39) a. ma-fiand-î-¸s      migalla
not-at-CL1S-NEG journal
“I don’t have a journal.”

b. il-maktab,   ma-fû√-û- ¸s             migalla
the-deskMS, not-on-CL3MS-NEG journal
“The desk, there isn’t a journal on it.”

c. ma-√ism-î- ¸s             Farîd
not-name-CL1S-NEG Farid
“My name is not Farid/I am not Farid.” (EA)

As we have seen, Halila, Eid and Mohammad conclude on the basis of these

facts that inflected prepositions and nouns undergo head movement into Nega-

tion Phrase, where they adjoin to the ma- segment. The -¸s segment is generated

in the specifier of NegP, and as the verb raises to Tense, -¸s appears to its right:

(5-3) †-†awla,       ma-fialê-hâ-¸s       ktâb
the-tableFS, not-on-CL3FS-NEG book
“The table, there is not a book on it.”

            TP
  4
T          NegP

         !        2
   ma-fialêj-ha        ̧s        Neg’

 2
 tj        VP
       2
     ktâb    V’

 2
tj         PP
      @
       …tj…
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Assuming such a derivation, the ability to host ma-…-¸s indicates the ability to

undergo head-raising

5.3.3 Negation without the/ -¸s/ Segment

The generality of the use of ma-…-¸s for negation is more apparent if we

exclude the -¸s segment of the morpheme. As we shall see, the use of -¸¸s seems to

be largely optional in RPA, and a number of different, possibly unrelated

factors (some syntactic, some not) can condition its appearance.  I argue that,

in general, the ma- segment must be hosted by a head-level (X0) category. For

example, clausal negation is negation of the uppermost inflected head7 within

the clausal structure, such as the verbal head ̧sâf-hu “he saw him” in the following

example:

(40) a. ma-¸sf-hû-¸s                 Musa
not-saw3MS-CL1S-NEG Musa

7As we have seen, in Rural Palestinian Arabic, the participle of the copula bâki is used
as an exponent of tense, contributing slightly different aspectual information than the “tensed”
copula baka. That being given, note the following contrast:

(i)         *il-xawâπa,        ma-bk≥î-̧s             il-e           walad
the-gentleman, not-bePARTMS-NEG to-cl3MS childMS
“The gentleman, he didn’t have a son.”

(ii) il-xawâπa,        ma-bk≥î-l-i¸s- ¸s                      walad
the-gentleman, not-bePARTMS-to-cl3MS-NEG childMS
“Same.”

(iii) il-xawâπa,       ma-bak ≥â-ş           il-e           walad
the-gentleman, not-was3MS-NEG to-CL3MS childMS
“Same.”

(iv) il-xawâπa,      ma-bak≥â-l-i¸s-ş                     walad
the-gentleman not-was3MS-to-CL3MS-NEG childMS
“Same.”

While bâki is used as a tense-expressing auxiliary, (i), in which bâki hosts ma-…-¸s negation, is
ungrammatical. Its counterpart with the tensed auxiliary baka  (iii) is fine. However (ii), in
which bâki hosts the dative clitic il-e “to him,” is also acceptable, the difference between (i) and
(ii) being that the latter is marked for person features, by virtue of hosting the dative clitic.
This may support Eid’s (1993) generalization that inflection for person features is a necessary
condition for hosting ma-…-¸s.

“Musa didn’t see him.”
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In (40), the negation morpheme brackets both the verb and the object pronoun

clitic. This follows from the commonly held analysis that clitics are attached to

the verb stem, and raise with it as a complex head. When the verb has a lexical

noun phrase argument, the noun phrase doesn’t raise with the verb, and negation

applies only to the verb stem itself:

(41) a. ma-¸sâf-i ¸s             Musa axû-h
not-saw3MS-NEG Musa  brother-CL3MS
“Musa didn’t see his brother.”

As was discussed above, the choice of whether or not to use -¸¸s seems largely

free, as is suggested by  the following examples, in which identical stems occur

both with and without -¸s:

(42) Negation of Auxiliary Verb

a. ma-k ≥idir      ifiçç-ha
not-able3MS untie3MS-CL3FS
“He could not untie her.” (39.7)

b. ma-k ≥idir-̧s           ifiçç          il-k ≥êd
not-able3MS-NEG untie3MS the-fetter
“He was not able to untie the fetter.” (39.7)

(43) Negation of Main Verb

a. ma-wfiît      illa-w-in-niπme     ßârat          im∞arrbe
not-woke1S but-and-the-starFS became3FS westerlyFS
“I didn’t awake until the star had begun to set.”(17.2)

b. k≥âm        nadâ-ha              ma-wifiit-i¸s
rose3MS called3MS-CL3FS not-woke3FS-NEG

“…then he called her, [but] she didn’t wake up.” (41.6)

(44) Negation with Inflected Prepositions

a. abu xalîl    bari,              ma-fiind-e      wala fialê-h
Abu Khalil innocentMS, not-at-CL3MS or       upon-CL3MS
“Abu Khalil is innocent, there is nothing on him or against him ”
(10.5)
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b. ma-fiind-î- ¸s       mi±l-e
not-at-CL1S-NEG like-CL3MS
“I have nothing like it.” (52.9)

(45) Pronoun of Negation

a. mâ-ni     mit˛ammin, u-mitdahhin           fia-arbafia w-fii̧srîn  k ≥ırât?
not-CL1S bathPARTMS,   and-anointPARTMS  to-four and-twenty karat
“Have I not bathed and anointed myself to 24-carats?” (54.10)

b. k≥âlat    “ma-nî-ş         k≥âdir,           waddî-l-i              wara l-˛açîm”
said3FS ‘not-CL1S-NEG ablePARTMS, sendIMP-TO-CL1S after  the-doctor
“She said ‘I am not well; send after the doctor for me’.” (53.4)

(46) Negation with Polarity ˛ada

a. ma-˛ada min-him      yidri         fian     axû-h               işi
not-one    from-CL3MP know3MS about brother-CL3MS thing
“Neither knew anything about his brother.” (38.21)

b. ma-˛adâ-ş  min-him    k≥âyil         “su    hâ∂≥a?”
not-one-NEG from-CL3MP sayPARTMS ‘what that’
“Not one of them asking, ‘what is that’?”(34.1)

(47) Negation with Existential Fîh

a. hâ∂i    bi-tk ≥ûl:        “wallah ma-fîh     mi±l jôz-i            fi-hal-balad”
thisFS INDIC-say3FS ‘by-God not-THERE like  spouse-CL1S in-this-town’
“She would say, ‘by God, there’s none like my husband in this
village!’” (26.1)

b. wifiit       k≥âmat   tnâdi    √axû-ha,          mâ  fıh     ˛iss wala niss
woke3FS rose3FS call3FS brother-CL3FS, not-THERE talk  nor    reply
“She awoke, and began to call her brother, [but] there was
[neither] talking nor response.” (36.11)

c. ¸suft-l-ak              ±al±  banât maxzûnât, ma-fi¸s-¸s          fi-d-dinya
saw1S-to-CL2MS three girls   storedFP     not-THERE-NEG in-the-world
mi±il-hin
like-CL3FP
“I saw three girls locked away; there’s none in the world like
them!” (46.4)
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d. ma-fih- ¸s         ¸surbit     sik≥âra    illa-w-uxt-i         
not-THERE-NEG drinking cigarette but-and-sister-CL1S
rây˛a      warâ-h
goPARTFS behind-CL3MS
“There was not [time for a] a cigarette’s smoke, but there was my
sister going behind him.” (62.4)

Also, the -¸s segment can be used, in informal speech, to mark negation

without ma-, in parallel with the use of pas in lieu of ne…pas to mark negation

in colloquial French (cf. Blau 1960: 195; Shlonsky 1997: 237ff):

(48) a. ma-¸suft-û- ¸s
not-saw1S-CL3MS-NEG

“I didn’t see him.”

b. ¸suft-û-̧s
saw1S-CL3MS-NEG

“Same.”

(49) a. Je ne  l’ai                  pas vois
I   not CLMS-have1S NEG  seen
“I didn’t see him.”

b. Je l’ai                  pas vois
I   CLMS-have1S NEG  seen
“Same.”

The apparent optionality of -¸ş or of ma- suggests that in this dialect, the two

segments may have become entirely redundant, such that speakers (especially

in informal speech) may “economize” by leaving one out. It also would suggest,

given that -¸s does not carry any semantic load, that it might come to be used

for phonological purposes, such as manipulating the prosodic weight of its

host stem, or contributing to a stress-shift that lends a particular emphasis.

If we for the moment exclude -¸s from consideration, and examine only

the ma- portion of the ma-…-¸s morpheme, then it becomes apparent that it is

used for negating a variety of constituents, rather than just verbs with clausal
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scope. For example, in each of the following, ma- is hosted by a nominal constit-

uent, although it is interpreted with clausal scope. This is the most apparent in

(50), where the noun phrases ma πaddâd “no picker,” ma badawi “no Bedouin,”

ma bint “no daughter,” and ma rsmâl “no capital” are understood quantifica-

tionally. For example, in (50a), the clause means “for no picker was it the case

that he could hear the sound of another”:

(50) a. lammin istawat       a†lafi                    iz-zalame arbfiîn πaddâd
when      ripened3FS made-climb3MS the-man    40         picker
fia-∂§ahir-ha     u-ma   πaddâd yismafi     la-πaddâd †ak ≥k≥
on-back-CL3FS and-no picker     hear3MS  to-picker     knock
“When it had ripened, the man had 40 pickers climb to its crown,
and no picker heard the sound of another.” (33.9)

b. u-min     yôm-ha    la-l-yôm  ma badawi b-ik ≥dar                yuk≥fiud
and-from day-CL3FS to-the-day no  bedouin  INDIC-BE-able3MS sit3MS
fia-˛êl-e, illa maπfii       fia-πanb-e        willa fia-bu†n-e
upright, but  liePARTMS on-side-cl3MS or       on-stomach-cl3MS
“…and from that day to this, no bedouin is able to sit upright,
but lies on his side or on his stomach.” (116.7)

c. a˛san ma bint        min banât-na              titfiallak≥  fî-h
better   no daughter from daughters-CL3MS hang3FS in-CL3MS
“It’s better [that] no daughter of ours gets infatuated with him
[lit., ‘no daughter of ours gets hung up on him’].” (43.5)

d. ma rsmâl illa illi b-nunufk ≥-e                fi sabîli-llah w-in-nâs
not capital  but REL INDIC-spend1P-CL3MS in-path  God and-the-people
“…[there is]  no capital but what we spend on the Path of God
and Man.” (71.8)

Ma- also negates nominals in a variety of expression which may be frozen or

idiomatic, as in the following:

(51) a. k≥âlat   “ma-˛alâl  b-ißîr                     ˛arâm”
said3FS ‘no-sacred  INDIC-become3MS sin
“She said, ‘nothing sacred becomes a sin’.” (37.9)
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b. ma ˛urra bala       ßurra
not lady     without purse
“No lady is without money” or
“There is no lady without money.” (36.4)

(52) a. baka      fiind-i    faddân bakar badawıyât
was3MS at-CL1S yoke       cattle  bedouinFP
fiumur ma wâ˛ad ˛âl           fialê-hin
never   no   oneMS catch3MS upon-CL3FP
“I had a pair of wild cattle that no one had ever caught.” (18.2)

b. ma- ¸sey   ßifiib
no-thing heavy
“Nothing is heavy.” (91.11)

c. †aiyib ha∂ôla k≥afiadu ma ˛eiy yxârrif axû-h
OK     theseP   sit3MP no one tell3MS brother-cl3MS
“OK, these sat, no one spoke to another [lit. ‘no one spoke to his
brother’].” (30.10)

In the examples above which are productively derived, ma- seems to function

as a negative quantificational determiner, like English no:

(5-4) ma πaddâd yismafi    la-πaddâd †ak≥k ≥
neg picker     hear3MS to-picker     knock
“No picker heard the sound of another.”

                       TP
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A Determiner Phrase, in contrast, cannot be negated in this way8:

(53) a.      * ma-l-πaddâd yismafi   la-πaddâd tak ≥k≥
not-the-picker hear3MS to-picker    sound
“?”

These facts suggest that only morphologically indefinite NPs can be negated

with ma-, while DPs cannot be. These facts support the analysis of DP structure

presented in Chapter 3, according to which a definite noun is not a single

complex head in which the noun head has adjoined and incorporated into the

determiner head. It is, rather, a phrasal constituent in which the determiner

and its bare noun complement occupy different positions in the phrase structure:

(5-5)                 DP
2
il-     NP
      @
      πaddâd

Embedding this structure under negation leaves no head free to raise to the

head of NegP, the position in which negation morphology is licensed. This

may be because of selectional restrictions on negation; for example, NegP may

select for lexical categories, rather than a functional category like D. Therefore,

in situations in which no head is available to host negation morphology, negation

is not possible.

Based on these assumptions, the restrictions on the negation of locative

phrases can be derived as follows. As I argued above, locatives with lexical NP

arguments have a structure like the following:

8Blau (1960: 192) notes an exception to this:

(i) ma-s-samâr b-i˛ibb             i∂≥all             yitfiallak≥
not-the-goats INDIC-love3MS remain3MS hang3MS
“Goats prefer to go forwards.” (56.3)
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(5-6)           PrP
 5
PRO         Pr’

      4
     Pr     PP
   fh             2
 Pr   fii            DP       ti

        !
         l-bêt

In the structure in (5-6), the preposition is unable to raise further than

the head of PrP. This may be due to cyclicity; the uninterpretable phi-features

of the complex Pr-preposition head will not be checked by the DP argument

until LF. Assuming that feature checking is done in a strictly local relation

between the “checker” and “checkee,” the head is unable to move in the surface

syntax without leaving these features unchecked at LF, and hence resulting in

ungrammaticality. Alternately, we could follow a suggestion by Eid (1993:

141) and stipulate that only stems which are specified for person features are

able to undergo raising out of their projection system (c.f. Grimshaw 1991).

However we would choose to represent the restriction, it has the consequence

that it cannot provide a head to host negation morphology, and because of

this, locatives with lexical NP arguments cannot be negated9.

Inflected prepositions are both inflected for person features (by virtue

of hosting an object clitic pronoun) and have had their formal features checked

before Spell-Out. Therefore, they are able to raise in the overt syntax and host

negation morphology, which I will represent as a Quantifier Phrase dominating

the NP:

9This also supports the idea of a null copula. If there were no such constituent, and
mi¸s is simply spelled out as a free morpheme when there’s nothing else to host it, then we
would predict that mi¸s could be used for contituent negation: *mi¸s πaddd yismafi la-πaddd takk.
However, if we allow for the existence of a null copula, then mi¸s  can be seen as being hosted
by the copula raising out of PrP. Given that there is no reason to think that there is a counterpart
to the null copula in nominal structure, the restriction of consituent negation to bare heads
follows immediately.
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(5-7)           QP
       4

                  Q                  PrP
    fh              2
  ma Pri            PRO Pr’
      fy           fh
    Pr  fialêh-hak         ti   PP

 fh
 tk   th

5.3.4 Nominal Negation: mi̧s/ma¸s/mu¸s and the “Pronoun of Negation”

In comparison to the ma-…-¸s negation morpheme, the so-called “nominal”

negation morphemes have the more restricted use. These include mi¸s (and its

allomorphs ma¸s and mu¸s)10 and the “pronouns of negation”:

(54) Pronouns of Negation

Singular      Plural
Masculine Feminine Masculine          Feminine

1st Person ma-nî-(¸s) ma-˛nâ-(¸s)
2nd Person ma-ntî-(¸s) ma-ntû-(̧s)
3rd Person ma-hû-(̧s) ma-hâ-(̧s) ma-himm-(iş)         ma-hinn-(iş)

The paradigm in (54) shows that the “pronouns of negation” consist of object

pronoun clitics affixed to the ma- negation morpheme, and that it therefore is

part of a natural class with the other uses of ma-, and contrasts with mi¸s. Both

the latter and the pronouns of negation are used to negate clauses in which the

predicate is not inflected for person features (c.f. Eid 1993), and while they

seem to be largely interchangeable, certain subregularities can be noted.

In particular, mi¸s and its allomorphs precede participles in roughly 70%

of their occurrences, while the negative pronouns appear in front of participles

10Blau (1960) notes the morphological similarities between mi̧s and its allomorphs mu¸s
and ma¸s on one hand and the negated pronouns of separation on the other hand: ma-hû-¸s,
ma-hî-¸s  (or ma-him-¸s) and ma-hâ-¸s. It seems likely that the former forms developed from the
latter, especially since the distribution of the mi¸s forms seems to correlate closely with that of
the negated pronouns of separation.

in some 50% of their occurrences (the other instances including adjectival,
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nominal, or prepositional predicates). Blau (1960) indicates that mi¸s “always

precedes a single word11” (199), while ma- is the “generally used negation”

(191) and that in opposition to mi¸s, it always negates “a clause rather than a

single word” (192). And, as was observed above, it also serves to negate non-

verbal or non-clausal categories as well. Therefore, in general, ma- seems to be

the default form of negation, while mi¸s is restricted to fairly predictable envi-

ronments.

(55) With mi̧s, etc.

a. mi¸s fiârif                inâm       ta-ysrik ≥-l-e                         ̧si
not  knowPARTMS sleep3MS until-steal3MS-to-CL3MS something
“He couldn’t sleep until he could steal himself something.” (22.2)

b. k≥âlat   “ana, mßîbt-i               zaiy mßîbt-ak               inçan mi¸s açbar
said3FS ‘I,     misfortune-CL1S like   misfortune-CL2MS if       not larger
“She said, ‘as for me, my misfortune is like yours, if not greater’.”
(51.8)

c. il-mara      bâk ≥ye     mizawwk≥a w-πôz-ha         
the-woman bePARTFS prettyFS      and-spouse-CL3FS
mu¸s im†allik-ha
not   divorcePARTMS-CL3FS
“The woman was pretty, and her husband hadn’t divorced her.”
(31.2)

d. hâ∂§a    fiilim          mu¸s ˛ilim
thisMS knowledge not   dream
“This is reality, not a dream!” (42.1)

11This seems to include prepositional phrases, such as ma¸s min-ni, min niswân-ak “I
didn’t do it, your wives did [lit. ‘not from me, from your wives’].” (46.18).
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(56) With Negative Pronoun

a. ya ˛aππ, mâ-l-ak         ma-ntî-̧s     fia-sawa l-yôm
oh Hajj,   what-to-you? not-you-NEG at-equal the-day
ma-ntî-¸ß     imßalli
not-you-NEG prayPARTMS?
“Hey Hajj, what’s with you? You’re not your usual self today.
Didn’t you pray?” (58.2)

b. k≥âlat   “ma-nî-̧s         k≥âdir,    waddî-l-i           wara l-˛açîm”
said3FS not-CL1S-NEG ableMS, callIMP-to-CL1S after   the-doctor
“She said, ‘I’m not well, call after the doctor for me’.” (53.4)

c. k≥âl         “lê¸s,    ma-himm ˛aramîye?”
said3MS ‘why, not-they      thieves?’
“He said, ‘why, aren’t they thieves?’” (61.5)

d. w-in-nâbi,          hal-badâwi fi nifim-e!   hâ∂§a    fiumr-e
and-the-prophet, this-bedu      in-blessing! thisMS age-CL3MS
mâ-hu ¸sâyif          il-maßâyib
not-he  seePARTMS the-misfortunes
“…and the Prophet, this Bedouin is blessed! He’s never seen any
misfortune.” (62.3)

To summarize, the “nominal” negation exponent mi¸s only appears in a

restricted set of contexts; clauses whose predicates lack specification for person,

and in particular, clauses with participial predicates. A form of negation in-

cluding the ma- morpheme freely alternates with mi¸s in every environment in

which the latter can occur. Ma- is also used with constituents of other categories.

Altogether, this shows that ma- is the “default” form of negation, which is

applied generally, while mi¸s has the most restricted distribution. Most impor-

tantly, if ma- is the most generally used form of negation, then it is inadaquate

as a diagnostic for a particular syntactic category, such as verbs serving as

matrix clausal predicates, as has been assumed by Halila (1992), Eid (1993),

and Mohammad (1998).
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The “nominal” negation forms (mi¸s and the negative pronouns) only

appear in present tense copular clauses. It is commonly assumed that in the

present tense, Arabic has a “null copula” that corresponds to its lexical counter-

part in all respects except a phonological matrix. When present tense copular

constructions are negated, it is this null copula that raises and hosts negation

morphology, which is spelled out as mi¸s.

(57) a. Abu Musa mi¸s k ≥âdir
Abu Musa  not   ableMS
“Abu Musa is not well.”

Alternately, the null copula can be spelled out in the form of a pronoun which

hosts negation, producing the pronoun of negation forms (ma-hû-¸s, ma-hâ-̧s,

ma-nî-¸s, ma-ntî-¸s, etc).

(58) a. ya ˛aππ, ma-ntî-̧s         fia-s-sawa
Oh Hajj,  not-PRO2S-NEG at-the-equal
“Hey Hajj, you’re not yourself.” (RPA)

Therefore, the generalization that only heads host negation can be maintained.

To summarize, we have seen that the ma- portion of the ma-…-¸s negation

morpheme is not limited to negating verbal heads, but instead is used to negate

a variety of constituents. This contrasts with the “nominal” negation morphemes

mi¸s/ma¸s/mu¸s and the negative pronouns, which are in fact limited to negation

with clausal scope. We can therefore conclude that the ma- segment is irrelevant

to the diagnostic for verbal headedness assumed by Halila, Eid, Mohammad.

Rather, it turns out to the the -¸s which presents the relevant contrasts.

5.3.5 What is the -¸s Segment?

An issue left unaddressed by the analysis of negation that I have sketched

here concerns what is to be made of the -¸s segment of the ma-…-¸s. After all that

has been said in the preceding discussion, Mohammad’s original observation

still seems to be correct, which is that of the non-verbal categories to which ma-
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applies, only fîh, ˛ada, and inflected prepositions host the full sequence ma-…-¸s.

Why don’t other nominals do so? So while -¸s is optional in the contexts in

which it can appear, these contexts are in fact quite restricted, and it is in this

respect that the diagnostic for verbal heads has some force. Our task is therefore

to try to identify what defines the categories that can host -¸s as a natural class.

The categories that can host -¸s  include tensed verb stems, pseudo-verbs,

pronouns of negation, inflected prepositions (and some nouns), as well as

nominal elements such as ˛ada “someone/anyone” and fîh “there is….” It is-

sharply ungrammatical modifying lexical NPs:

(59) a. ma-πaddâd/*- ¸s yismafi    la-πaddâd tak ≥k≥
not-picker            hear3MS to-picker     sound
“No picker could hear the sound of another.” (RPA)

The different constituents with which it appears are difficult to define as a

natural class. What they have in common cannot be so broad as undergoing

head movement, as this would (given the standard assumptions) include bare

NPs. Nor can it be limited to verbal-type predicates (such as verbs and prep-

ositions), since ̨ ada and (as will be seen) fîh have the distribution of nominals.

5.3.6 Is -¸s the Specifier of Negation Phrase?

The most frequent analysis of negation in Arabic compares ma-…-¸s with

French ne…pas, suggesting that in each language, negation is expressed through

Negation Phrase, of which ma- is the head, and -¸s a variable in its specifier (c.f.

Ouhalla 1990; Mohamad and Ouhala 1995). A verb raises through NegP, incor-

porating into ma- and hosting -¸s as a clitic. This is illustrated in (5-8) with the

string ma-yismafi-¸s πaddâd tak ≥k≥ “no picker would hear a sound”:
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(5-8)         FP
qp

            F          TP
         fh               3
        F   Tj NP       T’
           fh           !   2
          T  Negj        πaddâd i   tj      NegP

  fh         2
          ma- Prj       -¸¸s     Neg’

    fh   2
Pr  yismafi   tj         PrP

        2
        ti        Pr’

  2
  tj        VP
        2
      NP        tj

     !
      tak≥ ≥≥≥k ≥ ≥≥≥

The problem with this analysis is that it relies on head raising past the

projection in order to derive the correct word order (for other problems, see

Benmamoun 2000: 73-76). When we have non-verbal negation, there is no inde-

pendent reason to argue that the head raises higher than the head position of

NegP, and so we have no way of accounting for the position of -¸s when it does

appear, as in the case of inflected prepositions or the polarity item ̨ ada:

(5-9)
  NegP
5

           -̧s  Neg’
        ri
     Neg              PrP
     fh           2
   ma- Prj     PRO       Pr’
        fh     2
     Pr   fij-ha i       tj         PP

 fh
 ti   tj

?
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Benmamoun (1992; 1997; 2000: 71) also notes that in Moroccan Arabic,

-¸s, when used as a quantifier, is in complementary distribution with negative

polarity items such as ˛etta “even,” or ˛ad “anyone”:

(60) a. ma-¸za-(*¸s)             ˛¥tta wa˛¥d
not-came3MS-neg even   one
“No one came.” (Moroccan Arabic; Benmamoun 2000: 71)

Benmamoun’s observations regarding -¸s do not seem to hold true in Rural

Palestinian Arabic. For example, -¸s and the polarity item ˛ada do co-occur,

when negation is applied to to inflected prepositions or control verbs:

(61) a. ma-mafi-î-¸s            ̨ ada
not-with-CL1S-NEG anyone
“There isn’t anyone with me.” (50.4)

b. ma-xallâ- ¸s        ˛ada    yi∂≥rib-ha
not-let3MS-NEG anyone hit3MS-CL3FS
“He didn’t let anyone hit her.” (43.7)

Benmamoun (2000: 73) notes that similar facts are to be found in Egyptian

Arabic:

(62) ma-¸suft-i¸s        ˛ad
not-saw1S-NEG anyone
“I didn’t see anyone.” (EA)

It does seem that -¸s does not occur when ̨ ada is the direct object of the verb.

(63) a. ma-bi-timnafi          ˛ada    fian-ha
not-INDIC-refuse3FS anyone at-CL3FS
“She doesn’t refuse anyone.” (38.12)

However, if ˛ada is the object of a control verb or of a preposition, it occurs

with -¸s, as in (61) above. This distinguishes it from other indefinite NP objects,

which are freely preceded by negated verbs carrying the -̧s segment. Furthermore,

the polarity item i¸si “something, anything” also occurs with negation with -¸s,

unlike in Moroccan Arabic:
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(64) a. iß-ßubi˛        dawwaru     ma-laqû-¸ ¸s               i̧si
the-morning searched3MP not-found3mpl-neg anything
“In the morning, they searched [but] didn’t find anything.”
(52.12)

b. ma-ßâr-l-i-̧s ¸s                           i¸si
not-became3MS-to-CL1S-NEG anything
“I didn’t get anything.” (10.5)

Therefore, it seems as though Benmamoun’s and Ouhalla’s generaliza-

tion, that -¸s is in complementary distribution with ˛ada, does not apply to to

Rural Palestinian Arabic.

5.3.7 Non-syntactic factors affecting the distribution of -¸s

While I do not have a detailed analysis to present, I suggest that the

distribution of -¸s may not be a syntactic matter at all, or at least not directly12.

Instead, -¸s is attached to the pronounced string at or after the PF-interface. As

we have seen, the distribution of -¸s in RPA lacks the regularity found in Moroccan

or Egyptian Arabic, in which -¸s can be identified with certain syntactic or

intepretive effects. In RPA, the only directly syntactic evidence we have for its

distribution is the set of categories with which it can appear. These are syntactic

objects which either undergo head movement (such as tensed verb stems) or

which are ambiguous between being heads or maximal projections (such as

inflected prepositions, existential fîh, ˛ada, or copular pronouns).

Therefore, I will make a set of assumptions about the PF-interface, and

how it interprets syntactic structure. In particular, I assume that the PF-operations

only recognize heads and maximal projections, applying certain rules to each.

For example, rules placing stress, eliding vowels, or assimilating place (as in

the assimilation that takes place between the Arabic definite article and coronal

12I am obliged to Wayne Harbert and John Bowers for suggesting this line of argument.

consonant onsets of adjecent words) will make reference to maximal projections,
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while rules such as ordering of clitics (i.e. determining whether a clitic is a

proclitic or an enclitic) make reference to heads. Let us suppose that the affixation

of -¸s applies only to heads. Then, given that fîh, inflected prepositions, ˛ada,

and copular pronouns are non-projecting categories, the PF component might

interpret them as heads, even though syntactic operations treat them as maximal

projections. Noun phrases might be excluded from hosting -¸s because the PF-

component only interprets them as maximal projections.

Now, as we have seen, Blau (1960: 193-195) suggests that the distribution

of -¸s in RPA is affected by prosodic factors. For example, he notes that -¸s never

follows a negated stem preceded by wallâhi “by God” or fiumr- “never”, both of

which “strengthen negation” and “carry the stress” (193: see also Benmamoun

2000: 73).

(65) a. k≥âl       “wallâhi ma-b-tΩxi∂-hin                illa t˛utt      nußs lêra fiên
said3MS ‘by God not  INDIC-take2MS-CL3FP but put2MS half   lera  eye
“He said, ‘by God, you won’t take them without paying a good
half lera!’” (18.4)

b. hâ∂≥a    fiumr-e           ma-nâm        bala       sirk≥a
thisMS never-CL3MS not slept3MS without stealing
“He never slept without stealing.” (22.2)

On the other hand, -¸s is obliged to appear when ma- is reduced to a-

before another bilabial stop, or when it is eliminated altogether. A possibility

might be that -¸s in RPA has taken on the function of “supporting” or “reinforcing”

certain kinds of emphasis. For example, the presence of -¸s attracts stress towards

the right edge of the word to which it is attached. Given that the placement of

stress and related vowel length can affect the type of focus associated with

negation, it may be that -¸s is used as a phonological cue for certain interpretation

of negation, or perhaps as a counterbalance to other prosodic rules that affect

stress placement in RPA. If a verb is being negated, -¸s will attract stress away
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from ma- and toward the verb stem (c.f. Schmidt and Kahle 1918: 92*; Younes

1995). For example, if a mono-syllabic verb stem such as radd “he answered” is

negated, rules of stress placement (cf. Younes 1997) will automatically place

stress on the negation marker, lengthening the vowel, and triggering a focused

reading:

(66) a.  /mâ/ +      /radd/ → mâ-radd “He didn’t answer.”

However, affixation of -¸s (and subsequent insertion of an epenthetic vowel)

will allow stress to be shifted back to the verb stem, and avoiding a focussed

interpretation:

(67) a. /mâ/ + /radd/ + /-̧s/ →

/mâ-radd-̧s/ → m-radd-i¸s “He didn’t answer.”

Similarly, taking a verb ∂≥arab-ni “he hit me,” application of ma- results in stress

being placed on the penultimate syllable:

(68) a. /mâ/ + /∂≥arab/ + /-nî/ → m-∂≥arab-ni
“He didn’t hit me.”

However, addition of -¸s would close the final syllable, allowing the vowel to

be pronounced long, and drawing the stress to the final syllable:

(69) a. /mâ/ + /∂≥arab/ + /-nî/ + /-̧s/ → m-∂≥arab-nî-¸s
“He didn’t hit me.”

The interesting question would therefore be whether there is any contrast in

interpretation to be found be ma-∂≥arab-ni and ma-∂≥arab-nî-¸s, for example as

contrastive or new information focus on the pronoun clitic. This question will

have to wait for further research.

These suggestions are necessarily very preliminary, and for verification

would require close study of the interaction between stress placement, negation,

and interpretation. However, should it prove to be true, it would reveal that

the negation system in RPA is in fact quite regular, and moreover, it would
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support the analysis of existential constructions that I have presented, in that

regularity in the negation system would point up the parallels in distribution

between existential fîh and inflected prepositions.

5.4 Gapping and Ellipsis

In this section, I return to Halila’s (1992) arguments in support of his

claim that fîh and inflected prepositions acts as verbal heads. Halila claims that

verb gapping is possible with verbs and inflected prepositions, but not with

predicative prepositions. He takes this as evidence that inflected prepositions

behave as though they were verbal heads by undergoing head raising in the

functional domain of the clause. In this subsection, I will examine this claim,

and conclude that evidence that Halila cites to support it is inconclusive. Instead,

I will sketch a possible analysis of ellipsis and gapping which is compatible

with my proposal.

The examples in (70) show gapping licensed by verbs:

(70) a. sufiâd taqra     fî ktâb w-karîm  ø fî ¸zarîda
Souad read3FS in book and-Karim  in newspaper
“Souad is reading a book and Karim a newspaper.”

b. famma bar¸sa nâs     fi-s-sûq         w-bar¸sa    †alaba
THERE     many people in-the-market and-many students
fi-l-̧zamfia
in-the-university
“There are many people in the market and many students at the
university.” (TA)

(70a) shows gapping with a verb qrâti “she read” in the perfect/past-tense,

while (70b) shows gapping with the same verb in the imperfect/present.

Similarly, in (71), gapping occurs with inflected prepositions fiand-ha “at

her, possessed by her” and quddâm-ha “in front of her”:
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(71) a. sufiâd fiand-ha karhba w-karîm  ø  bisklet
Souad at-CL3FS car         and-Karim   bicycle
“Souad has a car, and Karim a bicycle [lit. ‘Souad, at her is a car,
and Karim a bicycle’].”

b. sufiâd quddâm-ha ra˛ma w-karîm  ø nawâl
Souad before-CL3FS Rahma  and-Karim  Nawal
“Rahma is in front of Souad, and Nawal Karim.”  (TA)

In constrast, predicative PPs cannot license gapping:

(72) a.       * l-karhba fiand sufiâd  w-l-bisklet  ø   karîm
the-car     at      Souad  and-the-bicycle Karim
“Souad has the car, and Karim the bicycle.”

b.       *sufiâd quddâm ra˛ma w-karîm ø nawâl
Souad before       Rahma  and Karim  Nawal
“Souad is in front of Rahma, and Karim Nawal.”  (TA)

Halila follows the common assumption that gapping involves VP-deletion13

under identity with another VP that acts as an antecedent. He concludes that

the inflected preposition must be in VP (since it is deleted) and, because it is a

head, it must be the head of VP.

Furthermore, it is questionable whether his assumption regarding ellipsis

licensing was correct to begin with. Kiss (1996: 135) argues that ellipsis involves

deletion of the IP-domain of the clause (which corresponds to the PrP used in

the present framework), and that expletives - including existential there - occur

outside of IP in her Reference Phrase (RefP) (equivalent to the TP used here).

Therefore, there gives an appearance of licensing the ellipse because it occurs

in a position adjacent to the ellipsis site:

(73) a. There were quarrels in the committee, and there still are.

13See Kortobi (1998) for a discussion of gapping and VP-deletion in Moroccan Arabic.

b. There shouldn’t be any quarrels in the committee, should there?
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The same observation applies to preposed prepositional phrases or right-node

raising, which seems to involve similar constituents:

(74) a. On her shoes, and on her socks, were bells.

This model could account for Halila’s facts given above, if we allow gapping

to include deletion of TP, as shown in (5-10):

(5-10) sufiâd fiand-ha karhba w-karîm   bisklet
Souad at-CL3FS car         and-Karim bicycle
“Souad has a car, and Karim a bicycle.”

          FP
           g

    FP           wa- FP
      4      3
   DP     F’    DP           F’        Gapped Structure
@     4            @      to
sufiâdh     F   TP karîmh      F             TP

  fh            tu    fh         tu
 F   Tk            PrP j T’   F   Tk      PrPj          T’
    fh        !       fh      fh     !      fh
   T  Prk     fiand-hah   tk  PrP     T  Prk   fiand-clh   tk    PrP      
      fh              fh        fh                    fh
     Pr  BEk             tj    Pr’P       Pr  BEk                 tj    Pr’

    fh                         fh
   tk   VP tk   VP

            3          3
          NP     V’       NP              V’
       @       fh    @ fh
       karhba       tk    tj    bisklet         tk   tj

According to this analysis, Sufiâd and Karîm are broad subjects (as per Doron

and Heycock 1999), generated in FP. The rest of the clause(s) shows locative

inversion as described in Ch. 4. The redundant material, which consists of TP

14One interesting fact to be noted here is that in order to be properly interpreted, the
inflected preposition in the gapped clause could not be a copy of its antecedent in the first
conjunct, as copying would result in a mismatch of gender features. In the first conjunct, the
pronoun clitic in fiand-ha “at her” is bound by Sufiâd, a woman’s name. If this were copied by
the second conjunct, it would be bound by Karîm, a man’s name, which would result in a
feature mismatch with fiand-ha. In order to be properly interpreted, the inflected preposition in
the second conjunct should be filled in as fiand-hu “at him”. This would support a reduction or

and PrP, is reduced14.
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Similarly, some instances of apparent ellipsis can be analyzed as VP-

conjunction. In the following examples, two coordinated clausal predicates are

applied to one subject:

(75) a. Emily bought chocolate and rented a movie.
b. Fred bought chocolate and a pound of smoked salmon.

In (75a), the clausal predicates bought chocolate and rented a movie are applied to

the subject Emily. (75b) could be analyzed in the same way, with additional

deletion of the (redundant) verb bought:

(76) a. Emily bought chocolate and Emily rented a movie.
b. Fred bought chocolate and Fred bought a pound of smoked

salmon.

In each case, the external argument of the clause is left unexpressed. According

to my analysis of prepositional phrase fronting, the prepositional expression

occupies the same syntactic position associated with the “subject” of an English

clause, and as such, Halila’s examples given above could be analyzed as across-

the-board movement as well.

In fact, it seems as though different constituents can undergo gapping

and ellipsis, rather than just the VP, as evidenced by the following examples,

which could be analyzed as PP-conjunction just as easily  as they could gapping:

(77) a. On her fingers were rings, and on her shoes bells.
b. [There were quarrels] in the committee, and [ ø ] among the staff.
c. There were [quarrels in the committee], and there still are [ ø ].
d. There shouldn’t [be any quarrels in the committee], should there

de-stressing analysis of gapping, rather than one that involved some form of copying.

This is supported by the indexing process. Assuming that broad subjects are base-
generated in their surface position, they cannot be coindexed with the clitic as a result of a
syntactic operation. Therefore, what we have is pragmatic coreference, in which the broad
subject and the clitic may have distinct indexes but share the same referent. Therefore, a
copying analysis of gapping would predict that the clitic hosted by the inflected preposition
fiand-cl in each conjunct would have Sufiâd as a referent. As this is not the case, the clitic “filled
in” in the second conjunct must have an index distinct from the clitic in the first conjunct.

[ ø ]?
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The same observations apply to preposed prepositional phrases or right-node

raising, which seems to involve similar constituents:

(78) a. On her shoes [ ø ] and on her socks were bells.
b. On her shoes [were bells] and on her socks [were bells]
c. On her fingers [were [rings]] and on her shoes [ ø [bells]]

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, I have examined arguments made by other authors to

the effect that inflected prepositions behave as verbal heads. I conclude that

the diagnostic techniques used to make this claim are inconclusive, and more-

over, that a such claim leads to minimality violations when confronted by

some less-common data involving locative fronting. Therefore, my analysis

both provides a better account of the facts mentioned by these other authors,

as well as extending coverage to some previously unaccounted for data.
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Chapter 6

Inverted Word Order, Focus, and Scrambling

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I will examine some data that present possible complica-

tions for the theory developed in Chapters 3 and 4. These involve instances of

post-verbal word order inversions in existential constructions, which I will

refer to as prepositional phrase scrambling (“PP-scrambling”), after Belletti

and Shlonsky (1995). In these constructions, two prepositional phrases precede

the post-verbal noun phrase:

(1) a. πâr-ak                 il-muslim   abû-h           il-e      
neighbor-CL3MS the-muslim father-CL3MS to-CL3MS
fiala       abû-k           fii¸srîn    alf
against father-CL2MS twenty thousand
“Your neighbor the Muslim, his father, your father owes him
twenty thousand [lit. ‘he has against your father 20,000’].” (100.5)

b. il-i        arbafit alâf          lêra fia-l-bank
to-CL1S four     thousand lera  on-the-bank
“The bank owes me four thousand lera [lit., ‘I have four thou-
sand against the bank’].” (113.8)

In (1a) above, the NP argument fii¸srîn alf “twenty thousand [lera]” follows two

prepositional expressions, il-e “to him” and fiala abû-k “against your father”.

This contrasts with (1b), in which the NP arbfit alâf “four thousand” precedes

the second prepositional phrase, and which I take to represent the unmarked

word order. These facts, if they are derived by syntactic movement, present a

challenge to my proposal as presented thus far, because the mechanisms I
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have proposed should only allow for preposing of one locative constituent.
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However, I will adopt analyses by Aoun and Benmamoun (1998), Neele-

man and Reinhart (1998) and Zubizarreta (1998), according to whom such

word order inversions result from PF-scrambling, operations which satisfy

conditions on a well-formed PF-representation, rather than from syntactic oper-

ations proper. Following Reinhart’s (1983, 1986, 1993) theory of coreference

and binding, I argue that obligatory disjoint reference between a pronoun in

the scrambled constituent and the post-posed noun phrase, although it suggests

properties of A-movement, is in fact due to pragmatic conditions on theme-rheme

structure. Therefore, this restriction is not due to syntactic processes at all, and

is in fact allowed in other constructions which are syntactically similar but

which do not have the same pragmatic theme-rheme interpretation.

The chapter is organized as follows: in section 6.1, I present the word

order facts, including a comparison with clauses with transitive verbs, which

show similar inversions between the NP and the locative. In section 6.2, I

present my analysis; in 6.3, I examine and reject other possible analyses, partic-

ularly an analysis proposed by Belletti and Shlonsky (1995). And, in section

6.4, I show that my theory is supported by examples of accent placement in

recorded speech samples from Rural Palestinian Arabic.

6.2 Post-Verbal Scrambling

In the last chapter, I discussed existential constructions with a word

order of Copula-Locative-NP, and proposed a model of syntactic derivation that

derives these orders. The crucial part of my proposal (based in large part on

Collins 1997) is that the locative expression raises first to PrP and then to T, in

order to check strong features in each of these heads (a D-feature and the EPP

feature respectively). However, the data to be presented in this chapter involve

locative preposing constructions with additional word order inversions within
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the post-verbal field of the clause. In particular, this occurs when there are two

locative expressions (usually prepositional phrases) in the clause, both preceding

the noun phrase (including the dative clitic l-i ”to me” in 2d):

(2) a. mayyal        fi-hal-˛ô¸s  fîh    hanâk yaxôr la-√afandi
turned3MS in-this-yard THERE there   stall     to-Efendi
“He turned into this yard; there was a stall there belonging to
some Efendi.” (118.4)

b. mâ l-ak         fiind-i   bâb  la-l-fatwa
not to-CL2MS at-CL1S door to-the-law
“I don’t have any ruling for you.” (121.3)

c. k≥âl          “k ≥ult-l-ak              ru˛in      k≥u††˙nât-ak w-inçân fiind-ak
said3MS “said1S-to-CL2MS went3FP figs-CL2MS    and-if     at-CL2MS
min-hin     ˛abbe, b-akûß           ̧sârib         u-b-axalli     ̧sârib
from-CL3FP seedFS, INDIC-shave1S moustache and-leave1S moustache
“He said, ‘I told you your figs are gone, and if you have [even] a
piece [left] of them, I’ll shave half my moustache and leave
half’.” (20.7)

d. ya sîd-i        ra†îl-ak          iz∞îr, bidd-i       tsawwî-l-i
oh lord-CL1S ratils-CL2MS small, wish-CL1S make2MS-to-CL1S
min hal-˛âπar fiiyârât
from this stone   weights
“My lord, your ratil1 is small; I want to make myself weights
from this stone.”(30.9)

If these post-verbal word order inversions are derived by syntactic move-

ment, then there must be some derivational machinery that drives such move-

ment, in addition to what I have proposed up to this point. The problem is that

once the first prepositional expression has been preposed, there are no mech-

anisms left to motivate the additional inversion. As I described in Chapter 3

(following Collins 1997), the process begins with the strong D-feature in PrP.

1A ratil is a measure of weight equal to 2.88kg (Schmidt and Kahle 1918: p.74, ff.7).

This is checked either by the raising of the locative PrP (in case it contains a
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strong D-feature), or by the merging of fîh. Once this strong D-feature is checked,

it can no longer attract another constituent, removing the motivation for scram-

bling of the PP. Therefore, either the analysis developed so far is inadaquate,

or there is some other process at work which produces an illusion of a secondary

inversion structure. I will argue that the latter is the case.

6.3 Analysis

The analysis I propose for these data follows Aoun and Benmamoun

(1998), Neeleman and Reinhart (1998) and Zubizarreta (1998), according to

whom word order inversions in the post-verbal field of the clause are the

result of prosodically driven relinearization operations which do not affect the

LF form of the derivation. In particular, P-movement (Zubizarreta 1998: 138-151),

a non-feature checking operation that applies at the PF-interface, left-adjoins

the prepositional phrase to VP, or whatever is the most local maximal projection

containing its base position2. P-movement is a last-resort operation which is

driven by well-formedness conditions on the PF-representation, which require

that the constituent bearing nuclear stress in the clause, and therefore marked

for tonic focus, must be in the most deeply embedded position in the clause

2The main difference between Zubizarreta’s and Neeleman and Reinhart’s proposals
is that Zubizarreta derives the word order differences by a movement operation, while Neeleman
and Reinhart derive it from different positions of base generation. Neeleman and Reinhart
argue that unsatisfied features of a lexical head percolate with other features of the head, and
thus can be satisfied at any level of the syntactic structure in which the verbs features still
project. Therefore, given that an adverb adjoined to a projection behaves as a syntactic (and
semantic) functor, returning the same projection as it adjoined to, it should be immaterial
whether an argument of a verb is merged adjacent to the verb or to the right of an adjunct; it
will be able to saturate a thematic role in either position.

3This simplifies Zubizarreta’s analysis substantially. In particular, she claims that the
NSR has two clauses or “modules”: according to the first, tonic focus is placed on the lowest in
a hierarchy of arguments inthe clause, while according to the second, tonic stress is placed on
the mostly deeply embedded constituent in the clause. Zunizarreta argues that both clauses of
the NSR are active in German and English, while only the second clause is active in Romance.

(Zubizarreta 1998: 138-9)3.
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For example, a prepositional phrase base-generated as the complement

of a noun head will be P-adjoined to the NP projected by that head:

(6-1) Illustration of P-movement

NP NP
     3 5
    N         PrP →           PrPi     N’

     @        @ 2
         PP            PP            N         ti

To illustrate this with example (2c) above, the string min-hin ˛abbe “a piece of

them” has a base order of ̨ abbe min-hin:

(6-2) NP               NP
     3 5
  ˛abbe        PP      → PPj                 N’

     @       @             2
    min-hin      min-hin             ˛abbe    tj

P-movement applies, adjoining the PP to NP.

Word order inversion (in particular PP-scrambling4) is driven by the

need to arrange well-formed prosodic structures at the PF-interface; PP-

scrambling isolates the NP in the clauses’ nuclear stress “well,” which is associ-

ated with presentational focus. This means that pronouns embedded within

the scrambled constituent are intepreted as part of the discourse background,

while the post-verbal NP is interpreted as discourse-new, such that coreference

between the two is not possible. This is due to pragmatic restrictions on corefer-

ence rather than syntactic binding. According to these restrictions, the pronoun

She also argues that English, German and French have a rule of destressing, which can render a
constituent “invisible” to the calculation of stress placement. Destressing serves as an alternative
to P-movement in languages that have it. However, Spanish, Italian, and according to the
present analysis, Arabic, do not have destressing and therefore rely on P-movement to resolve
conflits between the Focus Prominence Rule and the Nuclear Stress Rule.

4The term is taken from Belletti and Shlonsky (1994).

is associated with discourse-old information, while the noun phrase marked
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with nuclear stress is associated with discourse-new information, so that coref-

erence between the two is ruled out pragmatically, but is (trivially) allowed by

the syntax.

The heart of the analysis is the connection between sentence stress and

presentational focus. Using the Nuclear Stress Rule as formulated by Zubirarreta

(1998: 40) and Neeleman and Reinhart (1998: 341), tonic stress is placed on the

most deeply embedded constituent in the clause. Tonic stress is associated

with presentational (non-contrastive) focus, which can project from the stressed

element up to the largest subset of the focus set (Neeleman and Reinhart 1998:

333), a set of constituents that includes the focused constituent itself, as well as

the set of maximal projections dominating it up to the clausal node.

Let us briefly review the structure I have assumed for the VP in a

presentational construction, including the matrix PrP, VP, the embedded PrP

and PP:

(6-3)       PrP1

   5
 Pr        VP

            fh          4
           Pr  Vj       NP1        V’

   @      4
         tj       PrP2

        4
       PRO       Pr’

        4
       Pr       PP
     fh            3
    Pr  Pi        NP2             ti

          @

Zubizarreta argues that the stress rule is calculated only with regard to constit-

uents that are metrically “visible,” those being syntactic objects that are pro-

nounced:
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(3) Nuclear Stress Rule (Zubizarreta 1998: 40)

Given two nodes C1 and C2 that are metrical sisters, the one
lower in the syntactic asymmetric c-command ordering is more
prominent.

This is equivalent to Neeleman and Reinhart’s Nuclear Stress Rule (Neeleman

and Reinhart 1998; Cinque 1993):

(4) Nuclear Stress Rule (Neeleman and Reinhart 1998: 341)

Main stress falls on the most deeply embedded constituent.

I will use the latter in what follows5.

Zubizarreta defines “metrical sisterhood” as follows:

metrical sisterhood is a less restricted version of syntactic sister-
hood, in the sense that it may ignore intervening syntactic
consituents that are not metrically branching, that is, that im-
mediately dominate metrically invisible material…typically,

5Wayne Harbert (p.c.) has suggested the possibility that tonic focus might be assigned
to the rightmost constituent in the PF-string. That  this might be a preferred approach may be
suggested by the following facts from Scots Gaelic (cf. Adger 1997), in which  the most deeply
embedded constituent in the clause (ann an Lunnain “in London”) is not the one assigned
focus by Neeleman and Reinhart’s NSR:

(i) Chunnaic Mòrag do màithair ann an Lunnain     an dè
saw            Morag  your mother          in  the London  yesterday
“Morag saw your mother in London yesterday.”

(ii) Chunnaic Mòrag ann an Lunnain an dè      i
saw    Morag   in    the London  yesterday her
“Morag saw her in London yesterday.”

(iii) Bhasaich Mòrag ann an Lunnain an dè
died          Morag   in    the London yesterday
“Morag died in London yesterday.”

Instead, Adger suggests that stress is assigned with reference to the right edge of the clause,
and that the weak clitic i “her” is merged with whatever constituent is assinged tonic focus.
However, if we were to accept a rule placing focus on the rightmost constituent in the string,
we would still need to account for conflicts arising between this rule and another assigning
stress to a more-leftwards constituent.

Another possibility might be to formulate an analysis of the Scots Gaelic data above in
terms of Zubizarreta’s (1998) theory, which is more developed than Neeleman and Reinharts,
and which provides both more mechanisms for assigning focus, as well as more means for
resolving conflicts between these mechanisms.

consituents that are phonologically silent, such as traces, are
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metrically invisible for the purpose of applying the [Nuclear
Stress Rule]. (p.41)

This excludes traces, PRO’s, and other phonetically null elements. Therefore, in

(6-4) below, NP1 and PrP2 (and indeed Pr’) count as “metrical sisters.”

(6-4)                 PrP1

   5
 Pr        VP “Metrical Sisters”

            fh          4
           Pr  Vj       NP1        V’

   @      4
         tj       PrP2

        4
       PRO       Pr’

        4
       Pr       PP
     fh            3
    Pr  Pi        NP2             ti

          @

The metrically “visible” elements of a clause form what Neeleman and

Reinhart call a Focus Set, defined as follows:

(5) Focus Set: The Focus Set of IP contains the constituents containing main
stress in IP.

According to (5), the Focus Set of (6-4) is {PrP1, VP, PrP2, PP, NP2}. If focus is

associated with VP, then both NP1 and PrP2 will be within the Focus Set.

However, if the focus is placed on NP1, the focus set will be {NP1, VP, PrP1}.

PrP2 is not a member of this set, so it is destressed, and the Nuclear Scope Rule,

which requires that the most deeply embedded constituent be the most prom-

inent, will conflict with Zubizarreta’s Focus Prominence Rule, a PF well-

formedness condition, which requires that the constituent marked for focus is

the most prominent. The Nuclear Stress Rule requires that NP2 be the most

prominent, as it is the most deeply embedded. The Focus Prominence Rule

requires that NP1 be prominent, because it has been assigned stress.
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The conflict between these two rules is resolved by P-movement of PrP2

to a position left-adjoined to VP, the most local maximal projection dominating

the base position of PrP2:

(6-5)       PrP1

   qp
 Pr              VP

            fh           qp
           Pr  Vj         PrPk         V’

    @          4
                      NP1        V’
             @     4

        tj       tk

As a result of this operation, NP1 is now the most deeply embedded metrically

visible constituent in the clause, taking focal stress (the traces of V and PrP2 are

of course, more deeply embedded than NP1, but don’t count toward calculating

stress placement). As P-movement is associated purely with the PF-interface, it

has no effect on LF representations, but only on the linear order of the pronounced

string, which is why binding is not affected, but possible coreference is.

6.3.1 Applying the Analysis

The proposal sketched above accounts for most of the problematic cases

described at the beginning of the chapter:

(170) a. πâr-ak                 il-muslim  abû-h            il-e      
neighbor-CL3MS the-muslim father-CL3MS to-CL3MS
 fiala      abû-k            fii¸srîn   alf
against father-CL2MS twenty thousand
“Your neighbor the Muslim, his father, your father owes him
20,000.” (100.5)

b. mayyal       fi-hal-˛ô¸s   fîh     hanâk yaxôr la-√afandi
turned3MS in-this-yard THERE there   stall      to-Efendi
“He turned into this yard; there was a stall there belonging to
some Efendi.” (118.4)
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For (5b), I assume that at PF the clause has a structure like the following

(following proposals in Chapters 2 and 3):

(6-6) TP
 4

           DPk T’
        !       4
          fih      T          PrP2

          fh      2
         T  Prj            tk    Pr’

 fh            2
Pr  BEj            tj         VP

           4
         NP          V’
      @     2
        yaxôr          tj        PrP1

   la-√afandi           2
        PRO       Pr’

 ru
Pr     PP

           fy    !
         Pr  hanâk i    ti

Next, we assume that the locative expression hanâk “there” is destressed,

either by being assigned a particular feature (as per Zubizarreta 1998), or as

part of a cycle of PF rules (as per Neeleman and Reinhart 1998). According to

Zubizarreta’s definition of metrical sisterhood, the NP yaxôr la-√afandi “a stall

belonging to some Efendi” and the locative small clause headed by hanâk “there”

are metrical sisters. Hanâk is more deeply embedded than the NP, so the Nuclear

Stress Rule will require that it be the most prominent constituent in the clause.

However, since it has been destressed, the NP yaxôr la-√afandi “a stall belonging

to some Efendi” is assigned focal prominence, which again gives rise to a

conflict between the Nuclear Stress Rule and Zubizarreta’s Focus Prominence

Rule. Therefore, at the PF interface, the locative expression undergoes P-

movement and adjoins to VP, its most local dominating maximal projection:
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 (6-7) TP
 4

           fihk T’
                     4
                      T          PrP

          fh        2
         T  Prj             tk      Pr’

 fh              2
Pr  BEj              tj         VP

                   tp
     PrPi      V’
  @  2
   hanâk  tj         V’

       tp
    NP                    V’

       $       2
     yaxôr la-√afandi    tj          ti

This makes the NP yaxôr la-√afandi “a stall belonging to some Efendi” the most

deeply embedded metrically visible constituent, and allows hanâk “there” to be

felicitously destressed. This derives the correct word order.

In the case of (1a) above, a similar process is at work. The difference is

that the constituent that undergoes P-movement, the PP fiala abû-k “against

your father”, is a sub-constituent of the NP. Therefore, P-movement will left-

adjoin it to NP, the most local dominating maximal projection. As before, we

begin with the syntactic configuration at PF:
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(6-8)     TP
    5
  PrPj         T’
!       5
  il-e      T       PrP

    fh         5
   T   Pri       tj Pr’
       fh            5
      Pr  BEi            ti               VP

 5
           NP      V’
  4           2
 QP  N’        ti          tj

         @         2
        fii¸srîn alf    [lera]      PP

           #
           fiala abû-k

Again, the most deeply embedded metrical sisters in (6-8) are the NP fii¸srîn alf

“twenty thousand” and the PP fiala abû-k “against your father”. Assuming that

fiala abû-k has been destressed, we again have a conflict between the Nuclear

Stress Rule and the Focus Prominence Rule, the former requiring fiala abû-k

“against your father” to have focal prominence, while the latter requires fii¸srîn

alf “twenty thousand [lera]” to be. As before, this conflict is resolved through

P-movement of the PP:
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(6-9)         TP
    5
  PrPj         T’
!        5
  il-e       T           PrP

    fh           5
   T   Pri          tj   Pr’
       fh             5
     Pr  BEi              ti    VP

   5
NP        V’

                4              fh
     PPk              N’             ti   tj

       #     3      
       fiala abû-k   QP            N’   

@         fh
          fii¸srîn alf  [lera]  tk

As before, P-movement derives the correct word order for the example in

question.

6.4 Other Analyses

In this section I examine alternative explanations for the word order

inversion under discussion. The first, based on Belletti and Shlonsky (1995),

posits that scrambling of the PP is a form of A-movement. The second explanation

says that the post-posed element undergoes right-ward movement. I argue

that both possibilities are incorrect: the first is unformulable in the Minimalist

Program, and the second requires extensive stipulation. 

6.4.1 Belletti and Shlonksy (1994): PP-Scrambling as A-movement

Belletti and Shlonsky (1994: 490-491) discuss examples from Hebrew

like the following, in which the locative prepositional phrase √al ha-¸¸sulxan “on

the table” can either follow (6a) or precede (6b) the direct object noun phrase

√et ha-safer hahu “that book”:
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(6) a. henaxti √et   ha-sefer hahu √al ha-¸sulxan
put1S     ACC the-book  that    on the-table
“I put that book on the table.”

b. henaxti √al ha-̧sulxan √et   ha-sefer hahu
put1S     on the-table     ACC the-book  that
“I put on the table that book.”

(7) a. lamadti   harbe dvarim me-ha   √ax        ̧sel-i
learned1S many  things   from-the brother POSS-CL1S
“I learned many things from my brother.”

b. lamadti    me-ha   √ax        ̧sel-i        harbe dvarim
learned1S from-the brother POSS-CL1S many  things
“I learned from my brother many things.”

(8) a. xataxti prusat lexem ba-sakin haze
cut1S    slice      bread   with-knife this
“I cut a slice of bread with this knife.”

b. xataxti ba-sakin haze prusat lexem
cut1S    with-knife this   slice      bread
“I cut a slice of bread with this knife.”

(9) a. hem  şalxu   zer        praxim le-Gianni
they   sent3PL bouquet flowers   to-Gianni
“They sent a bouquet of flowers to Gianni.”

b. hem  ¸salxu   le-Gianni zer        praxim
they   sent3PL to-Gianni   bouquet flowers
“They sent Gianni a bouquet of flowers.”

(10) a. natanu pras  le-Dina
gave1P   prize to-Dina
“We gave a prize to Dina.”

b. natanu le-Dina pras
gave1P   to-Dina prize
“We gave Dina a prize.”

Belletti and Shlonsky assume that the unmarked word order is that given in

the (a) examples, NP-PP. They claim that Hebrew allows prepositional phrase
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scrambling more freely than Italian does, and also allows heavy NP shift, such

that the word order PP-NP can be derived by two different mechanisms; either

by scrambling or by rightward extraposition of the (heavy) noun phrase6.

They also note that a post-verbal noun phrase is interpreted with con-

trastive focus, as is illustrated in the following short texts:

(11) Q: mi   √acar      √et  ha-roceax?
who detained ACC the-murderer?
“Who arrested the murderer?”

a. √et  ha-roceax     √acra      ha-mi¸stara
ACC the-murderer detained the-police
“It was the police who arrested the murderer.”

b.      # √et  ha-roceax     ha-mi¸stara √acra
ACC the-murderer the-police     detained
“Same”

Given the question mi √acar √et ha-roceax “who arrested the murderer?”, the

6In addition, they claim that Italian allows “light NP” post-posing in addition to
PP-scrambling. They distinguish the two on the basis of the ne-cliticization test: post-posed
subjects cannot license a ne-clitic on the verb:

(i) ne         ho    dato  tre      a Gianni
of-them have given three to Gianni
“I have given three of them to Gianni.”

(ii)        *ne         ho    dato  a  Gianni tre
of-them have given to Gianni  three
“Same.”

However, rightextraposed NPs are acceptable when they are “heavy” (as in (iii)), or focalized
(as in (iv)):

(iii) ne         ho    dato  a  Gianni tre      che   mi avevano consigliato
of-them have given to Gianni  three which me have         suggested
la   settimana scorsa
the week           last
“I gave Gianni three which they suggested to me last week.”

(iv) ne         ho    dato  a  Gianni uno solo
of-them have given to Gianni  one  only
“I have given Gianni only one of them.”

appropriate response is (11a), which has the noun phrase ha-mi¸stara “the police”
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in the post-verbal “focus” position. In contrast, (11b), in which the noun phrase

precedes the verb, is infelicitous as a response.

Similar correspondences between word order and interpretation can be

seen regarding PP-scrambling: a preposed PP is interpreted as the focus of a

response to a question:

(12) Q: le-mi      carix le-haxzir √et   ha-maftaxot?
to-whom must to-return   ACC the-keys?
“Who do we have to return the keys to?”

a. carix le-haxzir le-Rina √et  ha-maftaxot
must to-return  to-Rina   ACC the-keys
“The keys must be given back to Rina.”

b.      # carix le-haxzir √et  ha-maftaxot le-Rina
must to-return  ACC the-keys          to-Rina
“Same.”

In (12), the appropriate response is (12a), in which the preposition phrase

le-Rina “to Rina” is in a preposed position, suggesting that the prepositional

phrase raises to the focus position.

In addition, PP-scrambing and VS word order are incompatible:

(13) a. √etmol natan Dani matana le-Rina
yesterday gave Dani present to-Rina
“Dani gave Rina a present yesterday.”

b.     ?? √etmol     natan Dani le-Rina matana
yesterday gave   Dani   to-Rina present
“Same.”

(14) a. √etmol     heniax Dani √et  ha-vaza fial ha-¸sulxan
yesterday placed  Dani  ACC the-vase   on the-table
“Yesterday, Dani placed the vase on the table.”

b.     ?? √etmol     heniax Dani fial ha-̧sulxan √et  ha-vaza
yesterday placed   Dani  on the-table      ACC the-vase
“Same.”
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In (13b) and (14b), the subject noun phrase Dani and the prepositional phrases

le-R®ina “to Rina” and √a ha-¸sulxân “on the table” cannot co-occur to the left of

the object. Because of this, Belletti and Shlonksy argue that there is a Focus

projection (FP) between VP and AgrOP (PrP in the terms assumed here)7, to

which the focused constituent moves (whether this is the subject NP or the

prepositional phrase):

(6-10) le-haxzir le-Rina √et  ha-maftaxot
to-return to-Rina   ACC the-keys
“to return the keys to Rina”

              TP
3
le    PrP
        3
      PRO Pr’

  4
 Pr FocP

              g  4
         haxziri  PPj F’

        @     3
        le-Rina       F              VP

 ri
NP          V”

 $      fh
           √et ha-maftaxot     ti   tj

The word order restrictions seen in (13b) and (14b) are due to competition

between the subject noun phrase and the locative PP for the specifier of this

Focus projection.

Returning now to Rural Palestinian Arabic, Belletti and Shlonsky’s pro-

posal derives the desired word order in an example like (2a), repeated below:

7Belletti and Shlonsky argue that in Hebrew, the specifier of FP projects to the left,
whereas in Italian it projects to the right. Their proposal is formulated in a pre-minimalist
Principles and Parameters framework which allows such stipulations on phrase-structure. It is
not clear that such a stipulation would be formulable in the Minimalist Program.
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(2) a. mayyal       fi-hal-˛ô¸s   fîh     hanâk yaxôr la-√afandi
turned3MS in-this-yard THERE there    stall     to-Efendi
“He turned into this yard; there was a stall there belonging to
some Efendi.” (118.4)

The locative adverb hanâk “there” could be analyzed as having risen into  Focus

Phrase:

(6-11)           TP
4

          fihh            T’
          3
          T      PrP

           fh   2
          Fi   T   th        Pr’
         fh        2
        Pri  F        ti      FocP
      fh to
     BEi  Pr          AdvPj         F’

        @       2
        hanâk   ti        VP

          tp
         NP          V’

        %     fh
         yaxôr la-√efendi       ti   tj

However, in the remainder of the examples in (1) and (2) above, Belletti

and Shlonsky’s analysis encounters difficulty, in that it would require unusual

extraction procedures. For example, in each example in (1) and (2) (repeated

below), the second preposed locative is understood as being in a predicative

relationship with the noun phrase, and its base position is analyzed as the

complement of N.

(1) a. fii̧srîn   alf                      fiala       abû-k
twenty thousand [lera] against father-cl2MS
“20,000 [lera] against your father”
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b. arbafit alâf            lêra fia-l-bank
four     thousands lera  on-the-bank
“4000 lera on the bank”

(2) a. bâb  la-l-fatwa fiind-i
door to-the-law   at-CL1S
“a door to the law at me”

b. ˛abbe min-hin
piece    from-CL3FP
“a piece of them”

In order to apply Belletti and Shlonksy’s analysis to these examples, we would

have to be able to extract the constituent in question out of the noun phrase

first, as shown in (6-12):

(6-12) k≥u††˙nât-ak, inçân fiînd-ak  min-hin      ˛abbe
figs-CL2MS,    if       at-CL2MS from-CL3FP seed
“your figs, if you have one left…!”

TP
   4

PPj              T’
         @        2
        fiand-ak         T        PrP

    fh  2
  Fi   T   tj         Pr’
 fh        2
Pri  F        ti      FP

          fh        4
         BEi  Pr        PPk       F’
            # 2

              min-hin         ti        VP
              rp
             NP    V’
      3   fh
      tk           N’          ti   tj

      2
    NP        tk

@
˛abbe
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In Minimalist terms, moving the NP-internal prepositional phrase to the Focus

Phrase would involve two separate operations: moving the PP to an A’-position

in NP, and then to adjoin to FocP. Each of these operations would require

independent motivation in the form of a strong feature that would need to be

checked. To motivate the first transformation of the PP, from the base position

as the complement of N to the position adjoined to NP would therefore require

that an A-chain be exhaustively included within a single maximal projection.

This would in turn require a stipulation as to why this putatively strong feature

could not be checked by the PP in its base position, as opposed to undergoing

raising first.

Belletti and Shlonsky argue that PP scrambling is a result of leftward

A-movement, rather than A’movement, justifying this claim with the observation

that a clitic pronoun in the scrambled constituent cannot corefer with the em-

bedded noun phrase, as coreference implies reconstruction, and A-movement

in general is held to not allow reconstruction (this amounts to a claim that a

disjoint reference can be used as a diagnostic for A-movement):

(15) a. bak≥a     fi-bêt-him        ülâd
was3MS in-house-CL3MP childrenMP
“*in theiri house were childreni”
“in theirj house were childreni”

However, as we saw previously, a noun phrase at the right edge of the

clause can control agreement marking on a preceding participle:

(16) a. bak≥a       fih     k ≥ ≥≥≥âfidîn      fi-bêt-him         fiasçar
was3MS THERE sitPARTMP in-house-cl3MP soldiersMP
“There were livingi in theirj/*i house soldiersi”

Following the analysis in Chapter 2, the participle k≥âfidîn “living” heads a small

clause that includes a PRO argument controlled by the noun phrase fiasç≈ar “sol-

diers.” This is illustrated in (6-13), which depicts the LF structure of example
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(16):

(6-13)                    FP
4
F          TP

          fh        4
          Tj  F      DPk            T’
        fh      ! 4
       Prj  T       fihk       tj          PrP
     fy $
   bak ≥ ≥≥≥aj Pr   PRO  tj    tj    VP

           4
         NP          V’
      @     4

                   fiasçari    tj         PrP
           4
         PRO1          Pr’

           4
           Pr                    VP

      2      2
     Pr  k≥ ≥≥≥âfidîni     PP        ti

         #
          fi-bêt-him

In (6-13), PRO1 would precede the noun phrase in the surface string, but

would be c-commanded by it at LF, where the binding relation between the

two would be established. Therefore, the small clause PRO k ≥âfidîn hanâk “PRO

living there” must be reconstructed to a position within the c-command domain

of the noun phrase, as shown in (6-13). Thus, there is an apparent paradox

implied by (16): PP-scrambling in the the former seems to require an A-movement

analysis that resists reconstruction, because there must be disjoint reference

between the pronoun clitic in bêt-him “their house” and fiasçar “soldiers,” while

the agreement marking on the participle seems to require A’-movement which

does allow reconstruction.

6.4.2 Inversions in Transitive Clauses

Interestingly, similar word order inversions occur in the post-verbal

field of clauses with transitive verbs, and seem to be motivated by factors
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including noun phrase definiteness and prosodic weight, as is the case with

post-verbal inversions in existential constructions. In both kinds of construction,

both indefinite and definite object noun phrases tend to precede prepositional

phrases with full NP arguments. If the prepositional phrase includes an inflected

pronoun, an indefinite tends to follow it, while a definite precedes it. Heavy

noun phrases frequently follow the prepositional phrase. However, none of

these observations is absolute: indefinite noun phrases do precede inflected

prepositions, heavy noun phrases can precede a prepositional phrase, and

definite noun phrases can follow the preposition phrase.

These various possibilities are illustrated below. The examples in (17)

illustrate inverted post-verbal word order, with the prepositional phrase com-

plement preceding an indefinite object noun phrase:

(17) a. fiak ≥k≥abat        min-ha       k≥ ≥≥≥annîne z∞îre
held-back3FP from-CL3FP bottleFS   smallFS
“She retained of it a small bottle.” (42.16)

b. u-˛u††u         fialê-h           çêl        u-nußß
and-put3MS upon-CL3MS weight and-half
“…and they put on him a weight and a half.” (21.2)

The examples in (18) show definite noun phrases preceding the prep-

ositional phrase complement. In the source text, both the object NP and the

PP-complement have been previously mentioned in the discourse:

(18) a. k≥âl        “la√a, bidd-na  nid˛a¸s †îz-ak          fi-s-sirwâl,      ya ̧sêx”
said3MS no,  wish-CL1P stick1P rear-CL2MS in-the-uniform,oh Sheikh”
“He said, ‘no, we’re going to stick your rear in uniform, Sheikh’.”
(15.2)
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b. xâfu            l-∞azzâye w-harabu     w-xallu        k≥ ≥≥≥râß-him       
feared3MP the-bandits and-fled3MP and-left3MP ash-bread-CL3MP
fi-n-nâr
in-the-fire
“The bandits panicked and fled and left their ash-bread in the
fire.” (38.2)

Those in (19) show heavy-NP shift:

(19) a. ˛a††at  fia-πur˛-e              min mîyyt il-˛ayâh
put3FP on-wound-CL3MS from water  the-life
“She put on his wound [some] of the water-of-life.” (42.5)

b. k≥âmat   sawwat   la-bint-ha             haz-zawwâde fiala ußûl-ha
rose3FP made3FP to-daughter-CL3FP these-provisions as
requirements-CL3FP
“Then she made for her daughter these provisions as was prop-
er.” (45.7)

Similar inversions occur following active participles of transitive verbs, showing

that inversion occurs independently of whether the verb is a tensed form or

not. This is illustrated in  (20):

(20) a. bakêt ̨ â†i†           fi fiibb-i           açam min ßarâra
was1S putPARTMS in pocket-CL1S some   from stones
“I had put in my pocket several stones.” (17.3)

b. w-il-masî˛         mâsiç          f-êd-e                luxra    çtâb içbîr
and-the-Messiah holdPARTMS in-hand-CL3MS another book big
afila   min râs-e
taller than head-CL3MS
“…and the Messiah was holding in his hand another big book,
taller than his head.” (64.3)

c. iftaçrat        inn-e            ̧sâyif         fialê-ha        i̧si
thought3FP that-CL3MS seePARTMS upon-CL3FP something
“She thought that he had seen something against her.” (60.3)

The word orders shown in (20) are marked. In the unmarked case, the object

noun phrase precedes the prepositional phrase complement. This is shown

below; the examples in (21) show participles hosting pronoun clitics, which
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(necessarily) precede the prepositional phrase, while those in (8) show a full

NP preceding the PP:

(21) a. bâk ≥i         fiind-e       b-îπi                   ±ala±în bê∂≥e   mma∂∂re,
bePARTMS at-CL3MS INDIC-come3MS thirty   eggFS rottenFS,

ą̂†i†-hin                fi hal-fiilbe
putPARTMS-CL3FP in-this-box
“He had some thirty rotten eggs; he had put them in this box.”
(23.1)

b. bak≥a       mafi-i        ±al±   awâk ≥   titin     u-frim-hin
was3MS with-CL1S three ounces tobacco and-chopPARTMS-CL3FP
fiala raddit ßurmâyt-i
on    sole      sandal-CL1S
“I had with me three ounces of tobacco, and I had chopped them
on the sole of my sandal.” (16.4)

(22) a. ta-yçûnu            mêx∂în      çill i˛k ≥ ≥≥≥ûk≥ ≥≥≥-him    mn-d-dêr
IN-ORDER-be3MP takePART

MPL all  rights-CL3MP  from the-monestery
w-imsâwyîn-him                fi çill il-i˛k≥ ≥≥≥ûk ≥ ≥≥≥  iç-çanâysîye
and-be-equalPART

MPL-CL3MP in all   the-rights the-ecclesiastical
“…in order to retain all their rights from the monastery, and to
be their equals in all ecclesiastical rights.” (56.1)

b. u-hu    ˛âmil            hal-k ≥ ≥≥≥ir†alle malâne waraß çlâb fia-râs-e
and-he carryPARTMS this-basketFS fullFS manure dogs on-head-CL3MS
“…while he was carrying a basket full of dog manure on his
head.” (54.7)

c. w-il-nûrîye         ˛âmle          l-k≥ ≥≥≥u††ên fi-ç-çîs     fia-∂∂∂∂≥≥≥≥ahir-ha
and-the-gypsyFS carryPARTFS the-figs   in-the-bag on-back-CL3FP
“…while the gypsy was carrying the figs in the bag on her back.”
(20.6)

According to most analyses of Arabic clause structure, participles in do

not raise out of the thematic domain of the clause8 (c.f. Halila 1992; Eid 1993).

In the present framework, this means that they do not raise past PrP into TP.

This is seen in their inability to host the ma…¸s negation morpheme (c.f. Chapter

4). However, as can be seen in (21) above, they host object pronoun clitics,
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assign accusative case, license telic aspectual readings, and agree with their

external arguments, all of which indicate that they raise into PrP, adjoining to

its head.

Therefore, we can deduce that participles can occur no higher and no

lower than the head of PrP. It follows from this that post-verbal word order

inversions have to take place within the VP. Given that prepositional phrase

complements are generated as sisters to V0, a leftward A-movement analysis of

inversion would require that an A-chain be contained exhaustively within one

maximal projection. This might be technically feasible under the definition of

checking domain given in Chomsky (1995: 178), according to which the com-

plement position is excluded from the “checking domain.” The PP would be

generated as the complement of V, and would raise to the specifier of VP to

check some as yet undetermined feature.

Alternately, should we wish to argue that these word orders are derived

8The main reason for arguing that Arabic participles do not raise is their position
relative to negation and their tense interpretation. In most forms of Arabic, participles cannot
host the ma…¸s negation morpheme, and are instead negated by mi¸s/ma¸s/mu¸s or by one of the
pronouns of negation (ma-nî-¸s, ma-hû-¸s , ma-ntî-¸s, etc.). This is also true of adjectival, nominal,
and prepositional predicates (with the exception of inflected prepositions noted above: see Eid
1993).

Likewise, “bare” participles denote a punctual present tense, similar in some respects
to the English present continuous and/or present perfect (depending on the aktionsart of the
root verb from which the participle is derived). Tensed verbs in the imperfect are ambiguous
between a punctual present tense, and a habitual/iterative interpretation. The imperfect can
also be ambiguous with regards to its tense reference; it can refer to the past if it follows a
past-tense marker such as a tensed auxiliary. Participles, on the other hand, have to occur in a
syntagm with a past-tense auxiliary in order to refer to the past tense. Of course, it must be
kept in mind that participles (particularly those of transitive verbs) have a perfective
interpretation similar to the English present perfect, in which a completed action is evaluated
in terms of the moment of utterance.

This contrast between these kinds of predicates and tensed verbs (which are inflected
for person) can be readily explained by claiming that participles, etc. do not raise out of the
VP-complex into T in the syntax, while tensed forms (such as the perfect and imperfect stems)
do. See Ouhalla (1990) for a discussion of negation and verb movement, Eid (1993) for a
discussion of negation and non-verbal predicates, and Shlonsky (1997: 94-108 for discussion of
Arabic; 25-42 for Hebrew) for a discussion of the syntax of participles.

by rightward movement of the noun phrase, we will have to face examples
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like (2c) above, in which the right-dislocated constituent is the head of the NP:

(23) a. k≥âl          “k ≥ult-l-ak              rû˛in      k≥u††˙nât-ak w-inçân fiind-ak
said3MS “said1S-to-CL2MS went3FP figs-CL2MS    and-if      at-CL2MS
min-hin     ˛abbe,  b-ak≥ûß            ̧sârib         u-b-axalli     ¸sârib
from-CL3FP seedFS , INDIC-shave1S moustache  and-leave1S moustache
“He said, ‘I told you your figs are gone, and if you have [even] a
piece [left] of them, I’ll shave half my moustache and leave
half’.” (20.7)

b. ∂≥all                  min  il-arbfiîn wâ˛ad
remained3MS from the-forty    oneMS
“One of the forty remained.” (42.4)

c. ya sîd-i        ra†îl-ak         z∞îr,   bidd-i        tsawwî-l-i
oh lord-CL1S ratils-CL2MS small, wish-CL1S make2MS-to-CL1S
min hal-˛âπar fiiyrât
from this stone   weights
“My Lord, your ratil is small; I want to make myself weights
from this stone.”(30.9)

The presentational clause in the example is inçân fiind-ak min-hin ˛abbe “if you

have a piece of your figs [left]”, in which the NP ˛abbe “seed, individual piece

of fruit” is preceded by two prepositional phrases. ̆ abbe is understood to be in

a (dislocated) partitive construction with min-hin “of them” (referring to the

figs mentioned in the previous clause). Constructions of this sort are common

in the data, and have an umarked word order of NP min-NP. This is illustrated

below:

(24) a. ±ala± ˛arâmîye wâ˛ad min-him   k ≥êsi dâru               min hân ̧sâma
three thieves      one     from-CL3MP qesi wandered3MP from here north
mi±l-ma  tk≥ûl       fia-nâblis
like-what say2MS to-Nablus
“Three thieves, one of them was a Qesi, wandered from here
north, like you might say to Nablus.” (37.1)

b. yôm-ha     ˛açmat         çi˛lit            wâ˛ade min  fiınê-ha
day-CL3FP happened3FP make-up3FP oneFS     from eyes-CL3FS
“That day, it happened that she painted one of her eyes.” (58.4)
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c. k≥âmat   hâ∂i       ˛allat       maßßîßa min i˛bâl il-xême
rose3FP this3FP untied3FP thread    from ropes  the-tent
“Then she untied a thread from the tent-ropes.” (38.5)

d. çill-ma      k≥âl         “hê∂∂a” yu∂≥rub bi-s-sêf
every time said3MS ‘like-this hit3MS with-the-sword
˛abil min i˛bâl il-xême
rope    from ropes the tent
“Every time he said ‘like so’ he cut with the sword one of the tent
ropes.” (43.7)

The string NP-min-NP is a noun phrase constituent (which I will refer to as a

partitive NP), presumably with a structure like the following, in which the

prepositional phrase is a complement of the head noun ˛abbe “piece, seed”:

(6-14)           NP
4

       ̨ abbe          PrP
4
PRO Pr’

4
Pr           PP

          fh       ti
      mini Pr     NP              ti

         #
       ku††˙nât-ak

A partitive NP, including the nominal head and the PP complement, can also

be moved. The following examples, a NP-min-NP constituent has been raised

to the “subject” position of a clause:

(25) a. a˛san-ma bint        min banât-na            titfiallak ≥   fî-h
better   not  daughter from daughters-CL1P hangs3FP in-CL3MS
“It’s better that no daughter of ours falls for him.” (43.5)

b. xa†ra fiasçari min fiasçar ibrahîm bâ¸sa  i¸stara          bô¸sit    râyib
once   soldier from  army  Ibrahim   Pahsa bought3MS pitcher yoghurt
“Once, one of Ibrahim Pasha’s soldiers bought a pitcher of
yoghurt.” (14.1)
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c. aßil-ha          inn şêx     min ma̧sâyix fiurbân il-balk ≥ ≥≥≥a
origin-CL3FP that sheikh from sheikhs   bedouin the-balka
bâk ≥i         ma†lûb                    la-l-fiasçar
bePARTMS demandPASSPARTMS to-the-army
“Its origin was that one of the sheikhs of the bedouin from
al-Balqa had been called up for the army.” (15.1)

d. wâ˛ad min i∂∂∂∂≥≥≥≥-∂∂∂∂≥≥≥≥yûf     k≥âm       nußß    il-lêl    
one        from the-guests rose3MS middle the-night
ta-y†ayyir                maiy
IN-ORDER let-fly3MS water
“One of the guests got up in the middle of the night to make
water.” (24.6)

That the first noun in the string (such as ̨ abbe “piece” above) is the head of the

NP can be seen in that it controls agreement with external predicates. In each

of the following examples, the head of the partitive has feminine gender, and

controls feminine agreement on the verb:

(26) a. k≥ ≥≥≥âmat  πamâfia  min  fiurbân  ∞azze
rose3FS groupFS from  bedouin Gaza
“A group of Bedouin from Gaza came.” (62.1)

b. k≥ ≥≥≥afidat fiind-ha  wâ˛ade min niswân ixwit  il-bint
sat3FS  at-CL3FP oneFS    from women  sisters the-girl
“One of the women who were the girl’s sisters sat by her.” (37.5)

The head noun can also be modified by a quantificational determiner (27a-b)

or the definite article (27c):

(27) a. k≥âm       hâ∂≥a    mall        la-çill    wâ˛ad min ülâdt-e        xurπ mâl
rose3MS thisMS filled3MS to-every one  from children3MS jug money
“Then he filled for every one of his children a jug of money.”
(51.2)
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b. hâ∂≥a     bak ≥î-l-e                      ±al±  banât,       çill  wâ˛de min-hin
thisMS bePARTMS-to-CL3MS three daughters, each oneFS  from-CL3FP
bi-tk≥ûl           la-l-k ≥âmar  “∞îb t-ak≥fiud           mitra˛-ak”
INDIC-say3FP to-the-moon ‘go    IN-ORDER-sit1S place-CL2MS
“He had three daughters; each of them would say to the moon,
‘go so that I can take your place!’” (46.1)

c. il-wâ˛ad min-him    ma-b-iswa                      bazk≥a
the-one     from-CL3MP not INDIC-be-worth3MS spit
“Not one of them is worth a spit.” (56.2)

The prepositional sub-constituent of the partitive NP can be extraposed, as can

be relative clauses and other noun phrase complements:

(28) a. k≥âl         “fia-l-yôm   law in   ˛ada      mât         min  fiêlt-i
said3MS ‘at-the-day if     that someone died3MS from family-CL1S
wala ßâr                   illi ßâr
than  happened3MS REL happened3MS
“He said, ‘if only one of my family had died today, rather than
had happened what happened’.” (58.4)

Given the structure proposed for partitive NPs in (6-14), for ˛abbe in (2c) to

occur in its position at the right edge of the clause as a result of rightward

extraposition would require that the head of a noun phrase can undergo extra-

position, as illustrated in (6-15) below. The head of ˛abbe min k ≥u††ênât-ak has

been right-adjoined to VP (following widely held assumptions regarding the

syntax of rightward extraposition9):

9c.f. Bµring and Hartmann (1995), Chung and McCloskey (1987), McCloskey (1997),
Rochemont and Culicover (1990).
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(6-15) TP
5

          PrPj      T’
   #       4
  PRO fiind-ak       T    PrP

    fh      4
  Pri  T      tj           Pr’
 fh      4
BEi Pr     ti          VP

    4
   V’               ̨ abbek

  5
  NP         V’
      3       fh
      tk            PP       ti    tj

$
         min ku††˙nât-ak
  

Allowing the head of a constituent to extrapose out of it is undesirable theoret-

ically, as extraposition is a form of A’-movement, usually reserved for XP

constituents (c.f. the Chain Uniformity Condition as discussed in Chomsky

1995: 9110; see also p. 318).

Another problem for a rightward dislocation analysis of the nominal

head ˛abbe in (2c) is what the motivation for it would be. In the Minimalist

Program, all  movement operations are driven by the need to check uninter-

pretable features, and overt movement is driven by the need to check strong

features. Since rightward extraposition is overt movement, there should be a

strong feature being checked as a result of the operation. However, this would

require stipulation that the VP projection (and crucially not the head of VP)

10However, it is not clear that the Chain Uniformity Condition is relevant to rightward
extraposition. Chomsky defines the CUC as a well-formedness condition on LF-representations.
Rightward extraposition, however, is regarded to be a PF-phenomenon that undergoes
reconstruction at LF. Therefore, it is not clear that the CUC would apply to rightward
extraposition at all.

has a strong feature that can only be checked by rightward movement of a
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nominal head inside it. Instead, PP-scrambling is derived more expediently by

a P-movement analysis.

6.5 Intonation and Stress in Rural Palestinian Arabic

The analysis of P-movement presented so far makes certain predictions

regarding to pronounciation of an Arabic clause. In particular, it predicts that

the most deeply embedded constituent (as determined at PF) will be pronounced

with some expression of tonic focus. In this section, I present evidence suggesting

that this prediction is true. I show that in several recorded examples of existential

constructions, the noun phrase or some sub-constituent of the noun phrase is

pronounced with increased pitch, and that the constituent so pronounced con-

tributes the distinctively new information presented in the clause. Distribution

of prominence within the focused noun phrase is argued to be due to constituency

constraints on the application of P-movement.

The examples in (29) below are from conversations concerning the topic

of livestock, and ∞anam “sheep” in particular. In Arabic, terms for describing

animals are mass nouns (like English cattle, sheep, livestock, etc.), and are  “indi-

viduated” through terms like râs “head” (just as head is used in English to

describe quantities of cattle), or through the use of the “singulative” affix -a(t):

∞aname “a sheep”, fia¸sara râs ∞anam “ten head of sheep”. Both (29a) and (29b)

have reduced partitives that omit the classifying noun ∞anam, which has been

established as the topic of the discourse at the point of utterance (stressed

syllables in bold-face):

(29) a. bak ≥a     ¿and-na mîytên,         yafini,   mîytên         arbfiîn  râs
was3MS at-CL1P  two-hundred, that-is, two-hundred twenty head
“We had 200…that is…240 head [of sheep].”
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b. bak≥a     fiand-na b-îπi                 mîytên…        w-arbfiîn râs
was3MS at-CL1P   INDIC-come3MS two-hundred…and-twenty head
“We had roughly two hundred…and twenty head.”

In the examples in (29), the most prominent stress (in terms of raised

pitch and prominence) falls on the numeral quantifiers, while the noun râs

“head” has some of the most reduced stress in the clause. In each of these

cases, the concept of râs ∞anam “head of sheep” is very prominent in the dis-

course11, so the new information in the examples is the cardinality of the set of

sheep possessed by the speaker. Therefore, the degree of stress placed on the

quantifiers reflects their information status within the clause.

In (30), the topic is cattle, as can be seen by the “broad subject” bak≥arât

“cows” in (30a):

(30) a. bak≥arât, bak ≥a     fiand-na b-îπi                  fia¸sara, itnâ¸sir râs
cows        was3MS at-CL1P INDIC-come3MS ten,      twelve head
“Cows, we had roughly ten, twelve head.”

b. bak≥a     fiand-na, wallah b-îπi…            b-ak ≥ûl-ak…
was3MS at-CL1   by-God INDIC-come3MS INDIC-say-to-CL2MS

ya      tisfia ya ±amanya          bak ≥ar
either nine or   eight               cattle
“We had roughly …I’d say either nine or eight cows.”

c. bak≥ ≥≥≥a     fiand-na bak ≥ar
was3MS at-CL1P   cattle
“We had cattle.”

In (30), the subject of bak≥ar “cattle”or bak≥arât “cows” is introduced; in

(30a), bak≥arât is a left-dislocated topic, which provides the discourse antecedent

for the reduced partitive fia¸¸sara, itna¸sar râs “ten, twelve head.” In (30a-b), stress

11However, râs [bakar] is not being used referentially, but is rather identifying the set
of referents being quantified.

patterns similar to those in (30) are seen: prominence is on the quantifiers
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fia¸sara, itna¸sar “ten, twelve…” and ya tisfia ya ±amanya “either nine or eight”,

rather than on râs or ∂yâl “tails.” In (30c), there is no prominence at all in the

noun phrase; this example was uttered towards the end of the topic, and

seems to be a summary or conclusion to the discussion of cattle. Therefore,

none of the information included in the sentence is discourse-new per se, but

there are no referential arguments either. A previous assertion is simply being

repeated, which may explain the lack of prominence on the noun phrase.

So far, we have looked at examples where the element of the clause

pronounced with tonic stress is a numeral quantifier, which represents the

new information in the clause, the noun  modified by the quantifier having

been previously established in the discourse, and not actually pronounced in

most the examples. Next, in (31), at a point in the discourse at which the

discussion has moved to history, the topic of livestock is reintroduced with the

nouns infiâπ “ewes” and ∞anam “sheep, goats”:

(31) a. fia-hôn aπu,          †alfiat,   aπit         nâs    im¸sarrak≥ √am˛âlit, yafini,
to-here came3MP, left3FP, came3FP people eastern    place,       that-is,
blâd      i¸s-¸sark≥îye aπat        il…trâ¸s-hum      illi aπat   
country the-east     came3FP to…herds-CL3MP REL came3FP

mafi-hum  infiâπ, mafi-hum   ∞anam,   mafi-hum…
with-CL3MPewes, with-CL3MP rams,      with-CL3MP…
“To here came, left, came people from the east, from a place, that
is, the country to the east, their herds that they brought with
them ewes, with them rams, with them…”

In (31), the topic of livestock is being reintroduced to the discourse at a

stage later than the examples in (31) and (32), and in a different context. While

the livestock possessions of the speaker were being discussed before, the new

topic concerns historical events involving a migration of sheep-herders from

land to the East (il-iblâd i¸s-¸sark≥îye “the eastern lands”). The example details the

livestock they brought with them. Therefore, these mentions of livestock terms
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are discouse-new information, since they do not have referential denotations

and they belong to a context which is new to the discourse. Correspondingly,

we see that prominence is on the nouns infiâπ “ewes” and ∞anam “rams” them-

selves, rather than on a numeral quantifier, as we previously.

I assume a phrase structure like the following for the noun phrase:

(6-16) mîytên         w-arbfiîn râs   [∞anam]
hundredDUAL and-forty head  sheep
“two hundred and forty head of sheep”

              NumP
  qp
QP          Num’

          %         4
           mîytên w-arbfiîn      Num            NP

        2        2
                Num    râs i      NP        ti

 @
[∞anam]

Given this structure,  Zubizarreta’s and Neeleman and Reinhart’s pro-

posals might be expected to place tonic stress on râs “head,” since it is the most

deeply embedded of the pronounced constituents. We might predict that the

noun phrases in examples (31) and (32a,b) should show scrambling, since the

head noun râs [∞anam] is the most deeply embedded metrically visible (∞anam

not being pronounced) constituent in the noun phrase, but it is not the most

prominent. As we saw above, this is the condition that Zubizarreta predicts to

give rise to scrambling, as it entails a conflict between the Nuclear Stress rule

and Focus Prominence rule (repeated below):

(32) Nuclear Stress Rule

Given two nodes C1 and C2 that are metrical sisters, the one
lower in the syntactic asymmetric c-command  ordering is more
prominent.
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(33) Focus Prominence Rule

Given two sister nodes Ci (marked [+Focus]) and Cj (marked
[-Focus]), Ci is more prominent than Cj.

Viewed in terms of meterical constituency, mîytên w-arbfiîn “two hundred

forty” and râs “head” are metrical sisters. If mîytên w-arbfiîn is marked for

focus, then the Focus Prominence Rule will be in conflict with the Nuclear

Stress Rule, which will assign prominence to râs, which is lower in the asymmetric

c-command order. Therefore, we would predict that P-movement would rear-

range them to *râs mîytên w-arbfiîn, which clearly does not happen.

The reason such an ordering of consituent does not develop may be that

while a PF operation is not subject to principles such as Attract and Greed,

P-movement is still subject to restrictions on constituency. In particular, I assume

that P-movement has to apply to XP-constituents (and that it is in effect a

variety of A’-movement). Therefore, P-movement will not be possible in the

phrase structure shown in (6-16), because râs is not an XP-constituent. Rather,

it is the head of the constituent containing the focused constituent mîytên w-arbfiîn.

Since P-movement is not applicable, deaccenting applies as a last resort, as per

Zubizarreta’s analysis of English and German.

6.6 Chapter Summary

In this Chapter, I examined a set of data that present complications for

the syntactic analysis developed in Chapters 2 and 3. These data involved

apparent examples of “secondary” PP fronting in existential constructions

(which I refer to as PP-scrambling), which would be difficult to motivate in the

model of grammar I am assuming. Instead, I argued that these word order

inversions are derived by a P-movement, a PF-operation that adjusts the linear-

ization of the pronounced string without affecting its LF-representation. This
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analysis was supported by a comparison with PP-scrambling in the post-verbal

field of transitive verbs. I compared this analysis with proposals made by

Belletti and Shlonsky (1995), according to whom PP-scrambling is a form of

A-movement. I argued that this analysis is unformulable in the Minimalist

Program, and so an analysis based on P-movement is to be preferred.
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